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Abstract
Violence prevention in Australia is being carried out in schools in order to deal with the
sharp rise in the incidence of non-fatal violent assaults in Australia since the 1970s. The
overwhelming majority ofviolent offenders in Australia are men. Theory development
has made little attempt to analyse the connection between masculinity as a social
construct and the practice of violence. It has also been suggested that adults' tolerance
of children's violence may hamper attempts to prevent violence.
This study sought to investigate tbe hypothesised connection between masculinity and
violence by examining the violent practices of the youngest age group of children and
how these practices are conceptualised by the adults caring for them.
Four early childhood centres participated in the study. The study drew on critical
ethnography and feminist methodology to inform the methods of semi-structured
interview and observation.
A sample of 268 children was observed for almost 100 hours to measure the nature and
extent ofthe perpetration of violence. 1,441 incidents of violence were observed.
Seventeen staff interviews were carried out following the observation phase to
determine their understanding of the phenomenon of children's perpetration of violence.

It was found that the perpetration of violence by the children was a frequent event and
both boys and girls were observed perpetrating violence. The statistics gathered show
that many more boys than girls were responsible for incidents ofviolence. Compared to
girls, boys were responsible for a greater number of incidents and for a much larger
number ofsenous incidents. There were styles of violence that were unique to boys
which were accompanied by symbols common to a dominant form of masculinity. It is
argued that many of the boys were actively engaged in constructing a masculinity linked
to violence.
Many staff believed that violence was a problem in early childhood. The staff
understood violence to be related to a number of factors, but masculinity was rarely
discussed. It was found that low levels of staff intervention followed incidents of
violence. Several perspectives appeared to inhibit staff from intervening.
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This thesis has demonstrated the need for violence prevention theory to include an
analysis of the link between masculinity and violence and for violence prevention
strategies for young children to be designed to sever this link. In addition it has argued
for adults to be more involved in children's play and to intervene directly in incidents of
violence.
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1.

Introduction

It is an almost universal finding that most violence in society is perpetrated by men
and boys (Maccoby & Jacklin 1980; Toch 1984; Archer 1992; Miedzian 1992). The
National Committee on Violence stated that:
One of the most striking aspects of violence in Australia is that the vast
majority of those who commit acts ofviolence are males. Over 80% of all
homicide offenders, and well in excess of 900,10 of those charged with serious
assault, robbery and sexual assault are men (NCV 1990, p. 33).
Historically the predominant theories to explain the phenomena of male violence
were based on biological functioning or psychological factors. This is evident in the
common citing of work by Toch (1984) and Maccoby and Jacklin (1980). More
recently social-psychological explanations have become predominant in explaining
violence in general but have largely neglected the dimension of gender (1990, p.
103).
While many social influences that support the practice of violence by men have been
reported they have received less attention than the biological, psychological and
social psychological. While it is clear that the majority of pefl>etrators are male, it is
remarkable that the social construction of gender has not had more emphasis in
theories of violence.
Social influences encompass a range of factors external to the individual including
others in a social group, institutions, media and other cultural structures that
communicate meanings about the world we live in. There is evidence that gender'
continues to be a major organising principle in society resulting in inequity between
the two sexes as articulated in the government report 'HalfWay to Equal' (House of
Representatives Standing Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs 1992). It is
argued that gender construction is based upon not just difference, but oppositional
difference, which, in part, posits masculinity as tough and aggressive and femininity
as soft and caring (Alloway 1995). While these images have been subject to change
there is evidence that the practice of violence by men is still encouraged and

I

The term gender is used in the thesis to refer to the social componen1s of sex difference. Masculinity
and femininily are the tenDs used to describe the two gend~ whereas sex differences rder 10
biological sex. For example sex differences in the data means differences between boys and girls or
men and women.
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reinforced by dominant beliefs in society about appropriate ways of demonstrating
one's masculinity (Jenkins 1990; Renew 1992; Bessant & Watts 1993).
The earliest years of social influence are arguably the best time to explore the
development of violent practices. Social influences are now believed to operate at a
much younger age than previously thought, there is evidence of awareness of what
society considers appropriate gender roles, in children as young as two (Fischer
1987; Derman-Sparks 1989; Alloway 1995). Until recent years, examinations of the
social context of children's development have been shadowed by theories that
emphasise individual psychology (Fleer 1995; Alloway 1995).
Many influences operate in the world of a young child. However, adults can be seen
as playing a major role in early childhood. A contemporary view is that aduJts
should avoid involvement in young children's play and that learning shouJd be
largely child-centred (Clark 1990). This laissez-faire view of children's development
is currently being scrutinised in child development literature (Fleer 1995). It is timely
that a study ofchildren's violent practices occurring in the social context of their
daily activities and adults' understanding of violence perpetrated by children, be
carried out in order to contribute to theories of violence as a social construct. This
study of the children and staff of four early childhood centres employed critical
ethnography to explore elements of the social construction of violence. This chapter
introduces the problem of violence in Australia and how it is dealt with by
educational institutions for children.

1.1.

Violence in Australia: Approaches to the problem

The National Committee on Violence (1990, p. xxiii) reported that, since the 1970s,
there has been a sharp increase in Australia in the various types of non-fatal violence,
including assault, rape and robbery. The Committee (1990) noted that this figure is
high compared to the standards of westem industrial nations and they noted that
violent offenders are overwhelmingly male.
The need for the development of primary prevention of violence in Australian
society has been recognised by both criminologists and educators (NCV 1990).
Violence prevention program development has been criticised for occurring without
a thorough foundation of theory (Mugford & Mugford, forthcoming). For example,
much of the literature documenting violence prevention program development
2

reflects a failure to distinguish conceptually between the prevention of victimisation
and the prevention of perpetration.
The National Committee on Violence (1990) emphasised that one of the best long
term strategies for changing attitudes which embrace violence Lies in education
programs for children. High schools Bre beginning to tackle the problem of violence
specifically but it has been suggested that strategies need to target younger people
(Wise & Williams 1993). The House of Representatives Standing Committee on
Employment, Education and Training (1994, p. 43) stated in their report on violence
in Australian schools that there was evidence to suggest that 'inappropriate
behaviours were identifiable in children as early as preschool and kindergarten'.
Goldsmith, speaking from her experience on the New South Wales Social Issues
Committee stated that. in her opinion, the first three years of a child's life are the
most important time for education to be done to prevent violence. She expressed her
belief that by the time children reach school it is 'too late' (Four Corners~ March

1994). Howe, Welfare Officer for Australian Capital Territories Primary Schools,
commented that research designed to contribute to our understanding of the
development of violent behaviour needs to be carried out with children under school
age (Howe, A1994, pers.comm., April).
Violence prevention initiatives in primary schools have primarily taken one of two
forms. One is the 'Protective Behaviours' model, which focuses on teaching young
children behaviours to protect themselves from abuse. The protective behaviours
model does not directly address the issue of perpetration of violence and critics have
2

suggested that the emphasis on the victim may unintentionally further feelings of
guilt and shame ifvictims do not act to avoid the abuse (Main 1993). It has been
argued that so long as protective behaviours programs are not accompanied by
programs to discourage the taking up of violent practices, their effectiveness will
remain in doubt (Main 1993).
The second prominent preventative model is based on conflict resolution techniques
(NCV 1990). While the reduction of violence is a possible outcome of this program it
is not specifically designed to prevent violence, nor does it distinguish perpetration.

2

The term 'victim' is replaced in the thesis with the tenD 'targeted child' except where it appears in
the literature or where it was the term used by staff in lhe interviews of this study. This is in order
to avoid the corrunon perpetratorMctim association and UlStead, positions the perpetrator as the
actor responsible for violence.
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There is evidence for the view that conflict resolution programs are limited due to the
absence of any clear eonceptualisation of violence (Main 1993; DEET 1993)
Neither the protective behaviours model nor conflict resolution programs provide an
analysis of the gender basis of patterns of violence in their curricula. While the
majority of incidents ofviolence within the school setting are perpetrated by boys,
the connection between violence and masculinity is commonly not being made by
those involved in the incidents, or it is being accepted as a part ofthe natural order of
things (Clark 1990; Miezdan 1991; DEET 1993). More recent violence prevention
initiatives in schools have focussed on the gendered nature of violence, commonly
form a sex role socialisation perspective for example the 'Standing Strong' campaign
(Leggins & Bagnall 1989). Davies (1993) argues that the sex role socialisation
theory, the major theory informing gender relations to

dat~

has largely failed to

challenge the socialisation of boys. The Department of Employment Education and
Training carried out a gender and violence project in 1993 (DEET 1993). In it the
authors emphasised the importance of investigating the construction of masculinity
and violence (DEET 1993 p. 15). The National Action Plan for the Education of
Girls released in 1993 emphasised the need to examine the construction of gender,
recognising the role educational institutions play in constructing gender through
language, beliefs and practices. In relation to sex based harassment they argued that
'frequently, sex based harassment from a small boy is seen as playful and harmless'
and concluded that 'boys must be taught from an early age that harassing behaviour
is unacceptable' (National Action Plan for the Education of Girls 1993, p.ll). It has
also been hypothesised that the way oftalking about children's violent practices, by
both the children and people dealing with their violence, currently serves to hide the
issue (Clark 1990; DEET 1993). For example Rigby (1994) argued that much
violenee in sockty occurs outside what is defined as crime and that a great deal of
violent behaviour that is untouched by law occurs in schools where it is commonly
ignored.
Bessant and Watts (1993) stated there was a need to develop interprctive and
ethnographic insights into why young people engage in violent acts. They claimed
that the majority of work being done is informed by positivist and functionalist
traditions which attempt to generate explanatory theory based on causality.
There is evidence from the literature ofa need to investigate the perpetration of
violence by children and how it is framed by the adults who care for them. In
4

addition the need to examine this phenomenon in light of what is known about the
construction of masculinity has been demonstrated and forms the focus of this study.
In a move from the positivist and functionalist tradition, this study employed critical

ethnography methods to investigate the phenomenon of children's violence.

1.2.

Violence defined

The tenn violence was employed throughout the thesis in preference to other terms.
Archer in his book on Male Violence (1994) distinguished between violence and
aggression., arguing that most work has conflated the two. Archer (1994) defined
aggression as the behaviour but violence as including the impact of the behaviour.
For this reason the term violence is preferred, and will be the most commonly used
term. The following section explores some of the differences between the terms
violence, aggression and bullying as a background to the study.

1.2.1. Violence
In order to research and discuss violence a working definition had to be clarified. The

task of operationalising the concept of violence was carried out for the purposes of
the study as a whole and for the data collection.
Definitions of violence, where they are clarified, vary enonnously across the
literature (Baenninger 1991; DEET 1993).
The terms violence, aggression, assault, and abuse all refer to similar phenomena.
They have different meanings according to the dictionary; but are commonly used
interchangeably, sometimes without definition. Further. the intended meaning of a
specific term varies according to the context and the worldview of the author.
An added comple,uty arises where terms originate in a specific discipline where their

meaning is well understood but are then used elsewhere with less precision. For
example, the term aggression is commonly used in psychological discourse, referring
to individual behaviour or temperament. Aggression also has the connotation of
initiation of an act. Similarly assault and abuse are terms where, in the legal context,
the judicial context the judicial definition will vary between different jurisdictions.
Many distinctions are made reflecting different criteria for understanding violence.
The term violence can be used to describe phenomena at a macro level or

5

interpersonal level. Coady (1986, p. 4), in an article entitled <The idea of violence'
clarifies three levels of violence;
• wide: including structural violence
• restricted: covering positive interpersonal acts of force, usually involving injury
• legitimist: illegal or illegitimate use of force
He argued that there is the tendency in the literature to slide from one definition to
the other (Coady] 986). This research project focussed on the restricted definition of
interpersonal acts of violence.
A wide range of types of interpersonal violence and aggression have been
categorised by both academics and government bodies including physical, verbal,
direct/indirect, emotional, psychological, economic, social and sexual violence. In
addition to the various definitions in the literature. the legal definition of violent
crimes vary across jurisdictions (NCV ] 990; National Committee on Violence
Against Women 1992; DEET 1993; Archer 1994; Ainley et al. ]994; House of
Representatives Standing Committee on Employment, Education and Training
1994). The Oxford English Dictionary definition of violence is restricted to physical
force: <The exercise of physical force so as to inflict injury on or damage to persons
or property action or conduct characterised by this'. Coady (1986, p. 15) critiques
this definition for being limited. This study goes beyond this definition to include a
range of categories of violence, for example attempted injury.
The observational data collection was restricted to the observable phenomena of
physical or verbal violence toward a child or their property by another child.
The following categories were used (without regard for the legal definition of the
words used):
• physical assaults which cause pain or injury (for example hitting, throwing an
object

a~

hitting with object, pinching, pushing and biting);

• physical assaults that appear intended to injure (for example an object thrown and
missed);
• physical assaults that humiliate and inconvenience (for example water throwing,
spitting);
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• physical force that restricts (for example blocking path, squashing);
• physical behaviour that is unwanted and causes pain or discomfort (for example a
hug continued with protest. a kiss continued with protest);
• property violence (for example breaking a doll a child is playing with, ripping up
a picture);
• threatening behaviour which appears intended to hurt or frighten (for example
brandishing a stick in the face of a child);
• verbal violence (for example name calling, ridicule);
• verbal assertion delivered with animosity (for example 'you can't come to my
party').

Stephen (1993) notes that early social advances of young children under three are
often made in a physical way including actions such as poking. pushing and
thumping. For this reason, incidents such as gentle pokes or prods, pouring sand over
the head, pulling a child's fingers off the handles ofa bike, or a gentle push were not
recorded as violent.
For the purpose of the data collection in the staff interviews it was decided to use a
variety of related terms with the idea of using as many words as possible to
communicate the concept of violence in a general way, without restricting the ideas
to one term which may have particular meanings to people. During the interviews
many staff used the term aggression. While the term violence was preferred, the term
aggression was used in discussion to avoid repetition and because it was commonly
used by the staff. For this reason the term aggression is defined below.
1.2.2. Aggression

The Macquarie dictionary definition of aggression includes:
• the action of a state in violating by force the rights of another state
• the mental attitude, the emotional drive to attack
• any offensive action or procedure
• the practice of making assaults or attacks

7

The use of the term aggression in this study is based upon the latter three definitions
offered by the dictionary. It is not used necessarily with the connotation of being the
initiator of an attack. Manning (et al. 1978) argues that aggression is also a term used
for 'outgoing exploratory activity', and, as such.. is sometimes considered to be a
positive personal attribute. For this reason it is not the preferred term for this study
which assumes at the outset that violence is a destructive practice.
Maccoby and Jacklin (1986, p. 965) included all behaviour that 'hurts or appears
intended to do so' in their definition of aggression on which to base their
observations of children. The inclusion of intent in the process of defining an act as
violent meant a clearly subjective decision about the data collection. This concept
was drawn upon in this study to distinguish between what appeared to be an
accidental act, such as swinging an arm around or a friendly cuddle and other acts
where the ehild demonstrated some level of awareness of the act they were
performing, for example looking in the direction of the child, lining up an object
used as a weapon or continuing with smothering affection despite considerable
protest. However, even if a lack of obvious intent was evident in some of the
observations, this was not used to restrict the collection of data.
Maccoby and Jacklin (1986, p. 966) also excluded rough and tumble play from their
definition for the purpose of observations.
The terms most commonly used in referring to children's behaviour are aggression
and bullying. This section on definitions concludes with a brief mention of the
definition for the purpose of following discussion.
1.2.3. BuOying

According to Tattum and Herbert (1992) the essential element of bullying is a wilful
conscious desire to hurt, threaten or frighten someone. Rigby and Slee (1994) claim
that the long duration of the behaviour is what distinguishes bullying from other
aggression. Toch (1984, p. 136) included the element of pleasure and an assessment
of characteristics of the victim in his definition of bullying: 'an orientation in which
pleasure is obtained from the exercise of violence and terror against individuals
uniquely susceptible to it'.
While the tenn is too specific for the current study it is an important defmition to
note due to its common use for children.
8

1.3.

The Research
1.3.1. Aims

This study was initially prompted by the question of whether ways of talking about
the perpetration of violence by children actually hamper initiatives to prevent it.
A secondary question was whether the association of masculinity with violence is
also hidden by the way in which aggression and the practice of violence by children
is talked about.
The aim of the study was to add to the development of the theory of violence
prevention.
It is hoped that this work will also contribute to the design of primary prevention
strategies for the education of children in early childhood.
The objectives of the research were to:
• observe and describe the nature and extent of the perpetration of violence by
children in a sample of early childhood daycare settings;
• explore and document the way that aggressive behaviour of children in a child
care setting was talked about by those involved in particular incidents;
• examine possible meanings in terms of social construction and to analyse the
possible impact this may have on the propensity to commit violence; and
• analyse the data in light of what is known about the social construction of gender.

1.3.2. Research questions
1. What is the nature and extent of the perpetration of violence by children in a
sample of early childhood centres? In addition:
• are there observable differences between girls and boys in this regard? If
so, what are they?
2. How do adults, who are caring for children in early childhood, conceptualise
children's aggressive behaviour? In addition:
• how do the ideas of the adults compare to theories of aggression/violence
in the carly childhood years?

9

• are there any distinctions in the way they talk about boys and girls?

1.3.3. Sources of evidence

1. observation of children in the three levels of a full day child care institutioninfants, toddlers and pre-schoolers;
2. interviews of staff of the selected child care organisation.

This research focus was on the aggressor's behaviour, rather than that of the targeted
child, and includes an analysis of the gendered nature of aggression.
The theories examined in the thesis concern child development and explanations for
violence.

1.4. The Thesis Structure
1.4.1. Chapter one--literature review
Violence in childhood cannot be understood in isolation from the construction of
violence in general; therefore the literature review chapter begins with a section
exploring the major understandings of human violence. There are a vast number of
theories of violence; the most often cited works or those which refer to social
dimensions of the practice of violence are summarised.
This section is followed by an examination of important understandings of child
development. Two significant theorists are discussed, Piaget and Vygotsky, and their
role in current thinking and educational practices is appraised. The review is
conducted to provide a developmental backdrop to understanding children's
violence.
Through the subsequent examination of research on children and violence presented
in the following section, it is argued that limited attention has been paid to the
perpetration ofviolence by young children in Australia. The main body of research is
on bullying in schools and dominance relations betwcen young children which
touches on the topic of violence.
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1.4.2. Chapter two-methodology
This chapter describes critical ethnography and how this methodology was employed
in this study.

1.4.3. Chapten three, four and five-results
Three data chapters describe data from observations of children: the first chapter
presents the data quantitatively. the second presents contextual information in a
qualitative format. The final data chapter presents the qualitative staff interview data.

1.4.4. Chapter six-~:liscussion
The discussion explores the discourses of both the children and the staff that can be
seen to contribute to social dimensions of the practice of violence by children in
early childhood. It concludes by positing that theoretical understanding of violence
would be enriched by an understanding of how the social context is linked to action
and that. once highlighted as a significant component of children's violence, the
ideas can pave the way for different ways for adults to foster more prasodal
practices in children.

II

2.

Literature review
2.1. Introduction

The study of humanity has historically been carried out through the lens of a vast
array of theoretical positions, the foundations of which are drawn from the sciences 3
of biology, psychology and sociology. Some of the key theoretical positions or
disciplines 4 include evolutionary biology; sociobiology~ human ecology;
behaviourism; social psychology; and social constructionism. Each one reflects a
different way of seeing human nature~ and social relations and draws upon one or
several of the key sciences to a different degree. Understanding why humans are
violent to members of their own species has plagued the minds of women and men
for centuries, but primarily they have drawn on the knowledge base loosely termed
the 'social sciences' .
A study of violence perpetrated by children needs to be informed by literature on the
perpetration of violence generally, theories of child development and finally
literature specifically on children and violence. In this section a selection of general
theories of violence will be summarised as a background to the study followed by
material more specific to the study. The material was selected in part to demonstrate
the weight carried by certain perspectives or of certain disciplines.
Within both the violence and child development fields of knowledge theoretical
positions can be divided in the first instance into theories that focus on individual6
processes (including biological and psychological) and those that focus on social
processes. The polarised debate known popularly as the 'nature versus nurture'?

Science: the tenn science is used here as a general term for knowledge and learning, or to describe a
particular body of knowledge or learning. 1bis is the old use of the term, prior to the scientific
revolution after which it became associated with experimental methodology (Williams 1976).
4 Discipline: the branch of instruction or learning. A distinction is made between disciplines, which
have become a formalised branch, such as human ecology and social psychology, and those bodies
of knowledge thaL are not formalised (Williams 1976).
s.ne If:nn nature is one of the most complex words in the language. Williams identified three areas of
meaning: (i) the essential quality and cbarncter of something (ii) the inherent force which directs
either the world Or human beings or both (iii) the material world itself, including or nol., human
beings. Far the purpose of this paper the flM, more neutIal, meaning is intended (Will..iams 1983 p.
221).
6 The teem is used lO e:<pla.in those theories that see behaviour as arising from within the individual in
various ways, either from processes within the individual or from outside forces impacting on the
individual.
I Nature refers to individual or human nature, while nurture refers to influences from the social
environment

J
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argument of the causality of violence has dominated much public thought. The
dichotomy between the levels of 'individual' and 'social' is in some ways a false
one, for example the theories emanating from sociobiology or social psycbology
employ knowledge from both fields. However, for ease of presentation the division
will be made. For the purposes of reviewing the literature the two terms aggression
and violence will be used as they present in the theories themselves.

8

2.2. Theories of violence
This section provides a description of the main focus of each theoretical position.
These have been divided into two subsections: Intra-individual and Social/cultural
2.2.1. Intra-individual
Intnl-individual based arguments range from those that see violence as emanating
from natural biological urges to those who understand it as a form of pathological
psychological behaviour. This section divides the intra-individual theories of
violence into biological theories, evolutionary theories, psychological and
psychoanalytical theories. They represent the dominant discourse of violence and as
such, they form a major component of the body of knowledge available to adults to
explain the violence of children.

Biological theories
Biological explanations of violence can be divided into biochemical, genetic and
neurological detenmnants of behaviour.

Biochemical theories

Biochemical explanations for violence are used to explain (fully or in part) sex
differences in the perpetration of violence (Bandura 1973; Smith & Green 1975;
Macroby & Jacklin 1980; NCV 1990). The main focus of biochemical explanations
for violence has been on sex hormones. It has been demonstrated almost universally
that males from a very young age act more aggressively than females (Toch 1984;
Maecoby & Jacklin 1974; Connell 1987; Archer 1994). As Goodenough (1987)
notes, virtually all studies across different cultures have demonstrated that boys are
more aggressive than girls, and girls are more nurturant in their behaviour. A positive
B

See tile discussion on terminology in the introduction to this thesis.
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relationship between plasma levels of testosterone in males and aggressive and
antisocial behaviour has been suggested by several researchers (Burrowes et al.1988;
Denno 1988; Olweus 1988).
Maccoby and Jacklin (1974) reviewed 94 studies from America and a range of
cultures. 52 showed that boys were more aggressive, 37 found no differences and
only five found girls to be more aggressive. They argued that the biological factors,
in particular the sex hormones, provide both an activating and an organising function
in the aggression of young children (Maccoby & Jacklin 1980). They asserted that
while social learning and cultural patterns play an 'enonnously important role', the
young age at which violent behaviour manifests precludes the possibility of
socialisation being a major factor in early childhood (Maccoby & Jacklin 1980, p.
972).
Several researchers have gone on to examine the link between honnones and
violence. The results show that a positive link is tenuous. being restricted to indirect
factors such as a tendency toward rough and tumble play and impulsivity rather than
violence in particular (NCV 1990; Miedzian 1992). However it has been
demonstrated in adults that high testosterone can actually be activated by aggressive
behaviour (Maccoby & Jacklin 1980).
There are two possible implications offindings which correlate violence with the
male sex hormones. One would be for hormonal treatment, not a position taken by
any violence prevention programs for children. The second implication is the
possibility that biological arguments may lead to an acceptance of the status quo,
resulting in the catch phrase 'boys will be boys'9. Ifadults are explaining children's
violence as being determined by sex honnones this could explain why the behaviour
would be ignored. For children in early childhood these explanations are of little
relevance due to the filct that between three months and puberty there is very little
difference in the circulating levels of testosterone between girls and boys (Maccoby

& Jacklin 1980, p. 973).
Violence as an inherited trait has also been the subject of study. This will be covered
in the foHowing section.

9

This is the argument proffered by Mic:d.zWt (1992) in her book with the same title.
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Genetic explanations

Genetic explanations posit that genes playa major part in an inherited tendency
toward violence. The role of heredity in the commonly observed parent-child
similarity in aggression has been the subject of much debate (NCV 1990).
The majority of research on genetic thoories comes from adoption studies, where
adoptive parents are compared to biological parents of children. Mednick (1988)
found no relationship between criminal histories of children who had been adopted
and those of their natural parents. suggesting a lack of genetic component. Several
difficulties are posed by such studies. including the dynamics of the legal process;
and social factors in the situation of both adoptive and biological parents giving up
children. Turner (1994, p. 239) argued that there is, at most, a very small genetic
component for violent behaviour, but a better case could be made for the influence of
personality traits.
Another prominent biological concept in early thinking about violence was that of an
aggressive instinct seated in the human neurological system.

Neurological theories

Neurological theories are based upon the concept of a violent <instinct' present in
animals and humans. Much of the early research on instinct was carried out by
ethnologists and sociobiologists

lO

,

who studied animal populations (Lorenz 1966;

Ardrey 1966). Their theories rested on the presence of an aggressive drive in animals
that built up until released periodically. The theory of viaJence in humans derived
from these studies is referred to as <catharsis theory'. This 'catharsis theory' is
present in many current arguments for encouraging children to engage in war play
and watch violent television in order to release their aggression (Carlsson -Paige &
Levin 1990; Miedzian 1992).

However, the catharsis theory has been discredited by many researchers (see
discussion in Miedzian 1992). In particular the humanJanimallink has been strongly
criticised (Lehrman 1953; Montague] 968) and the concept of damming up of the

10

Sociobiology is the study ofsocial behaviour through the study of animal behaviollJ' and the genetic
evidence for the nalural selection of particular behavioural traits. Sociobiology combined the two
traditions of population genetics and evolutionary ecology with ethology and animal behaviour
(Mann 1983).
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aggressive drive has been criticised as a faulty neurological concept (Lehnnan 1953;
Hinde 1960; Scott 1972; Bandura 1973).
Another body of research which may influence adult perspectives on children's
violence is thc evolutionary theories of behaviour.

Evolutionary theories
The biological detenninist doctrine follows the Darwinian notion of' survival of the
fittest'. The position held by proponents of this view is that those who have the most
aggressive tendencies are more likely to survive the process of natural selection.
While traditional ethnologists seated much behaviour in the biological organism,
contemporary evolutionary psychologists see it based in the psyche or cultural
influences (Daly & Wilson 1994). However all view aggression as adaptive from
success in competing for food., property or reproduction.
The most recent ethnological theorists have grappled with the issue of male violence.
For example Daly and Wilson (1994) explain male violence (including same sex
violence, sexual conflict and parent child abuse) in evolutionary terms arguing that it
reflects a masculine psychology which evolved where threats and violence were
functional for avoiding threats to male reproductive success. However, the biological
determinist position can also be argued to lead to an acceptance of the status quo
(Gilbert 1994) or for channelling of violence through aggressive activities such as
violent sports or even war (Bandura 1973).
While the recent theorists acknowledge an evolutionary function of violence their
focus is moving to the cultural factors that serve to foster the practice in order to
facilitate behaviour change (Gilbert 1994). This is a trend relevant to this study, but
the question arises whether the traditional theories are still evident in the
understandings adults have of children's violence.

Psychological theories
Frustration initiated drive

Theorists such as Berkowitz (1961) and Feschbach (1956) have referred to
frustration induced drive combined with the social factors of reinforcement and
modelling as key factors in violence.
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Baodura (1973, p. 14) claimed that human responses to frustration are too varied to
enable frustration to be used as an explanation of aggression and argued that the
'autonomous energy generating system' concept of an instinctual drive is flawed.
The National Committee on Violence gives scant coverage to the frustration theories
in their small section on personality factors and comment that the link between
frustration and violence is complex, citing numerous variables impacting on how
people express frustration (NCV 1990, p. 71). They point to the overlap of
biological, psychological and cultural processes when regarding any factor.

As noted above, both the instinct and the drive theories lead to the solution of
catharsis, either finding alternative 'outlets' for aggression or through substitute
activities such as participating in or viewing aggressive sports or violent films
(Miedzian 1992). However, a large body of research shows that levels of aggression
following cathartic activities are likely to be maintained or increased rather than the
reverse (Bandura 1973).
Both frustration and aggressive instinct have been discredited as direct driving forces
of violence perpetration. These theories have been suggested to be contributing to an
acceptance of children's violence as natural or cathartic (Miedzian 1992; DEET
1993).

Personality
This approach views violent behaviour in terms of individual psychology, with
remedies focusing On treatment of the underlying psychological causes. Both the
perpetrator and. at times, the victim are seen as having personality characteristics that
predispose them to violent behaviour (Horsfall 1993). A lack of the personality traits
of empathy and guilt (Olweus

1988)~

and the presence of risk-taking, thrill seeking or

attention seeking (NCV 1990, p. 71) and impulsivity (Turner 1994) have all been
located as personality traits that predispose the individual to being violent.
Toch (1984) found two important personality characteristics of men with an adverse
self image, the first is the 'self image promoter' who devotes much time in gaining
status from being tough and 'formidable'; the second is the 'self image defender'
who engages in conflict in response to 'slights'. He argued that violent men see
themselves as being the only fact of social relevance and view others as objects.
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While Toch's work is old ll it is significant in several ways. Methodologically it was
quite radical for its time using a phenomenological approach of interviewing violent
men themselves about their violence. In addition the use of peer researchers was
unusual.
However, while claiming that the violent man was the subject of study, Toch
continued to generalise the findings of his study to humankind and at no time
questioned the masculinity or 'manhood' that these men were reputed to have
defended or promoted, or the connection between masculinity and the issue of social
importance.
So far the review of the psychological concepts has covered frustration initiated drive
and personality traits. The next sub-section considers two further approaches from
the individual perspective, that ofchildhood trauma and male identity. These are
both from the tradition of psychoanalysis.

Psychoanalysis
Childhood trauma
Fromm (1973) argued that much violence is the result of the 'sadistic personality',
the person who gets pleasure from cruelty. Miedzian (1992) claimed that this was
largely, although not exclusively, a result of humiliation and abuse in childhood. For
example Miller (1983) explored the child rearing practices in Nazi Germany and
concluded that the practices of physical punishment, extreme repression of
spontaneity and emotional deprivation common to the period had great bearing on
the violent activities of the Nazi regime. However, such psychoanalysis has largely
neglected the question of sex differences in the practice of violence. As Miedzian
(1992) argued, both boys and girls are subjected to humiliation and abuse, but
violence is practiced to a far greater extent by boys and men.

Male identity

Aecording to Dinnerstein (1977) the basis of the development of a violent
masculinity is the child's identity formation. She cites the fact that the majority of
children are raised by women as an essential problem in male identity formation
because, by the age of eighteen months, boys already are aware that they are male

II

Tach (1984) was first published in 1969.
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and, hence, different from mother. She argued (1977), that in order to 'become a
man' a boy must differentiate himself from his mother through rejecting the
feminine, and all that he associates with it such as empathy and nurturing. He must
develop a masculine identity based upon the models available. While many models
of the feminine are available to him to reject, often fathers are either absent or
unavailable due to their work therefore the most common masculine models
available are television heroes.
Up to this point this review has focussed on explanations of violence based upon
mechanisms operating within the individual. It has covered key biological,
psychoanalytical and psychological perspectives. The body ofliterature reviewed is
substantial reflecting the dominance of this perspective. Several authors (Bandura
1973; Renew 1992; DEET 1993; Main 1993) have posited that the individual level of
analysis has enjoyed a prime position in terms of theories of violence perpetration,
arguing that this has led to several outcomes such as:
• an acceptance ofthe occurrence of violence as a natural part of being a boy;
• a need for physical or psychiatric treatment;
• the need for programs to build the self esteem of perpetrators; and even
• an escalation of violence through encouraging legitimated violence 12 •
Therefore it is crucial to examine theories that move beyond the individual.
While it is not always possible to make a distinction between social and individual
explanations, theories usually emphasise one level over the other for the purpose of
bringing about change.
The next subsection covers those theories that focus upon the social structures or
processes, and while certain theories examine the interplay between the social and
individual, they nevertheless advocate affecting the social level to bring about
ehange.

2.2.2. SociaUCulturaI perspectives on violence
Social or cultural perspectives can be divided into those theories which focus
primarily on the social processes and the structures and social construction theories

12

For example on the sports field, in lhe name of cathartic drainage
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that explore the interplay between the individual and the society as essentially a two
way process.

Social psychology
Social psychological explanations look outward to the social environment and assess
how the environment affects the psychological make up of the person. They
represent a step between purely individualistic theories and those which focus on the
constitutive social forces themselves. The major discipline responsible for this
theoretical standpoint is soeial psychology. The National Committee on Violence
report (1990) outlines a variety of causal factors under the heading of social
psychological explanations 13 . For example the effects of different styles of parenting
(Olweus 1980); family dysfunction (Bly ] 990)~ experiences of divorce (Hetherington
et al. 1982) on children and the influences of a 'deviant' peer group on aggressive
behaviour (NCV 1990) have all been put forward as contributing to the perpetration
of violence through their effects on the psychology of the individual.
The influence of family is central to many explanations based upon social
psychology (NCV 1990). For example Bly draws upon social psychological concepts
of family dysfunction., in particular absent and abusive fathers and overprotective
mothers and how this impacts upon the formation of masculine identity in the young
boy, to help to explain why males are violent (Bly 1990, p.146). Similar to
Dinnerstein., he believed a part of the problem of widespread gang violence lies in
boys' difficulty in separating from the mother in the absence of both the father and
men in his life outside of the family to assist in this process (Bly 1990, p. 25). His
analysis is based upon a 'fixed' or 'true' male identity or masculinity, a view shared
by psychoanalysts such as Jung, Christian fundamentalists and essentialist feminists
(Connell 1995, p. 13). The National Committee on Violence report stated that the
influence of the family, and childhood experience in generol, is 'paramount' in
determining whether an individual becomes violent (NCV 1990, p. 103). The report
acknowledged cultural factors but argued that these were mediated by the experience
in the home. Another well documented theory of violence is social learning theory.

13

The NCV report mcludes in its section on 'social psychological explanations' several factors that
are referred to in this paper under the heading 'sociaI.isaLion'. Definitions are somelimes arbitral)'
for example certlin writers would argue !hat physical punishmenJ. of children has primarily a
psychological effect on the child, while others would argue that it is more in the realm of social
learning or socialisation.
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Social process theories
One of the most influential theories, which challenged many of the previously held
biologically based theories, is the socialleaming theory of aggression (Bandura
1973). This theory regards aggression as primarily learnt through the observation of
the behaviour of 'models'. The individual may then act out the behaviour for a
variety of reasons, including emotional states and permissive attitudes on the part of
people in the family, peer group or wider culture.
Key concepts in the social learning theory are the behaviourist notions of reward and
punishment, modelling, regulatory functions and stimulus control and the role these
have in shaping behaviour. The concepts ofpunishment and reward are particularly
evident with children (Sebastian-Nickell & Milne 1993). Sebastian-Nickell and
Milne (1993, p. 68) note the importance ofthe status and power of the model in the
consequent imitation of modelled behaviour and note the positive rewards ehildren
can get from their aggressive behaviour if it is successful, a fact that will influence
both the targeted child and others witnessing the behaviour.
While Bandura (1973) noted the vast differences between the sexes in the
perpetration of violence, the attention paid to the differential in his theory does not
reflect its magnitude. The explanation offered for sex differences is that, although
girls learn aggressive behaviour, they receive both less reinforcement and more
positive encouragement for prosocial behaviour than boys.
More recently Eron and his colleagues (1983) and Patterson (1981; 1991 quoted in
Hoffman et aL 1994) have concluded that children learn aggression directly from
parents and that this, coupled with the indirect effects of harsh discipline, coercive
and hostile parenting, low levels of positive involvement with children's activities
and low levels of supervision of children's activities relate to children's (in particular
boys') subsequent violent behaviour.
Social learning theory supports the need to examine the social context, including the
adult meanings ofchildren's violence, paying attention to the possible presence of
reinforcers, models and any relevant punishments in the words or actions of adults in
children's lives. Bandura's idea of children contributing to shaping the social
environment in which they live serves to alert us to the importance of recording the
chi Idren1 s discourses about violence.
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Gender socialisation
Socialisation theory proposes that boys and girls acquire different sets of values as a
result of role modelling from parents, reward and punishment of gender appropriate
behaviours and direct instruction (DEET 1993, p. 13). The process of socialisation
involves learning roles designated by socicty as appropriate for males and females
(DEET 1993, p. 13). COIUleJl described two ways the concepts of sex role
socialisation are applied, firstly in relation to specific sex roles, such as 'houswife'
and 'breadwinner' roJes. The second way sex role theory is applied is more general
male and female sex roles (Connell 1995, p. 22).
According to this theory boys' aggression and girls' submission are seen as
complementary roles resulting in widespread violence against women (Clark 1989).
The 1970s and 1980s saw the development of other forms of socialisation theory,
significantly those which focussed upon the structures or agencies of socialisation
including the media, institutions, sub-cultures and family. This translated into an
examination of the structures of socialisation, rather than focussing on the part
played by reward and punishment (Connell 1987). This theory has been very
influential in the design of programs in Australian schools to combat violence
(DEET 1993, p. 13).
The impact of the feminist movement's commitment to the issue of violence against
women in the early 1980s 14 led to an examination ofdifferent social conditioning of
boys and girls, in relation to aggression and violence specifically towards women.
Male to female violence initially was seen as a dominance/submission dualism, with
socialisation of each gender l ' being largely responsible for the problem (Renew
1992).
Some of the practical outcomes of such an approach in Australia have been to focus
attention on the socialisation process itself and to challenge the gender linked
attitudes that lead to both aggressive and submissive behaviour (Liggins & Bagnall
1995, p. 5). This has primarily been done in the form of written material for the
'subjects' of socialisation, namely young people, designed to alert them to attitudes

I~ See McGregor & Hopkins (1991) "Working for Change" for infonnation about Ihe hi!>tory of lJ1e
feminist movement in Austrnlia in relation to male violence.
15 Masculme and feminine characteristics attributed 10 men and women by society.
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contributing to their victimisation l6 . However, effort to change some of the key
agents of socialisation, such as the portrayal of violence in the media and violence in
sport has been argued to be inadequate'1 (NCV 1990, p. 249-250). Miedzian argued
that in America huge corporate interests in media and sport have thwarted any efforts
for change (Mied.zian 1992).
Socialisation theory has led to the introduction of some programs for men batterers
which challenge some of the rigid role expectations that are believed to have
contributed to domestic violence in adult men who have perpetrated this form of
violence (pence & Shepard 1988). This was promoted by some feminist groups and
supported by the Office of Status of Women. However, Mied.zian (1992) argued that
attempts to challenge the connection between masculinity and violence in other
domains have been thwarted by fears of 'emasculating' boys and men.
Socialisation theory posits children as passive recipients of social conditioning and
has been criticised as ignoring human cognition (Bandura 1973) or agency (Davies
1994, p. 1). Complementarity of roles is also a key concept in socialisation theory

(Connell 1995, p. 25) and it has been argued that the resultant focus has been almost
solely on femininity, in particular the shortfalls of femininity that allow for female
submission and consequent vietimisation (Horsfall 1991, Orr 1991).
Some have argued that socialisation theory can be seen to enjoy close links with a
focus on biological determinism (Connell 1995, p. 22) . Davies (1989, p. 5) argued
that the biological basis of sex differences in behaviour are assumed with the social
roles acting as merely a 'superficial social dressing' laid over real biological
difference.
It has also been argued that the problematisation of the feminine, typical of the

liberal feminist movement, occurred without adequate challenge to masculinity and,
in addition.. led to a further devaluation of the so called feminine qualities (Davies
1994, p. 1). While socialisation has been named as an important step in further

understanding social influences on human actions postructuralists eschew this kind
offocus on the individual, reject the notion of children as passive reeipients of
societal messages and seek to broaden the analysis to look at collective practices
One example is the "Standing Strong" campaign funded by Communily Services VictorU
(Conununily Services Victoria 1992).
17 See minorily reports on boxing by Lucas. Quinn and Chappell and on violence in the media by
Quinn in NCV report.
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(Davies 1994; MacNaughton 1995a). The final topic in the sociaUculturallevel of
analysis is poststructural social construction theory.

Social construction theories
Literature on the social construction of violence is to be found within texts on the
broader issue of the social construction of masculinity, in particular in the childhood
years. Several researchers examining poststrueturalist concepts have noted the link
between masculinity and violent practices and have criticised socialisation theory for
avoiding a thorough examination of masculinity (Clark 1990; Davies 1993; Alloway
1995). However, although very little material exists devoted solely to the topic of
violence within the poststrueturalist litcrature the consensus is that there is a
dominant masculinity that is based on aggression, competition and dominance.
Some poststructural theorists define the binary concepts of male and female as being
dependant upon a hierarchical notion of difference, with male as the norm and
female as the lesser 'other' (Connell 1987; Miedzian ]992; Davies 1993). Particular
poststructuralist theorists challenge such binary thinking in relation to the genders,
by proposing that these binarisms be deconstructed (Alloway 1995). According to
some poststructuralists boys and girls are actively engaged in a dynamic process of
constructing their own masculinities and femininities, not passively receiving them
as in socialisation theory (DEET 1993). Aggressive boys can be seen as actively
engaging in a strategy to gain status and power from the dominant group, positioning
themselves in a masculinity that legitimates the targeting of girls and those boys who
do not adhere to this form of masculinity (DEET 1993). While people are actively
engaged in their own construction this is not always seen to be a conscious process
(Davies 1994).
Another key component of some poststructuralist theory is that power and
powerlessness are regarded as fluid concepts (Thome 1993, p. 64). Thome (1993, p.
64) examines the construction of gender in sex segregated play in American primary
school. She argued that children use aggression, 'invasion' and chasing as ways of
securing the boundary between the sexes. Thome (1993, p. 83) comments upon the
asymmetrical results of much 'borderwork', in particular the boys' control of
playground space. She criticised the emphasis on difference in much work on gender

relations in the playground, arguing that much can be learnt from analysing
exceptions to the male/female dualisms.
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Poststructuralism can offer a way to challenge the power differentials and the
practices that support this aspect of the binary concepts of male and femal e. It invites
an examination of the way children actively participate in the production and
maintenance ofgendered identities (Clark 1990) or gendered borders (Thome 1993).
An examination of the concept of power in relation to violence has the potential to
challenge masculinity in such a way as to deconstruct the connection between
masculinity and power. rather than attempting to give girls access to it (Alloway

1995).
Miedzian's book titled 'Boys Will Be Boys' (1992) includes a range of initiatives
being carried out in America aimed at breaking the link between masculinity and
violence. In the last ten years programs have been developed in Australian schools
which have attempted to deaJ with the construction of masculinity in relation to
violent behaviour (DEET 1993). Examples inelude the Department of Employment
Education and Training's "No Fear" kit, David Denborough's "Step by Step"
program, the Queensland Department of Education' s kit "Enough is Enough",
MASA school programs (MASA 1993) and the "Pair" program (1992) developed by
Queensland Rape Crisis Centre. In addition the work of Alloway (1995), an outcome
of the Gender Equity in Curriculum Reform Project initiated by the Commonwealth
Department of Employment Education and Training, addresses gender construction
in early childhood and touches on issues of children's violence.
A great deaJ of energy has been expended in furthering our understanding of the
phenomenon of violence. A huge range of contributory factors has been held under
the microscope. Theorists have largely fallen into two camps: those that emphasise
internal processcs within the individual (biological or cognitive) and those that assess
the impact of external influences on human behaviour. Throughout history the basis
ofthe theories has swung from one perspective to another, in what has been termed
the nature/nurture debate. The discipline ofpsychology, has had enormous influence
in the field with rcgard to theory development, violence prevention practices and
research. It, too, has been subjected to swings in perspective. While the charge of
reductionism has traditionally been levelled at the nature theories, even some of the
nurture theories are now viewed as limited by being individualistic in focus; for
example the theories emanating from the discipline of social psychology. A major
shortfall, according to the critiques is that they fail to consider' collective practices'
(Thome 1993; Davies 1993).
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Aside from the criticism of the individualistic nature of theory development to date
in the social sciences in general and violence theories in particular, a second criticism
surrounds the level of scrutiny of the particular factors that have been isolated as
relevant. Bandura (1973) claimed that no detenninant is either a sufficient or
necessary condition for the practice of violence and suggested that there is a need to
deal with each of the isolated detcnninants if we are to eliminate violence. Ifwe
were to accept Bandura's assertion, it is evident that there is a need to examine why
thc link between masculinity and violence (while made in Toch's psychological
treatise and Bandura's influential socialleaming theory, and later conceptualised
further in socialisation theories) has received such little attention in violence
prevention theory. While thc Australian Government, feminist women's services and
profeminist men's groups have been introducing programs in schools that address
the social construction of masculinity in relation to violence, mainstream work
carried out in the field which is gaining a high profile, such as personal development
(ACT Department of Education 1992) conflict resolution (Cameron & Dupuis 1988)
and bullying programs do not directly address the connection between violence and
masculinity (Griffiths 1992; Rigby & Slee 1994).

In order to cast light on children's actions it is important to review some of the
current thinking on child development. The following section summarises the ideas
of one of the major theori sts in the fi el d of child development, Piaget, who has
influenced early childhood education to date. His views are being challenged and an
example of a new trend in child development theory is offered in the work of
Vygotsky.

2.3. Child development theories
The debate simplified as the nature versus nurture debate is also evident in the child
development field. The tension existing between proponents of theories emphasising
the social context of development and theories focussing on individual psychology
has led to the eall for integration between different conceptual approaches, rather
than continued polarisation (McGurk 1992). Two particular theorists reflect these
different conceptual approaches: Piaget and Vygotsky.
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Piaget has been chosen for discussion due to the immense influence his theories have

had on education practices in different domains 18 of child development (Fleer 1990~
Furth & Kane 1992). Evidence will be sought of this influence in the understandings
of the staft"ofchHdren's actions. Vygotsk.y, a k.ey proponent of the social context of
development has been included due to the focus of this study on the social context of
the children's practices. Vygotsky's work had not been integrated into curriculum of
early education at the time this study was earried out (Sylva 1990, p. 105), therefore
it was not anticipated to have influenced childcare practice to any great degree.
Therefore this review will first explore the influence of the Piagetian cognitive
development theory and then the Vygotskian theory of social cognition. The
physical development ofthe child, although likely to affect the form that violence
takes, is excluded as the assumption is made that this is peripheral to a study of
violence which aims to unravel some of the social forces operating. The focus will be
on the child's development during early childhood due to the age group of the
children studied. The purpose of the section is to provide a background to the study
on young children's violence.
2.3.1. The influence of Piaget's stage development

Piaget was a biologist turned psychologist, who broke new ground by suggesting that
children's learning was anchored in age related developmental stages common to all
children.
Piaget's theory of children's mental development divides the process into three 'great
periods' lSI linked to children's ages: early childhood, mid childhood and adolescence
(piaget & Inhelder 1966, p. 152). Piaget and his colleague lnhelder (1966, p. 153)
argued that the order of succession of the stages is constant. Each stage is made up of
a structure ofbehaviouf patterns. The structures are integrative and noninterchangeable, each resulting from the preceding one and preparing for the
subsequent one.
Piaget's 'age related stage' theory has had a particular impact on practices in early
childhood, namely the emphasis on 'developmentally appropriate' education tailored
to individual children.
Four prominent domains exist in the child development field. These are: cognitive, social,
emotional and phy~caI.
19 Sensori-motor, semiotic and concrete operational.

1H
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Developmentally appropriate practice
Two key conceptual foundations from Piagetian theory have infonned guidelines for
early childhood practitioners. These are that activities need to be 'age appropriate'
and 'individual appropriate' (Bredelcamp 1987, p. 2).
This is due to Piaget's notion that the child needs to attain a certain level of
development before being introduced to concepts deemed beyond their particular
stage. Fleer (1995) has argued that the predominance of Piaget's theories has led to
the ascendancy of a paradigm of developmentally appropriate practice20 and that
programs emanating from Piagefs approach are unnecessarily restrictive by being
tied to children's individual developmental stages. She argued instead for designing
activities in early childhood which serve to promote a particular stage. These ideas
emanate from the belief that the child's culture can sigrrificantly influence what the
child is capable of doing. Fleer has cited research demonstrating that children as
young as two show cultural differences (Fleer 1995). Fleer cites an example of a two
year old Indian girl who was clearly able to understand the cultural practice of
washing with her left hand and eating with her right and was able to easily grasp and
tear food with her right hand (Fleer 1995, p. 7).
Fleer (1995) posited that adults currently accept only a minor role in development,
merely following the particular stages the child has reached. It is her belief that
adults could take a more active role if not constrained by thinking that development
must always lead cognition. This is particularly evident in the area of thinking about
children's play. This following section explores this theme, which is of key
significance to a study incorporating observations of children at play.
It was Piaget's belief that children's play revolved around set developmental stages~l1
and consequently their development would unfold if they were allowed to play
unhindered (Hutt et al. 1989). This concept has led to a popular notion of 'free play'.
which is particularly emphasised for early childhood years. A key to free play is to
minimise adult involvement beyond ensuring the child has access to developmentally
appropriate materials, and, as they get older, with access to peer interaction. Lack of

20
1\

What she referred to as 'DAP cenl:rism' (Fleer t995).
By the age of 12 to 18 mooU\s the playing child was engaged in systematic exploGltion of the

physical world. Following this stage, symbolic play begins, along with the development of
representational thinlcing. Between four and seven play was s;een 10 become closer to reality, with
rules, cooperation. logic and collective discipline (Hutt et al. 1989).
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adult involvement in children's play is evident in recent Australian research (Davies
1997).

DAPcentrism and practice
The dominant philosophy evident in the Australian Early Childhood Association and
the United States counterpart, the National Association for the Education of Young
Children, reflects a strong commitment to developmentally appropriate practice
(Alloway 1995). Alloway (1995, p. 54) outlined the following ways that early
childhood educators are asked to translate child-centred philosophy into
developmentally appropriate pedagogy:
•

to recognise that independent, autonomous children construct their own
knowledge and their own realities, more successfully the less adults intervene;

•

to ensure that adults are 'backgrounded' while children are 'foregrounded' and
take command of their own learning and their own knowledge;

•

to allow the widest possible scope for children's 'free', independent choice, and;

•

implicitly to acknowledge childhood as a state of innocence.

Piagetian inspired developmentally appropriate practice has influenced other more
recent theorists such as Montessori. Montessori's early childhood educator "must
never be the obstacle between the child and his (sic) experience" (quoted in Alloway

p. 55).

Alloway argued that for too long, early childhood education has been "pedagogically
based in the intuitive understanding of mothers" (Alloway 1995, p. 7). She refers to a
prevalent attitude of childcare workers as "nice ladies who care for children"
(Alloway 1995, p. 7). Aecording to Alloway this has meant that early childhood has
often been overlooked as a field of study in its own right (Alloway] 995, p. 7). While
the need for training and skills development is increasingly being recognised in the
early childhood sphere, the fact remains that many staffof early childhood centres
have received little formal training in the area. The discourses available to these
women are likely to be those of popular psychology and mothering discourses.
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Walkerdine and Lucy carried out a reinterpretation of a study conducted by Tizard
and Hughes of mothers and their four year old daughters (Walkerdine & Lucy 1989).
In it they refer to the primacy ofwh.a.t they refer to as the 'sensitive mother' in the
discourses available to mothers through popular child developmental theories
(Walkerdine & Lucy 1989, p. 22). The sensitive mother is based upon two principles;
flfStly, a pedagogy whereby domestic labour is transformed into children's cognitive
development; and secondly, that there be no overt regulation of the child
(Walkerdine & Lucy 1989, p.22). They cite 'childrcn's needs' as the "great god of
developmental psychology of the 70s and 80s" (Walkerdine & Lucy 1989, p. 84).
While Walkerdine and Lucy's analysis focuses on the regulation of women as
mothers and examines major class differences in their regulation, it provides an
example of how cognitive development theories bave fed into discourses of caring
for ehildren. Ehrenreich and English refer to the 'permissive' mother ideal which in
many ways mirrors the 'sensitive' mother (Ehrenreich & English 1988). They argued
that a very sudden switch occurred in the 1950s from the previous pedagogy of
behaviourism (Ehrenreich & English 1988, p. 214) to the requirement that mothers
foHow child-centred practices.

Critiques of Dapcentrism
While Piaget's theories continue to influence current practices in the early childhood
sphere, they have been criticised on several fronts (Schaffer 1992; Elliot 1995;
MacNaughton ]995a ; Fleer 1995). It has been argued that Piaget regarded children's
engagement in playas primarily an individual psychologieal process regardless of
whether it was carried out alone or with others (Nicolopoulou 1993). This coincides
with a major criticism that the social context, covering a vast array of different
influences, is not adequately explained (Schaffer 1992; Elliot 1995). As McGurk
argued:
Piaget's child is a social isolate embarked upon an individual odyssey of
scientific discovery on the basis of which individual conceptions ofthe world
are constructed and internalised. There are no partners in this constructivist
enterprise. Occasionally there may be encounters with other travellers engaged
in their own journey of cognitive construction. Such encounters may even
result in modification of pre-existing cognitive structures. However, even this
reconstruction is conceptualised... as neither shared nor socially di stributed;
cognitive change may be the outcome of social exchange, but the process of
change itself is individual, not social.
(McGurk 1992, p. 3)
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Viewing the young child as a 'social isolate' may serve to hide the significance of the
children's social interactions and the cultural context in which they occur at this time
in the child's life. In addition., it has been argued that the individualistic child centred
pedagogies are counterproductive to social justice and equity (Alloway 1995, p. 3)
The resultant question for this study is whether violence practiced in war play or at
other times in the playground may continue unchecked becausc adults are
underestimating the importance of the children's social interactions.
The influence of the Piagetian inspired concept offree playas a developmentally
significant activity can also be seen in research specifically on the issue of violence
in children's play, for example in Carlsson-Paige and Levin's (1990) argument
promoting child directed war play. While suggesting that adults may assist children
to develop their war play Carlsson-Paige and Levin (1990, p. 3) strongly argued
against adults 'intruding' on children., and argued instead for the need for children to
be in control of their own play.
However, Cupit (1989. p. 9) offered a more critical view ofsuperhero play, which he
defined as being characterised by 'aggressive acts and unspecific activity with links
being readily made to specific children's television programs'. He cited arguments
pointing to negative aspects and consequences of superhero play and argued that the
presence of such activities raises critical qucstions about free play.
It is not only the emphasis on free play and the lack of analysis of the influence of
social or cultural cxperiences in the child's world that have led to criticism of
Piaget's ideas. Piagetian stages themselves have been argued to be limited in view
and children's development in the different domains have been underestimated
(Fischer et at 1987; Dockett 1995; Lambert 1995; Elliot 1995).
Piaget's contribution to the area of children's social development is of particular
relevance to a study of the social context of violence. Although Piaget argued that
children do not understand social roles and other social categories until elementary
school years, when they enter the' concrete operational period', Fischer and his
colleagues (1987) challenge this position. They argued that by the age of two
children are aware of social categories, three year olds understand behavioural
categories linked to these and by age four, the child also understands complementary
roles (Kuhn 1978; Watson & Amgott·Kwan 1983 cited in Fischer et al. 1987).
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Indeed, Fischer and his colleagues (1987) argued that children are often obsessed
with social categories and rules.
Piaget's work was a precursor to Kohlberg's (1983) cognitive development stage
approach to moral development, of relevance to any study of violence and children.
Kohlberg (1983) found that moral development moved through three phases:
understanding of fairness based upon individual need; conception offaimess
anchored in shared convention of social agreement to a principled understanding; and
fairness based upon free standing logic of equality and reciprocity.
Kohlberg has been criticised for gender blindness, ethnocentrism and an
underestimation of children's moral development (Gilligan and Murphy 1979 cited

in Kohlberg et al. 1983). Damon (1988) pointed to the significance of the emotion of
empathy in preventing aggressive behaviour in the child22 and argued that there is a
sense of moral responsibility from a much earlier age than was estimated by the stage
related theories of Kohlberg, inspired by Piaget's cognitive theory. Damon argued
that children's moral emotions are inextricably linked to social and interpretive
aspects of their development as well as cognitive (Damon 1988, p. 26).
Piaget's cognitive development theories, have affected theory development and
practices in the area of social and emotional development of children. However, as
has been noted they have led to the emergence of a restrictive paradigm of what may
be considered as developmentally appropriate in early childhood education (Fleer
1995) and the undervaluing of social developmental factors (Gilligan and Murphy
1979 cited in Kohlberg et al. 1983; Damon 1988). It is therefore important to tum to
child development theory that does take the social context as a standpoint. One of the
major theorists reflecting this trend is Vygotslcy. White this perspective is relatively
new, it is gaining credibility in the area of early childhood development.

2.3.2. The influence of Vygotskian social learning theory
Vygotslcy has been influential in the progression ofthinking in the area of the social
context of learning (McGurk 1992; Fleer 1995). The basis of a socio·cultural
perspective is that learning is motivated, organised and communicated within social
systems. In contrast to Piaget, for Vygotsky intellectual development is the result of
interaction and joint problem solving with people who have gained competency in

22

See also Olweus (1980).
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language and with other cultural tools (Vygotsky 1978). Importantly both the actors
and the social contexts are involved in mutual definition of each other and both
contribute meaning to the event (Elliot 1995). There is a shift toward recognising
characteristics of relationships as key to social situations rather than to focus on the
individuals within a given social context (McGurk 1992).
Vygotsky coined the term' zone of proximal development' to describe the area
between the child's ability at a given time to solve a problem independently, and the
potential ability they have in problem solving in collaboration with a more competent
person (adult or peer) (Vygotsky 1978). It was his belief that learning is fostered by
adults extending children to carry out tasks that. according to Piagetian theory, was
beyond their developmental level (Fleer 1995). Therefore a major impact of
Vygotsky's thinking is a reassessment of the role of adults and more competent
peers in the development of children's cognition. No longer is it deemed adequate to
simply provide the child with materials with which to interaet to explore the
environment.
Building upon the foundations of the zone of proximal development, other theorists
have focussed on the process of interaction that was believed to increase the child's
intellectual and soeial developmental potential (see for example Hinde 1992;
Schaffer 1992; Hurt et al. 1989; Sebastian-Nickell & Milne 1993). This view has
challenged the emphasis on free play with limited adult involvement and has led to a
reassessment of the role of adults in the child's world (Dockett 1995; Fleer 1995).
Vygotsky's emphasis on the social context of development has two important
implications for this study, firstly the importance of exploring the dynamies of the
social setting such as the school or early childhood centre and secondly the
significance of the adult ehild interactions.
Although Vygotsky has also been criticised for not foeussing on the social context
adequately (Gaskins & Goncu 1992) he has ehallenged some ofthe key notions of
child development as it has been conceptualised for decades. However, similarities
can be drawn between Vygotsky and Piaget in that they both emphasise the cognitive
development of the individual child at the expense of the social development
(Gaskins & Goncu 1992; Nicolopoulou 1993). The dangers of this could be that

programs for children based upon these theories may neglect the social development
of the child in favour offostering their intellectual development.
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Piaget's theories have influenced the early childhood sphere in a variety of ways and
for many years. However; critics, while acknowledging some value in his thinking
have questioned his thoories. There is a shift to accounting for the social context of
learning, representing dissatisfaction with the limitations of individually focussed
the<>ries. Two major specific criticisms are relevant to this study.
Firstly it is argued that Piaget's cognitive development thoory with its individualistic
focus has hampered our acceptance that cultural influences have a real bearing upon
a child's cognitive, social and emotional growth. Secondly the potential value of
adults and more competent peers in enhancing the child's level of understanding and
experience of the world has been minimised by the dominance of the notion of
developmentally appropriate programs.
While Vygotsky's theorising has led to a shift in thinking, particularly in the area of
the second criticism summarised above, it must be recalled that he, in turn, has been
criticised for not going far enough in his social analysis.

2.4.

Violence and children: research

The final section summarises findings from research that has been carried out on the
specific topic of children and violence. It provides a more detailed account of
research covering specific cultural influences acting on children and the social
context of children's violent practices. This section canvasses research studies,
which, on the one hand are more restricted in scope (carried out specifically in
childhood) and on the other hand are broader in scope (not restricted to the major
disciplines infonning violence and child development theory).
Children have been the subjects of research on aggression for many decades. An
enormous body of research exists on the topic of youth violence, 'delinquency' and
crime (see for example, Borowski & Murray 1985; Vernon & McKillop 1991 cited
in Bessant & Watts 1993). However, for the purpose of this study, the review will
mainly be limited to research on pre-adolescent children. It is not an exhaustive
account of relevant research but serves as a background to, and to reinforce the need
for, the current study.
Historically, three major bodies ofrcsearch have covered violence related to
children: children as recipients of societal messages about violence; children as
perpetrators of violence in institutional settings; and the role of children's aggression
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in the development of dominance relations. Because the focus of this thesis concerns
the perpetration of violence by children, research on children as victims of violence
is excluded from the chapter, except where it is argued to have a bearing on the
perpetration of violence.
Over the last forty years, several research trends have emerged. Research in the
1960s focussed on frustration and territorial instinct; in the 1970s on television
violence and sex differences in violence perpetration (for a review sce Feschbach
1972). A spate of research was carried out in the early 1980s, which focussed on
issues of dominance and hierarehy building in groups of children, which often used
aggression as a measure. The late 1980s and 1990s have seen the growth of research
on children as victims of violence (see for example Butterworth & Fulmer 1991).
Concomitant to these studies has been the re-emergence of interest in sex differences
in the perpetration of violence, evident in writings that revisit and re-analyse research
on the topic (Archer 1994).
Little work has been carried out recently on this topic in early childhood, although
research on the broader topic of gender and power in early childhood is being
earried out. An exception to this is the work of Walkerdine and Lucy re-examining
Tizard and Hughes' research on girls and their mothers. They found that the little
girls of the study displayed very violent emotions towards their mothers, which at
times they acted out physically (Walkerdine & Lucy, 1989, p. 119). They argued that
the middle class girls' violent emotions were consistently ignored or misrecognised
and the working class girls were more likel y to be given space to vent these feelings
and, indeed, had to learn to deal with them in others (Walkerdine & Lucy, 1989, p.
122). They coneluded that they did not want to celebrate the violence on the working
class homes, but demonstrated that there were costs paid by both the mothers and the
children resulting from the practice of' denial and repression' (Walkerdine & Lucy
1989, p. 122). Their work highlights the need to be vigilant about not ignoring girls'
violence and to maintain an awareness of the issue of class in the practices of both
the staff and the children. While elass differences were not the focus of this study,
they are likely to be highly relevant with regard to the discourses being drawn upon
by both staff and children.
The 1990s has also seen much research on bullying in schools and attitudinal
research on adolescents about violence.
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This section focuses on children as peIlJetrators of violence or as recipients of
societal messages about violence. The social influences will be addressed first,
followed by the issue of violence in institutions and dominance relations. The section
will conclude with research on children's attitudes towards peIlJetration of violence.

2.4.1. Sodal influences on children's violence
Media violence
Much has been written about the effect of media violence upon children's
behavio~] (for a review of literature see Journal of Social Issues 1986, 42(3);

Carlsson-Paige & Levin 1990; Miedzian 1992). Researchers disagree about thc
effects of television violence. Opinions on tbe effects of media violence range from
those who have demonstrated its use in diverting aggressive energy (Arnold 1969) to
those who have shown links with violent behaviour in children (Eron 1987).
However, of most relevance to this study is the work of Carlsson-Paige and Levin

(1990). who report the great extent of violence displayed in much of boy's superhero
play, which they link directly to television superheros and violent toys. Comstock
(1988) also reported a positive correlation between television violence and
aggressive behaviour, concluding that in the large majority of studies the catharsis
hypothesis did not hold up. The National Committee on Violence found that:
Many studies have demonstrated an association between television viewing
and subsequent aggression. The consistency of these findings...suggests that
television violence may contribute to the aggressive behaviour of some viewers
[however] it seems unlikely that television plays more than a minor role in
producing violenee...when compared to other forces (NCV 1990, p. 82).
AJthough it is not within the scope of this study to eanvass all researeh on violence
and children, one study is particularly pertinent. Bron and his colleagues (1983, p.
71) describe a 'sensitive period' peaking at age eight during which the effect of
television can be particularly influential in their aggressive behaviour. According to
Eron, during the sensitive period children are unable to distinguish fantasy from
reality, an important variable in subsequent aggression in television viewing

13

It is an issue that is of enonnous public interest, represented by the fact that the National Committee
on Violence received more submissions on the topic than on any other topic in their portfolio (NCV
1990).
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children. Unlike previous studies Eron (et a1. 1983) found a subset of girls, who
preferred masculine games and tended to watch more violent television. and who
were also rated high on peer related aggression scores. They argue that, for this
subset of girls, the reason for this pattern possibly lies in more recent societal
expectations of girls being more assertive and their valuing of the masculine
activities over the feminine (Eron et at. 1983).
Beyond the impact of television. however, little detailed exploration has been made
of other facets of culture influencing children in relation to their adoption of violent
behaviours. One exception is the impact of the experience of childcare on children's
violence. This is the fIrst topic of discussion of violence in the next subsection:
violence in institutional settings.

2.4.2. Violence in institutional setting!!
There is a considerable body of Literature on the topic of children and violence in
institutional settings, schools, preschools and 'nursery' schools (see review in PhyfePerkins 1980). The research covers six topics, the effect of daycare on children,
rough and tumble play, conflict. dominance relations, bullying and adult intervention
in children's aggression.

Effect ofdaycare on children Js aggression
While research on the effect of daycare on the child varies in its conclusions, both
Haskins (1985) and Finkelstein (1982) claim a positive correlation exists between
attendance at daycarc and subsequent aggression. Haskins (1985) in a study of
children with extensive experience of cognitively oriented24 tong day care programs,
concluded that there was reason for concern about the effects of group daycare on
social development, arguing that were rated by their public school teachers as more
aggressive than children with less extensive experiences. One relevant aspect of
institutional settings was rough and tumble play.

Rough and tumble play
Developmental psychologists searching for precursors of adult aggression have
repeatedly turned their attention to rough and tumble play in the playground
(Blurton-lones 1976; Boulton 1994). A major endeavour in this field of research is

24

Those which focus on the intellectual and language skills of lhe child
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the investigation of the distinctions, if any, between rough and tumble play and
actual aggression. The words of Blurton-Jones and Boulton are examples of different
interpretations of children's actions and demeanour during rough and tumble play.
For Boulton (1994) the tendency for children to continue to play together following a
bout of rough and tumble play is cited as an indication that the children were not
engaged in real aggression. Noting the common presence of fantasy themes and
superhero characters, Boulton (1994) contends that much rough and tumble play is
carried out and accompanied by the children grimacing and making other negative
expressions in line with the fantasy characters. When children themselves were asked
in Boulton's study how they differentiated between the two types of encounters, they
said the presence of laughter or crying was indicative ofthe distinction. However,
Boulton's methodology was limited by the fact that the questions put to the children
assumed the presence of a difference between rough and tumble play and aggression.
Blurton-Jones (1976) made a distinction between rough and tumble and antagonistic
or hostile behaviour, focussing on facial expressions and other non-verbal behaviour
in differentiating between the two phenomena. While acknowledging surface
similarities between the two behaviours, he argued for a distinction between the two
based largely on the presence or absence of smiles and laughter and the fact that the
children engaged in this play do not display hostile motivation over property. He also
based his distinction on the fact that the children continued to stay together following
incidents of rough and tumble play (Blurton-Jones 1976, p. 357). Interestingly he
noted the presence of smiling, laughing and jumping up and down and analysed this
as evidence offricndly intent rather than indicating enjoyment in engaging in
hostility, furthering his case for a distinction between the two actions.

Conflict and aggression
Much of the literature on the development of social skills in early childhood focuses
on children learning to share toys (see for example Stonehouse 1988; Arthur et al.
1993). As a consequence of this, aggression in early childhood texts is commonly
referred to as occuning in the context of conflict over toys (see for example Arthur et
al. 1993) and current violence prevention initiatives in schools often feature conflict
resolution techniques for children (see for example Stephen 1993). However,
research on children and conflict has shown that while sharing of toys is a common
cause of conflict (Hay 1984 cited in Shantz. C. 1987), conflict is not the inevitable
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result of children taking toys from each other (Shantz, C. 1987) and is not always
associated with struggles over objects (Strayer & Strayer 1980, p. 155).
Several authors have argued for the need to distinguish between the often conflated
concepts of aggression and conflict (Shantz, D. 1986; Shantz, C. 1987). For example
Shantz, D. defines aggression as the (deliberate hurting of another' (physical or
verbal) and contrasts this with his definition of conflict as 'a type of interpersonal
interaction in which two children are in disagreement, at variance or in opposition to
one another' (Shantz, D. 1986, p. 1323). Another significant finding in C. Shantz's
(1987) research was that children's conflicts were usual Iy settled without adult

intervention. This is also the focus of a small but important area ofJiterature.

Adult intervention in children's aggression
Very little work has been done On adults' responses to aggression in children. Smith
and Green's (1975) research on aggressive behaviour in English nursery schools and
play groups is one exception. They examined sex differences both in aggression and
the response of adults, finding across fifteen institutions that the boys had a greater
probability of being involved in an aggressive encounter than girls, but that adults
showed no propensity to intervene differently between the sexes. There was evidence
that most aggression was not noticed or was ignored, with a 29% mean intervention
rate. They also noted that an aggressive encounter was more likely to be successful in
an intended outcome if there was no adult intervention (Smith & Green 1975). While
this research is rather old, it is relevant because of its focus on adult intervention.
The final area of research covered in this section is the work being carried out on
bullying in schools. Much research and bullying prevention activities have been
carried out recently in Norway, England and, more recently, in Australia. It is
significant to this study in that it focuses on children as perpetrators of violence
towards each other.

Bullying
Recent initiatives in schools to counter bullying has coincided with a spate of
research and analysis of the issue. For example 01weus (l979) found that there was
substantial stability of aggression from the age of three whilst Eron (1987, p. 437)
found that the persistence of violence perpetrated by children over time was
'striking' . Although gender differences were found in Eron' s study, they were not
highlighted. Olweus (1989) and Tattum and Herbert (1992) asserted that bullies
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largely carry out the ongoing intimidation of others for satisfaction and enjoy
reasonably high levels of social status as a result of their bullying practices. Both
contradicted the commonly held perspective that bullies suffer from low self esteem
(see Besag 1989; Bjorkvist 1982 for examples of the self esteem argument).
The term 'bully' is rarely encountered in early childhood texts, however Tattum
(1994) has argued that it a relevant description of some young people of this age
group. In Australia recently Tattum (AWEC, 25th February 1994, Canberra) was
asked the question 'how young can children be bullies?'. He answered that 'it is
related to cognitive development, when a child knows what he or she is doing,
certainly before three' .
Slee (1994, p.6) found about half of the preschool children that he studied were able
to articulate what a bully was; for example one child described a bully as 'someone
who hurts others'. Slee (1994, p. 8) pointed out that very little research has been
carried out on this 'largely neglected social problem' in early childhood, believing
that peer bullying may be found in the earliest child-child interactions. This is further
evidence for the need for the current study.
The bullying literature canvasses a vast array of characteristics of both the bully and
the 'victim'(see Besag 1989). The perceived role of the victim in contributing to the
behaviour of the bully varies. It has been noted for example that Japan., the only
country apart from Norway and Britain that has addressed bullying at a national
level, focussed almost exclusively on the behaviour of the victim (White 1987). A

clear outcome of the research and work on bullying prevention is the need for adults
to involve themselves directly with the lives of children as it has been found that

there are very few negative sanctions for bullying put in place by parents and
teachers (Slee 1992; Olweus 1993).
Gender differences in respect to both the nature and extent of bullying practices have
been found (see Besag 1987 for a summary of the research). However, the degree to
which these differences are subsequently examined differs between researchers.
While the influence of biology is not discounted, the part played by social factors is
seen as prime with social role theory being drawn upon for explanatory purposes
(Hinde 1988). Askew and Ross (1988) has argued that institutions are reinforcing

bullying behaviour by inculcating stereotypical notions of masculinity that include
independence, competitiveness and aggression.
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The focus on bullying in the 1980s and 1990s stemmed from concerns about the
impact the praetice has on the victims. It has been instrumental in furthering our
understanding of the perpetration of violence by children., importantly in tenns of
power relations between children (see for example Besag ] 989; Rigby & Slee 1994).
Children's power relations are also the focus of much research carried out by
ethnologists. The following section covers research carried out in preschool settings
on dominance relations between children.

2.4.3. Dominance relations
Much ofthe researeh on dominance has dealt with the issue of young children
perpetrating violence in group settings. They commonly draw on nannalistic
methodologies, similar to that used in this study.
Strayer and Strayer (1975) made observations of children., between the ages of three
and five years. They found that 92% of the observed 'agonistic' exchanges
(exchanges which included an aggressive act and the response) conformed to a
'linear dominance model'; that is, conforming to what is commonly referred to as a
'pecking order':u (see also Sluckin 1980, p. 167). Very few children counterattacked
when targeted. lmportantly, dominance is argued to be 'established by a mutual
agreement symbolised by the submissive response' and Strayer and Strayer (1980, p.
155) conclude that the existence of dominance functions to minimise intragroup
aggression (1980, p. 137). While sex differences were reported in the conclusion as
being 'overall' they did not appear in the findings nor were discussed.
Barner-Barry (1980) makes the distinction between two different types of
dominance, power dominance and authority dominance. She argued that nonagonistic behaviour, including 'inducing' another child to do what you want them to
do, without alienating the child, is defined as authority, not vernal dominance as in
Sluckin's definition. Barner-Barry (1980) attempted to determine whether authority
relations are as hierarchical as the dominance structure. She concluded that the
structure of power (dominance) relations is less egalitarian than the structure of
authority relations (Barner-Barry 1980, p. 188). Barner-Barry did not report on sex
differences in the data.

2S

For example child A is dominant over child B, child B is dominant over child C, child C is not
dominant over child A or B.
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Nthough theories of dominance relations between children vary in their definitions
of this structure of relations, most include the element of aggression as an instrument
of establishing dominance. The definitions appear to have a bearing on the sex
differences of the data, wherc this is reported. The ethological perspective on
violence can be summarised in Strayer and Strayer's (1980, p. 137) comment:
Having learned the appropriate power sequence for its social unit, each group
is able to anticipate, and therefore avoid, immediate adverse consequences of
severe social aggression.
Studies on dominance and bullying have alerted us to the factor of power relations
between children. However the two areas of research reach very different
conclusions. The studies of dominance accept the structure of children's relations,
although this acceptance is shifting in current theory trends. Bullying studies
emerged from concern for the suffering of the targeted child and challenge the use of
bullying by children to establish power relations.
While children's own perceptions of why they pcrpetrate violence have not been
widely sought, two particularly relevant and recent pieces of research examining
children's attitudes of their violent actions are reported below.

2.4.4. Children's attitudes to the perpetration of violence
Bessant and Watts (1993) found a range of reasons given by 37 adolescents as to
why they practise violence. Two major themes were reported: the moral and sensual
nature of violence and the seduction of crime; and the moral emotions of pride,
honour, loyalty and dignity (Bessant & Watts 1993, p. 5). Key factors contributing
to violence emerged from the interviews were gains of status, bonding and the
enjoyment of violence. Bessant and Watts (1993) quoted arguments that the children
gave for being violent such as 'the better fighter you are, the better you are, people
think you are tough'(p. 6). They noted an attraction to 'doing bad' (p. 6) and that the

children referred to 'aerobic, tactile and very emotional, expressive and physical
enjoyment' in their experiences of being violent (p. 7). Facilitating male bonding as
well as the opportunity to initiate new friendships was also mentioned as a clear gain
from the practice26 • Bessant and Watts conclude that instead of marginalising these

26

This is well ilIuslraLed by one boy, Peter: 'AI the end of the fight we say "wow that was good mate.
thanks· what's your nameT' and we make friends over it' (Bessant & Watts 1993, p. 7).
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young people, understanding their reasons for practicing violence should serve to
'reinstate them back into the realm of the human condition', if we can look through
the •Light show of "moral panic" about young people and see a comprehensive range
of distinctive very human dispositions' (p. 14).
This work was followed by Ainley, Bretherton and Aca.ster's research on children's
beliefs about aggression (Ainley et al. 1994). Like Bessant and Watts, Ainley and
colleagues found that there were attitudes evident in the children's talk that rendered
aggression as legitimate, even reasonable in certain circumstances, and served to
bolster the aggressor's self esteem or help avoid negative self image. In addition they
isolated attitudes about the victim that served to support the practice, namely that
victims do not suffer and that victims deserve aggression (Ainley et aI. 1994, p. 8).
The speeific components of the aggressor's motive to use aggression to bolster their
self image were retaliation and pride. The Ainley team found that children believed
that aggression was acceptable if 'you are so angry you are out of control' or, if the
victim in some way 'deserved it'. Ainley (et al. 1994) utilised a 'beliefs about
aggression scale' that measured five different types ofbclicfs about aggression:
• legitimacy of use of aggression from anger
• self esteem increase as an outcome of use of aggression
• avoid negative image through use of aggression
• victims deserve aggression
• victims don't suffer
They outline five experiences as having a bearing on children's beliefs: experience
in families; siblings; toys such as 'victim toys'; media; and parental use of
punishment. Girls and boys showed consistent differences in their responses to the
beliefs about aggression scale. The authors note that girls showed consistently higher
empathy scores than boys (Ainley et aI. 1994, p.16). Although the research is one
example of those noted above that equate conflict with aggression, and consequently
offers conflict resolution as the major solution, it is valuable in giving further insight
into children's own attitudes toward violence.
Phenomenological studies of children's meanings of their violence reveal several
important themes. Notions of pride and status linked to maleness are all notable for
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the level of acceptance of the practice. Indeed, the feelings go beyond acceptance to
a certain level of enjoyment ofthe practice of violence.
The research documented in the above section on children and violence demonstrates
certain gaps and raises conceptual problems in the design of further research. A
major gap is that little work on the perpetration of violence in early childhood has
been conducted in Australia. This study will assist in bridging the gap by expJoring
the extent and nature ofviolent incidents occurring in a sample of early childhood
centres. The stability of aggression from a very young age reinforces the importance
of studying children at a young age. Another gap is the exclusion of an analysis of
the sex differences commonly found in research on children and violence. Where the
studies divide the data acGording to

se~

differences are consistently found. However,

surprisingly few authors go on to discuss this aspect of their findings.
One of the conceptual problems raised in the above research studies on children is
how to determine whether children's actions are violent. Several authors stressed the
importance of distinguishing between linked but distinct concepts of conflict,
authority, bullying and dominance. This serves to reinforce the need in the current
study to clearly define and 'operationalise' the concept of violence. The practice of
rough and tumble play also needs to be scrutinised as to its inclusion in a definition
ofviolence among this age group. These will be dealt with in the following chapter
on methodology.

2.5. Conclusion
The sharp increase of non-fatal assaults being carried out, largely by men, in
Australia (NCV 1990) justifies continued efforts to understand the phenomenon of
perpetration of violence. WhHe violence has been explored in terms ofa wide range
offactors, resulting in highly developed theory of individual behaviour, several gaps
are evident. Firstly, while studies of the social context of the practice of violence by
both adults and children have yielded data indicating strong links between various
factors and subsequent violence, the focus has been limited in scope. With regard to
the perpetration of violence by young children, the major focus has been on the
influence of the media. Secondly a thorough analysis of gender has been absent in all
but a few studies. It is time we examined the mechanisms underlying the link
betwcen masculinity and violence at an age when the practice emerges.
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Violence is, to a degree at least, a learnt behaviour (Bandura 1973; Miedzian 1992;
Archer 1994). Theories abound on children's cognitive development. However,
theories of child development are also only just beginning to grapple with the need to
investigate the social context of children's learning. The lack ofa detailed analysis of
the social context of children's cognitive and social development may be providing a
theoretical base that is devoid of the ability to make meaning of young children's
social interactions generally and, specifically to this study, of their violent actions.
Adults' propensity to ignore and down play children's violence (Clark 1990; DEET
1993; Rigby 1994), and adults' refusal to acknowledge a connection between
masculinity and violence (Clark 1990; Miezdan 1991; DEET 1993) have both been
identified as factors in fostering the practice of violence by children. The role of
adults in children's social development is also currently being subjected to scrutiny
by early childhood educators (Dockett 1995; Fleer 1995).

It is timely that a study examining children's violence in the social context in which
it occurs be undertaken. The use of naturalistic methodologies, that allow for socially
critical analysis and account for the social construction of gender in the phenomenon
of violence are required. These methodologies are described in the following chapter.
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3.

Methodology
3.1. Introduction

This research study aimed to add to theory development in the area of violence
prevention. It was characterised by elements of both theory testing and theory
building (see Lewins 1993 for elaboration of theory testing/theory building) and
drew on the hermeneutic tradition of interpreting meanings (Minichiello et aI. ] 990).
The methodology used for the research study was critical ethnography, however the
research design was informed by a feminist research perspective. This chapter will
outline critical ethnography, but will begin with a brief discussion of the influence of
feminist research.

3.2. Methodological approach
3.2.1. Feminist Research
Reinhan concludes that feminist research is a perspective, not a method (Reinharz
1992, p. 240). She also concluded that there were nine other themes that emerged
from studying the diverse approaches feminist researchers took in their work. Of
these several were pertinent to this study:
•

Feminists use a multiplicity of methods

•

Feminist research involves an ongoing criticism of non-feminist scholarship

•

Feminist research is guided by feminist theory

•

Feminist research may be transdisciplinary

•

Feminist research aims to create social change

•

Feminist research frequently includes the researcher as a person (Reinharz 1992,
p.240)

She argued that feminist social research requires a method supplied by other
disciplines.
Lather (1987) stresses that to do feminist research is to put the social construction of
gender at the centre of one's inquiry. This has been a major focus of the project. It
was the intention of the researcher to cany out research that was openly ideological,
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socially critical, overtly political and emancipatol)' in orientation - aU key
components of critical research (South Australian College of Advanced Education
(SACAE) 1990). It is held that the way people speak of a phenomenon conveys
meanings, both intended and unintended. The purpose of the research was to
understand how these meanings may serve to maintain inequitable power relations
between the sexes.
Another key influence from feminist research was the assumption that the
researcher's voice is present in all research and influenccs both the analysis and the
design of any research project. Stanley and Wise (1983) refer to two ways in which
the voice is present in what they refer to as a 'quilt' of interpretation that is in the
reading of primary accounts shaping the ideas into a fonn in which the researcher
chooses to write the text, and in the thematic interests which have shaped the
questions being asked. Further, the rejection of the notion of an
objectivity/subjectivity split between the researcher and the researched led to an
acknowledgment in this study that the researcher was in relationship to the
researched, a perspective that was built into the interview method.
This study drew on feminist research in the ways described above but was informed
by critical ethnographic methods as they were seen to be compatible with feminist
approaches to rcsearch. Critical ethnographic rcsearch methods are similar from the
ethnographic tradition from which they are derived. The next section introduces
ethnography before moving to a discussion of critical ethnography.

3.2.2. Ethnography
Ethnography, a research discipline used extensively by anthropologists, can be
described broadly as the study of culture (patton 1990; Sarantakos 1993). Patton
defines eulture as "that collection of behaviour patterns and beliefs that constitute
standards for deciding what is, standards for deciding what can be, standards for
deciding what one feels about it, standards for deciding what to do about it and
standards for deciding how to go about doing it" (patton 1990, p. 68).

Ethnographers study the structure of culture by interpreting patterns of behaviour,
norms and standards as experienced and practiced by people (Sarantakos 1993, p.

264). Ethnographic research describes trends and establishes typologies and
categories (Sarantakos 1993). Importantly, ethnographic research is carried out in the
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context of the whole system and is therefore referred to as a 'holistic approach'.
Generally ethnographers carry out in-depth field studies. In the case of
anthropological research this has often meant living with the subjects being srudied.

Traditional ethnography has come under criticism for its lack of analysis of power
relations in culture and how these relations are present in the construction of culture
(SACAE 1990). In the words of one ethnographer: "It is in the nature of the
(ethnographic) case study to embalm what is established practice by simply
describing if' (Walker 1983, p. 163).

Critical ethnography is a branch of ethnography that was developed as a result of this
criticism. It has been selected as a methodology for this study in order to allow for a
critical reading of children's violent practices and adults meanings of their practices
which goes beyond a descriptive account of the phenomena.

3.2.3. Critical Ethnography
Critical ethnography has been described as "ethnography with a critical intent",
critical in the sense of recognising practices as being ideological, that is driven by
assumptions and ways of seeing the world (not critical in the common sense of
casting judgements) (SACAE 1990, p. 181). While ethnographic research provides
descriptive accounts ofthe social events under study. critical ethnography critically
analyses the relationship between social practices and overarching macro-cultural
principles (Sarantakos 1993, p. 266). For example, feminist researchers have
employed critical ethnography to explain women's position in society by looking at
their various roles, for example in the family and public life, and setting this in the
context of the whole system and employing a critical analysis of how things could be
rather than accepting these roles as they are.

"Critical ethnography offers an opportunity to examine how participants in a
given social setting actively create meanings that generate the human practices
out of which structures emerge" (Thomas 1983, p. 487).

Where traditional ethnography provides descriptive accounts based upon the
constructs of the participants themselves, critical ethnography differs in that it sees
informants' perceptions as theoretical constructs and therefore endeavors to ensure
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that participants are not "naively enthroned, but systematically and critically
unveiled" (Thompson 1981, p.143). Critical ethnographers claim that informant
reconstructions are often permeated with meanings that sustain structures of power
and therefore critical analysis is carned out in order to highlight the ideological
aspects of current definitions. The data from interviews carned out with staff of the
early childhood centres studies was firstly recorded in detail and secondly critically
examined in order to see whether their meanings could in any way be seen to allow
for the emergence of violence practiced by the children.

SACAE outlines four major characteristics of critical ethnography. They are that
critical ethnography is:
•

openly ideological

•

socially critical

•

overtly political

•

emancipatory in orientation (SACAE 1990, p. 211)

Ethnographers eschew the notion of value-free research and identify how their value
laden stance "shapes the nature of their participant observations, orients their
analyses and direct their reports" (SACAE, 1990, p. 234). Critical ethnography draws
heavily upon the theory base of critical theory.

In critical theory society is seen as constantly in flux and subject to conflicts,
tensions and contradictions (Sarantakos 1993, p. 35). Importantly critical theory
regards reality as having both a subjeetive and objective nature, believing that
although subjective meanings are relevant and important, objeetive relations cannot
be denied (Sarantakos 1993, p. 35). For example feminist critical theorists regard
rcality as dominated by male views and interests which can be perceived in both
subjective and objective ways. This leads to the perception of human beings as being
both shaped by structures of society at the same time as being a part of shaping
society, albeit with their ability to do so mediated by power and status.

Critical ethnography is overtly political with particular emphasis on examination of
power relations between people. This was a key component ofthe observational
research in this study.
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While not focussing on emancipation as part ofthe research process as in action or
participatory research, this study was emancipatory in that it was "guided by what
could be, rather than what is" (SACAE, 1990 p, 189). The concept of emancipation
in this study was multi-faceted. On the one hand the research was conducted with the
desire of emancipating the targets or potential targets of violence from shouldering a
large amount of responsibility for ending violence. Through examining the practices
of perpetrators the study deliberately sought to shift the balance from looking at the
role of the target or an assumed conflict between the target and the perpetrator. On
the other hand the study hoped to provide insights about children's practices that may
be used in early childhood education to improve the social relations between
children. Finally the material collected in interviews with ehildeare workers was
intended to provide seeds for reflection in practice but also was set in the context of
the position of ehildeare workers in soeiety. As Quantz and O'Connor pointed out:

"In trying to understand human behaviour we must be cognisant that some
voices are legitimated by the community and, therefore vocalised, while others
are non-legitimated and therefore unspoken ... " (Quantz and O'Connor (1988,
p.98-99).

Unlike other interpretivist research, the purpose of critical ethnography is to provide
accounts of human action that recognise a dialectical relationship between structural
social constraints on human actors and the relative autonomy of human ageney
(Anderson 1989, p. 249). Indeed, critical ethnography is argued by Anderson to have
risen in response to the need for social explanations that were sensitive to the
complexities ofthis relationship between human ageney and soeial structure
(Anderson 1989). This allows the researcher to look concurrently at the macro social
structures and the collective soeial actions of people in interaction in their daily lives.

In this study the above mentioned purpose is achieved in two ways. Firstly, an
examination of the practices of the children in interaction with one another provides
evidence of meanings that serve to sustain violence. Further, the children's meanings
ean be seen to relate to some aspects of the wider social system that the children
inhabit. Secondly, through examining the meanings that the adults caring for the
children have of the children's violence this study selects one part of the institutional
context that may have a bearing on the social practices of the children. At the same
time the study retleets on the wider social system that the adults draw upon to make
sense of the children's actions.
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Much has been published on the writing and reading of critical ethnography (see for
example Brodkey, 1987; Hammersley 1992; Quantz & O'Connor 1988 ), very little
practical advice is available on the methods (Anderson 1989). The following section
outlines the methods, which were drawn from the ethnographic roots of critical
ethnography.

3.3. Methods
In order to examine such things as unnoticed biases, habits of thinking or customary

conventions critica1 ethnographers are commonly eclectic in their use of methods
(Tesch 1990, p. 39). The major tools are drawn from the tradition of ethnography observation, interview and document analysis (SACAE 1990, p. 235). The major
feature of the methods employed by critical ethnographers distinguishing them from
other ethnographers is the nature of the final report. Critica1 reports, accorwng to
SACAE "come in the form of portrayals or narratives and their critical intent is to
make the pervasiveness of power relations (through language) hierarchical structures
and institutional controls) transparent" (SACAE 1990, p. 237).

In addition, critical ethnography achieves its purpose by gojng beyond just the

spoken language to looking at the details of the social practices and the context in
which they occur including such things as images, gestures and objects in order to
uncover mearungs in the daily lives of groups of people. This is sometimes referred
to as 'semiotic analysis' and the phenomena studied are 'systems of signification

1

(Thomas 1983, p. 486).

A key component of ethnographic methods is the provision of "thick description", a
rich, detailed account of events in the context in which they occurred (Geertz, 1973)
But critical ethnography goes beyond description by taking the step of analysing the
categories generated for descriptive purposes in such a way as to relate them to the
wider social context.

The codes used for analysis are typically critical in that they are derived from
political concepts of power and domination and are presented in such a way as to
question these practices rather than just describe them. In this study the data of
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children's violence was organised into codes which allowed for the issue of power to
be explored. The children's violent practices were not simply described but were
analysed as a part of the wider social context.
3.3.1. Validity

Anderson argued that validity has been the most serious methodological challenge
for critical ethnographers (Anderson 1989, p. 253). The overt value ladeness of
critical research methods has led to the questioning of the validity of the approach.

The notion of value free research has divided social scientists between those who
advocate value neutrality, to those who advocate normativism (Sarantakos 1993).
Sarantakos argued that there is a third camp, those who propose a middle view, who
argue that there can be a balance between some level of objectivity of observation,
but acknowledging researcher "ethnocentrism" (Thomas 1983). This study is aligned
with the middle view.

One way to address validity in the accounts of critical research is for the researcher
to employ "critical retlexivity"(Anderson 1989, p. 254). Reflexivity involves a
process of acknowledgement of the dialectical relationship between:
•

The researcher's constructs

•

The informants' commonsense constructs

•

The research data

•

The researcher's ideological biases

•

The structural and historical forces that informed the social construction under
study (Anderson 1989, p. 255)

However, Anderson believes that reflexivity requires further exploration for its
potential to increase the validity of research conducted by the critical ethnographer.

A major point of tension in the writing of critical ethnographic accounts is the
balance between the researcher's own voice and that of the informants. The question
arises as to what extent should the ethnographer utilise their own voice, and to what
extent should the members of the setting have control over the product? The concepts
used by the researcher may not be the ones that the informants would use to describe
the meanings they provided. While on the one hand this may appear to invalidate the
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research., on the other hand the provision of an account which questions commonly
accepted meanings ofa phenomena is hoped to lead to reflection in practice.

This study was unusual in that the informants of the research were divided into the
children and the adults who were chosen as representing in part, the institutional
culture that the children inhabited. The views of the staff were analysed critically, a
process which involved questioning some of their views as to the likelihood of
rontributing to the perpetration ofviolence by children. In this sense the staff's
meanings were seen to hold a certain amount of constitutive power within the
culture of the children. On the other hand the staff were seen as themselves subject to
institutional ideology and ideology of the wider social context in which they were a
relatively powerless group. What is ofimportance here is the recognition of the role
critical ethnographers take in making knowledge.

For other researchers, validity is achieved by maintaining a level of transparency in
the research process. This is done through stating openly the course and elements of
the research process to allow the reader to judge its quality (Sarantakos 1993, p. 21).

3.3.2. Reliability

ExJernaJ reliability
Le Compte and Preissle (1993, p. 334) argue that there are five factors which
enhance the external reliability of qualitative research: researcher status position;
informant choices; social situations and conditions; analytic constructs and premises;
and methods.
These will be dealt with briefly below:

Researcher status position

With the fairly recent upgrading of early childhood education to university training
many childcare workers entering the field are trained at tertiary level. However it is
still the case that public perception of child care work is of' nice ladies who love
children' (Alloway 1995, p. 6). An attitude persists of childcare being 'mothering'
work which results in continued low status of the profession (Alloway 1995).
Importantly it is also a highly feminised work force with a clientele of young
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children, which, Alloway argued, leads to the field doubly lacking in credibilty
(Alloway 1995, p. 6).
The fact that the researcher was conducting research for a higher education degree
must therefore be taken into account given the low status of early childhood as a
profession and the traditional lack of academic prestige accorded to early childhood
tertiary education. This is also likely to have impacted on the rapport between the
researcher and the researched. Many conversations took place between the researcher
and various members of the staff drawing on their knowledge from the respective
fields. The researcher made a point of recognising the skills of the childcare workers
and the very demanding nature of their work. She was impressed at the way in which
the workers juggled the often conflicting demands on them. However the impact of
the researehers position of status in the intcrview relationship must not be
underestimated.

Informant choices

At the first centre informants included any staff member who agreed to an interview.
At the following three centres the director of each centre, one tertiary qualified staff
member and one technical collcge qualified staff member were sought for interviews.

Social situations and conditions

The childcare centres were going through an accreditation process at the time of the
research, which meant that reviews of practice were relevant to most staff members.

Analytic constructs and premises

According to LeCompte and Preissle (1993) definitions and concepts must be clear
and intelligible to both researchers and participants, and thc researcher needs to be
clear which concepts rcmain constant and which are generated, developed or refined
throughout the process. In the initial stages a working dcfinition of violence and
aggression was developed by the researcher and these concepts were further
developed in light of the discourses of staff

Methods

The triangulation of data through the mixed methods of observation ofboth children
and staff (with both quantitative and qualitative presentation of data, interviews and
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document review), as well as the use of the ACCESS and NUDIST databases, greatly
strengthened the reliability of the research.

Internal reliability
Le Compte and Preissle (1993) have determined ten factors effecting internal
reliability:
the use of multiple researchers enhances internal reliability as they can compare
observations:
• the importance of low inference descriptors;
• the use of verbatim accounts of conversations;
• the use of concrete descriptions from field notes;
• direct quotations;
• the importance of reporting any negative or discrepant data;
• the use of 'thick description' ;
• the use of multiple examples;
• the practice of mechanically recording interviews;
• recording data at the time for frequency counts, rather than relying on memory;
and
• the use of quantitative data.
Although the use of multiple researchers was not feasible for the study internal
reliability was strengthened by complying with aU the other factors in the above list.

3.3.3. Qualitative and qnantitative data

As the interest of this study was in the investigation of meanings that human beings
use to structure and construct their existence the collection of qualitative data was a
logical answer to the question of , how' adults make meaning of children's violence.
The question of the nature of the acts perpetrated by children was also best described
by the collection of qualitative data. However, in order to present information on the
extent of violence, quantification of the data collected was necessary. Tesch (1990, p.
55) defined qualitative methods as those which collect verbal descriptions, while
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quantitative methods describe phenomena in numbers using measures and scales.
According to Minichiello (et al. 1990, p. 19), qualitative data 'allows the researcher
to observe, discover, and describe the themes underlying dimensions of social life
using non-numerical data' while quantitative data: 'allows the researcher to measure
the magnitude, size or extent of a phenomenon using numerical data'.
Tesch (1990) rejects the notion of the dichotomy between qualitative or quantitative
research, arguing that the terms are more accurately used to describe different types
of data. Even with reference to data., the split is, in some ways, a false one. As
Davies (1985) argued' aU quantification involves judgement as to qualities and all
qualitative statements invoke hierarchy, number and amount to give shape to
meaning'.
The data reported in this study is based upon Tesch's and Minichiello's definitions of
qualitative and quantitative data. While both ways of collecting and presenting the
data have been used in the study, it is emphasised that both are different ways of
looking at the same phenomena and neither reflect an absolute 'truth' about the
phenomena. Both types of data have their own strengths and weaknesses and have
been selected as different ways to highlight particular aspects of the phenomena
under study. Both qualitative and quantitative data must be taken for what they are;
information gathered at the discretion of the observer, influenced by their own
disciplinary perspective and presented in such a way as to support a particular
argument. As Lewins (1992) argued, all data is influenced to some degree by theory,
as theory is developed from data.
While the data is presented in part numerically, is qualitative in that the categories
chosen are descriptive ofthe phenomena under study. While it can be argued that not
all qualitative statements invoke hierarchy to give meaning, Davies' (1985) point that
both quantitative and qualitative traditions draw upon processes from each other
demonstrates the falsity of the dichotomy.
It is for this reason that the process of triangulation of three different sources of data

has been chosen to cast light on the phenomena under the lens of this study.
Stemming from the belief that all research is theory laden, the decision was made to
include different ways of observing children's violence: through observation of the
violence incidents and measurement oftheir frequency, through observation of the
social context in which they occurred and through the words of the adults who care
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for the children. The study aimed to provide a detailed account of violence in
selected child care centres.

3.3.4. Pilot study
The first step in design was to implement a pilot study to test the data survey
instrument to record the actions ofthe children. This allowed for the refining of the
instrument more adequately to reflect the incidents that were observed (see data
collection form in Appendix 1).
Finally the pilot stage led to the expansion of the study from the initial intention to
carry out a single centre case study, to sampling a total of four early childhood
centres. The decision to research three extra centres as a validation study was also
due to the unexpectedly high amount of violence that was observed.
Data was generated from: observation of children's play. semi-struetured interviews
with sta£t: and discussion between children (where appropriate according to age).

3.3.5. Sample
Early childhood centres
Four early childhood centres were chosen to be a part of the study. The early
childhood centres were all chosen on the basis of what Le Compte and Preissle
(1993, p. 75) refer to as 'extreme case' sampling. This means selecting samples that
fit certain criteria rather than aiming for a representative sample. The centres were
chosen, based on the recommendations of regional early ehildhood professionals, as
to the most likely to have low levels of interpersonal violence between the children.
The centres were either community eentres or government centres, were located in
different regions and represented a diversity of family background.

Children
The total number of children observed was 268, of which 132 were girls and 136
boys. They have been categorised into three age groups:
• babies

6 weeks - 18 months

• toddlers

18 months - 3 years

• preschoolers

3 years - 5 years
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Varying numbers were observed in each of the sessions, from eight (smaller groups
in babies) to 40 (mixed age play outdoors).

staff
The staff selected for interview were sampled to provide a range of qualifications
and experience from those who had very little experience to those with many years
experience and to those with child care certificatcs, nursing qualifications and
university qualifications. All the interviewed staff were female. Observational data
also recorded thc naturc and frequency of staff intervention in violent incidents.
3.3.6. Rapport

Rapport between the researcher and staff differed between individuals. Entry was
sought in each case by approaching the director of each centre (see section below on
ethics for discussion of consent). The fact that entry was gained via the director was
likely to have had an effect upon thc rapport with staff based upon thc respective
directors' attitude to research. (This fact may also have effected the staff's decisions
as to whether or not to give consent). It is also likely that such matters as class and
educational background also influenced the rapport with staff. as well as
considerations such as reactions to the research topic, comfort with being observed
and responses to the researcher's interest in gender.
The timing of the observation phase to occur before the interviews was extremely
useful in establishing rapport as the researcher had informal contact with the staff at
this stage of the researeh. The researcher agreed to share the fmdings with staff at
each centre. This was done and the feedback received was that it was very useful.
3.3.7. Observation

In order to carry out the interviews from an informed position the research was
carried out in two stages: the observations and then the interviews.
The observation method was naturalistic (Lambert 1995), focussed on context as
well as the individual (Elliot 1995) and moved across the various 'turfs' of the
playground (Thome 1993, p. 13). It was typical of one where the non-participant
researcher 'lurked and watched' (Delamont 1984, p. 27) in order 'to acquire first
hand sensory accounts of phenomena as they occur in real world settings'(Goetz &
Le Compte 1993, pp. 3--4). As the researcher was not a participant in the early
childhood centres the researcher did not carry the 'nonnative lens' (Boulden 1982, p.
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164), with the attendant assumptions about what is 'normal' for children of certain
ages.
The observational data was collected both quantitatively and qualitatively. A tick
sheet was used to record the type of incident observed, the sexes of the perpetrator
and the targeted child and any staff intervention. Where possible the time was
recorded, and the general context of activities for example indoor play, outdoor play,
quiet time or meal time (see Appendix 1 for recording tool). Field notes also
recorded information about the further context of a particular incident and any
emergent patterns. Field notes were written up at the end of each day reviewing the
sessions as a whole.
Single event sampling, whcre one group of children is observed for a short period,
was attempted in the pilot, but was not chosen as it did not adequately capture the
social context. Instead the researcher observed for long sessions in order to get as
much data as possible on the prevailing social context for incidents ofvio1cncc. The
observer strove to maintain a balance between gaining an overview of what was
going on and the close observation of individual groups. A deliberate attempt was
made to equaUy observe groups of girls and groups of boys. However it is possible
that the researcher missed some of the girls' violence because the attention was
sometimes diverted to noisy incidents of violence by the boys.
At times the children seemed uninhibited by being observed 27 for example, in one
incident two boys were hitting each other while pushing up against the researcher's
leg. However, in line with a rejection of the objectivity/subjectivity split it was
expected that the observer's presence would impact in some way on the children.
The older children were certainly aware of the presence of the observer. Some would
ask questions, seek help and at times were even violent towards the observer (see
ethics section below). When Violence occurred the observer ex:pressed distaste at the
act.
To what extent, if any, the children's actions were modified due to the presence of
the observer is difficult to determine. It could be argued by proponents of the idea
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For a similar finding see Blurton Jones (] 976, p. 35).
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that children are violent to seek attention, that the children may have increased their
violence to impress the observer. However, it is also possible to argue that they
modified their actions as an adult was watching them.
The staff actions may have been effected in a similar way to that of the children. The
staff may have felt that they should not intervene for fear of interfering with the
observation (this was raised by one staff member) or, possibly, the staff may have
intervened at a higher rate when they knew their actions were being scrutinised.
3.3.8. Interviews
Individual interviews were held with seventeen staff members2s . The interviews were
semi structured, using two focus questions and follow up prompts.
The two major focus questions were:
• What patterns do you notice in relation to children being aggressive to each other?
• What issues come up for you in relation to dealing with these actions?
Semi structured interviews allowed for an exploration of the field by the informant
rather than by any pre-conceived ideas of the researcher. Although the researcher
selected which topics to follow up and which to let slip. it was felt that this was a
suitable way to uncover some of the complexities of an issue. Because the
observational data yielded sex differences the interviewer also raised a question
about sex differences at the end of the interview if not raised by the informant. In line
with feminist principles the researcher engaged in conversation with the interviewees
(Oakley 1981). If they asked questions about the observations or the views of the
researcher these were given, and qualified as being the opinion of the researcher. All
interviews were taped with permission of the interviewees.
3.3.9. Hours

Centre!Age grou.p times
The following table lists the hours spent by the observer at each centre, in each
group. The first centre was observed for the most hours as it was intended to be the

2ll

The idea of group irnerviews was considered in the design s~e. however it became clear in the
pilot dwthere was some tension about different viewpoints between the staff.
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primacy case study. The centres observed for the validation study were observed for
less hours.
Table 1:
OBSERVATION HOURS BY CENTRE FOR AGE GROUP.
Centre 1

Centre 2

Centre 3

Centre 4

Total

Babies

4

2

1.5

3

10 .5

Toddlers

20.5

4

3 .5

6.5

34.5

Preschool

16.5

4.5

4.5

5 .5

31

Family

0

8

8

5 .5

21.5

TOTAL

41

18.5

17 .5

20.5

97.5

A session is defined as one observational period. While age groups only covered the
baby, toddler and preschool catcgories, session typcs included an extra category:
family grouping. This was when the children were in a group of mixed ages.
Session times varied from 30 minutes to four hours due to the routines of the
particular rooms. For example the babies usually were only observed for an hour as
they were sleeping much of the rest of the time.
3.3.10. Context
The context in this research was restricted to observable characteristics of the
environment and the children's interactions in their play. This was done in two ways:
writing down observable interactions and environmental factors at the time of the
observation; and when one action appeared to 'flow on' from another.
It must be recognised that not all contexts were observable, nor was the observer

present at the time. For example a drama being played out between the children may
have been going on before the observation time, and this history may have
influenced the actions observed.
3.3.11. Data analysis
The data was initially organised through the use ortwo computer database packages,
Access and NUDIST. Access was used to organise the observational data and
NUDIST for the interview data. The databases assisted in the process of checking
how well the themes fitted with the data. For this purpose both packages were used
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quantitatively. For example the number of times a particular theme emerged from the
interview data was calculated to assist with statements of the importance of certain
perspectives.
Two taxonomies were then developed: one to provide a picture of the staff
perceptions and one to describe themes based upon the styles of perpetration
observed.
3.3.12. Ethics

'Ethics is a matter of principled sensitivity to the rights of others. Being ethical
limits the choices we can make in thc pursuit of"truth'"(Bulmer 1979, p. 3). This
section examines the procedures used in the study. Ethical considerations required
particular sensitivity in the study because some of the participants were children, and
violence in itself is a sensitive issue. This section documents the ethical principles
put in place in the research design commencing with consent and privacy, and then
moves to the ethical questions that arose during the research process. The ethical
issues that arose conform to what Punch refers to as situational ethics--those made
'often on the spot-without the luxury of "armchair refleetion"'{Punch 1986).

Consent
Consent by both organisations and individuals to participate in the research was:
• fully informed regarding the identity of the researcher, the nature, purpose and
procedures of the study;
• voluntary;
• subjeet to withdrawal at any time during the process;
• written from the organisation and staff to be interviewed in all the centres (see
Appendix 2 for sample consent fonn);
According to the procedures of each centre:
• gained from parents of three of the centres by notice in the centre Newsletter
which invited objections; and
• gained in writing from parents of one centre.
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Privacy and confiiUntiality

Privacy and confidentiality of both organisations and individuals were maintained
by:
• informants were notified, prior to participation, of the use to which the data
gathered by the researcher would be put, to whom the information would be
supplied and for what purpose;
• confidentiality of both individuals and organisations was ensured through
aggregation of the data, the use of pseudonyms and the changing of all
identifying information~
• informants were asked not to identify any person they may have discussed during
the interview proceedings;
• personal or identifying information about children and staffwas not collected;
• informants were offered access to all records; and
• all audio tapes and raw data were destroyed.

During the process it became clear that it was not possible to ensure total
confidentiality. For example in order to obtain informed consent from the parents of
children that the researcher wished to observe, it was necessary to inform them of the
nature of the research, however as all data was aggregated it is not possible to
identify anyone child.
Due to the nature of the data, the researcher was approached by the directors and
parents about availability of raw data. The researcher had to reflect on the politics of
the use ofthe information. It was decided that the directors could have access to the
their own centre's aggregated data, and it was decided that the directors would be
responsible for the decision about what data to release to parents and staB: and in
what format. The fact that the data of the staff interventions was collected in
aggregated form and that children were not recorded by name but by gender and age
only meant that any observed differences in style of intervention between staff or
patterns of violence observed in particular children could not be directly identified.

Ethical chalknga and their resolution
Due to the nature of the research it was believed possible that the adult subjects may
disclose their own experiences with violence or have emotional responses to the
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topic. Therefore the researcher gathered a list of referral professionals and
organisations for this purpose. to disseminate to the subjects of the study, and
developed guidelines for a response within the interview session. Referrals were not
requested in any of the interviews.
It became clear during observations at the frrst centre that the researcher was

witnessing actions in which certain children were harming other children. The
researcher was concerned about both the level of incidents overall and the severity of
many incidents. It had been expected that a certain number of what may be tenned as
anti-soeial actions would be observed. But what was unantieipated was the extreme
nature of some of the violenee eombined with a low level of staff intetventions at
some of tbese times. Consequent Iy ifstaff did n' t intervene the researcher was left in
the position of uncertainty as to whether to act to alert staff to the danger of what was
occurring, or to 'ignore' the incident (as far as the children were coneerned).
While many ineidents occurred when staff were busy, distracted by other ehildren or
not in the vicinity, what had not been considered was that many situations occurred
when staff were present and apparently aware of the ineident but did not intervene. It
was not possible to observe whether staffwere intentionally ignoring the ineident or
just had not witnessed it, even lf present. In addition, beeause the researcber was not
hidden, the children were aware of observer presence, admittedly to different
degrees. The ethical question was, could the presence and inaction of the observer,
eonvey

8.

message to the children, for example: could it be seen to condone tbe action

being carried out?
A staff meeting was held where the researcher raised her concerns and the decision
was made for the researcher to alert staff to incidents as they occurred. The
possibility that the observers' action would further effect both the children's actions
and the staff's intetvention level was recognised.
The ethical decision was made to trade off the possible greater impact on the
quantitative data caused by a more involved observer, with the improved relations
with staff and, most importantly, to ensure the avoidance of any possible detriment to
both the targeted child and perpetrator of the actions.
The final methodological issue is of the limits of the research.
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3.3.13. Limitations
The following factors were considered to be limits to the research design. Firstly the
decision to collect both quantitative and qualitative data compromised the collection
of both to a degree. In the attempt to gauge just how many actions went on, the
observer had to sacrifice the recording of some field notes giving further meaning by
describing the context ofa particular incident. In addition, the collection of
contextual information at times led to under recording of the quantitative material.

As Le Compte and Preissle (1993, p. 332) argue, attempts at rigorous measurement
may impede construction of powerful analytic categories if the phenomena observed
are prematurely or inappropriately reduced or standardised.
The 'operationalisation' of the concept of violence in order to choose what to
measure is a limitation of quantitative research (SACAE). Kerlinger outlined
different choices in choosing how to measure social phenomena (Kertinger 1973 p.
31). While violence is a more observable phenomena than. for example,
psychological concepts such as anxiety, it still required decisions to be made as to
exactly what to measure. This was addressed by very clearly defining the definition
of violence, however the decision as to how to define violence and what actions
fitted that definition required a level of discretion.
In addition, discrete incidents of violence that are counted and presented in an

attempt to quantify the extent of children's violence does not account for the
differing experience of that violence by those targeted. For example a child may
experience a hit in the face with a sandpit spade differently if it was perpetrated by
someone in a group, by a friend or by someone older. Decisions had to be made
about how to count incident, for example if a child hit another three times in a row,
how should that be measured: as one or multiple incidents? This was solved by
counting it as one for the purpose of the staff intervention data. However this
distorted the observational data to a degree. For this reason the quantitative data can
only be presented as an estimation and is limited in its descriptive value.
Furthennore, by counting discrete incidents as they occurred much of the social
context of the violence is hidden. This was partly solved, by recording as much detail
as possible about the immediate social context in which the violence occurred.
However, the incidents were in many more ways a part of ongoing relationships
between the children. The history of these relationships and other possible dynamics
between the children that were unobservable, limit the meaning of the data.
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Another limit was the focus on gender difference. As Thome (1993) argued there are
limits to a dualistic approach, which involves constantly looking for boundaries and
different cultures. It can be argued that it is easier to see difference than similarities
and that the emphasis on difference serves to broaden the gap further. However it
was decided to face this risk in order to address a vast gap in the literature. While an
enormous body ofliterature exists on sex differences in the practice of violence, very
little cross disciplinary work exists analysing the material from a socially constructed
perspective. But, as Thome (1993) argued making the boundaries more visible will
hopefully make them more easily transgressible.
The researcher collected very little information about prosodal behaviour. It is
acknowledged that this is an important area for further research.
Information about the background and training levels of the staffwas used as a
criterion for selecting staff (the directors were asked if the staff could represent a
range of background and training) but was not recorded in connection to any of the
staff. While this was useful to avoid identifying staff members it was also a shortfall
for analysis. However this would also be useful for another research study.
Only one centre conducted filmity grouping sessions making that data very difficult
to analyse. In addition there was an unexpected situation of children playing in
mixed age groups in two of the centres. This was because of the fact that the centre
where the pilot study was carried out did not have play sessions where the children of
different age groups played together. The data showed some differences in the
session types. Further caution needs to be taken in arriving at any conclusion from
this as the samples were very small.
While nearly equal numbers of boys and girls were observed, (136 boys and 132
girls) there was a difference in the number of boys' hours (673.5) and girls' hours
(751.5). This may have overstated the girls' perpetration. On the other hand the girls'
tendency to eloister themselves away may have led to the understatement of their
perpetration. However, whenever the researcher attempted to redress any imbalance
by seeking out the girls, the level of observed violence was consistently low in all
girls' groups.
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3.4.

Conclusion

Following the rejection of absolute notions of truth from critics of scientific methods,
the theoretical influences on the methodology of this study have been openly stated.
This is particularly appropriate for research that endeavours to explore how ideology
is informing practice. Two related theoretical stanees: feminist methodology and
poststrueturalist theory influenced the methodology in several ways from the
incept ion of the study to the final analysis. They influenced the choiee of topic to
study the choice of methods and. had a vital role in the ethical approach to people
under study.
The study of meanings made by adults of children's violent actions required two
logical steps; firstly to be informed about the practices themselves and to secondly to
solicit the adult's views of the practiees. The researeh carried out of young ehildren
in interaction with each other employed observation in a naturalistic setting, which
allowed for the collection of rich contextual data. The subsequent researeh into adult
views, informed by the observations was based upon critical ethnography methods.
Critical ethnography allowed for the exploration of adult meanings through both a
deseriptive account and a critical analysis of the staff views. The resultant
triangulation of child observational data, staff observational data and staff interviews
was a powerful way of providing validity of data. Triangulation of presentation of
the data using both quantitative and qualitative forms of data provided further
validity.
In order to disrupt some of the powerful discourses operating in society whieh are

likely to influence the way young children select their gendered identities,
methodologies that allow for a new way of seeing and that critically analyse
currently accepted ways of being in society are required. The methodology outlined
in this chapter drew on compatible conceptual and practical approaches to expose
oppressive discourses while remaining sensitive to the problems of research into
people's actions and words.
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4.

Results: The extent of children's violence
4.1. Introduction

This is the first of three chapters presenting the data collected in the research. This
chapter covers the quantitative observational data. The second data chapter presents
the qualitative observational data and the final data chapter deals with the qualitative
staff interview data, and concludes with a summary of all the data generated in this
study.
The quantitative data collected to address the research questions is reported in the
current chapter and then enriched in the following chapter with contextual qualitative
data.
4.1.1. Quantitative data

The research questions to be answered through the collection of observational data
were:
What is the nature and eldent of violence perpetrated by children in early childhood
centres toward each other?
Are there any observed sex differences in relation to the perpetration of violence?
The data presented quantifies the research questions pertinent to both the children's
perpetration of violence and the adult intervention. It serves to introduce data on the
nature and eldent ofviolence perpetration by the children; and illuminate, in part, the
sex differences in the perpetration. The data collected to describe the violence is
presented in two forms: figures on the incidents observed and figures on perpetration.

The chapter begins with information on the sample population. followed by
presentation of data on observed incidents and perpetration. The data were collected
for children of three different age groups29 and from four different centres. The data

2!l

Age groups were defined by the groups the children were divided into in the centres, babies.
toddlers and preschoolers.
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are presented in these categories for the purpose of determining whether the
differences between the sexes existed in all the categories30 .

4.1.2. Sample
The following table shows the number of children observed at each centre, from each
age group and of each sex.
Table 2
NUMBER OF CIllLDREN OBSERVED BY CENTRE, AGE & SEX
Centre

Age group

1

babies

5

toddlers
pre-schooters

19
28

babies

loddlers
pre-schoolers

3
9
12

babies
toddlers
pre-schoolers

1
17
10

babies
toddlers

3
8
17

10

to

6
18
27

132

t36

268

2

3

4

pre-schoolers
Total

Girls Boys Total

6
24
23

11

43
51

It

8
20

12

24

6

7
30
23

5

13

13
3

Greater numbers of preschoolers and toddlers were observed than babies. This was
due to the combined effect of smaller group sizes and fewer observed hours in the
baby groups in each centre. Almost equal numbers of girls (132) and boys (136) were
observed in the sample. A greater number of children were observed in Centre 1. The
greater number reflects both the presence of different children on the additional days
observed at this centre as this centre was observed for a greater number of hours31 ,
and larger group sizes (see Table 4). Table 3 presents the number of hours each
centre and session type32 were observed.

The statistical data was prepared with the assistance of Cathy Hales and Ian McDennid. statistical
research advisers attached to the Universily of Canbena.
31 As. thc method was expanded from a single case study to wider sampling of four centres.
32 There were three types of sessions - horizontal age groups (most common); vertical age groups of
two types: 'mixed age' for outdoor play where two or more groups were together for a period
outside; 'family grouping' where three age groups were together for a subsl.antial period of
structured time. the group being made up of members of the same family where they attended
together.

)(i
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Table 3
NUMBER OF HOURS OBSERVED BY CENTRE & SESSION TYPE
Centre Babies Todd/us Pre-sdtoo/ Miud Family Totol

1

4.0

20.0

16.5

0

0

40.5

2

2.0

4.0

4.5

3.5

4.5

18.5

3

1.5

4.0

4.5

8.0

0

18.0

4

3.0

6.5

5.5

5.5

0

20.5

Total

10.5

34.5

31.0

17.0

4.5

97.5

While the toddler and preschool groups were observed for a similar number of hours,
34.5 and 31.0 respectively, the babies were observed for a far fewer number of hours,
10.5 (See Methodology chapter for rationale). The following table gives average
numbers for the different session types for each centre.

Table 4
AVERAGE NUMBER OF CIDLDREN PER SESSION TYPE BY CENTRE AND
SESSION TYPE
Centre Babies Toddlel's Pre-schaal Mired Family
1

9.5

23.6

27.3

0

0

2

8.0

12.7

19.0

39.5

13.5

3

8.0

11.7

17.7

28.7

0

4

8.0

10.7

17.3

28.2

0

All the groups in Centre] had a larger average number of children attending each
session than the other centres.

4.2. Nature of violence
The nature ofviolcnt incidents perpetrated in the early childhood centres observed is
described first, followed by data on the extent of violence and data on perpetration.
The section concludes with data on adult intervention.

4.2.1. Incident types
An incident was classified as one violent action (or repetitions of the one action with
the same targeted child/perpetrator) toward one target. Where the one perpetrator
carried out a different act of violence, or was violent toward another child, these
were recorded

8S

separate incidents. For example if a child hit another and then
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kicked thel1\ this was recorded as two incidents. However, if the incidents flowed
into one another, such as a grab and pull, they were recorded as onJy one incident.
The types of violence that the children perpetrated fell into various categories. The
two major categories were physical and verbal abuse, however a range of other
categories were used to collect less direct forms of violence. The physical violence
was either direct, commonly involving the use of hands or feet, or indirect, using
objects as weapons (hand held objects such as sticks) or missiles (thrown objects
such as balls or sand). Table 5 explains the types of violence observed and how they
were categorised.
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Table 5
DEFINITIONS OF VIOLENT ACTS
Action

bite
block access

Definition

Access to a facility/space or play equipment was blocked in a way that looked deliberale.
This did not includc children just 'being in the way'.

For example poking tongue or doing 'raspberries' (putting the tongue between pursed lips
and blowing out air, often resulting in spitting and is often done very close to the face of
another).
grab
A rough grnb of any part of the body.
grab around neck With two hands in a 'strangle' posiLiOIlgrab hat
Grabbing a child's hal very roughly off their head and throwing it to the ground.
hit body
With a hand, this included hitting the head

confronting
gesture

hit body with hard This included blocks; saodpit spades; sticks; hard plastic dolls; toy trucks; and, rnmming
object
with a bike.
hit body with
object

With soft objects 5llch as pillows.

hit in face
hit in face with
object
hit in face with

As with hit body with object.
As with hit body with hard object.

hard object

incite violence

Inciting another child to do the violence.

kick

kick object al
other

This included balls and wooden blocks.
For example scooping water over another child

pef50nal
vandalism
physicaUy
confront

This included breaking toys; kicking over towers; tearing up drawings; hitting a doll that a
child is playing with.
A confronting action that caused physical pain or discomfort for example roughly putting
on s~ pushing playdoh into face; grnbbing their shoe from their fool in an
aggressive manner resulting in ~ putting hand over mouth.

pinch
poke
poke with stick
pull bait
push - pull
push over
rough cuddle

With finger

This included pushing a child off play equipment or causing a fall by pulling a chair from
underneath a child

A cuddle that was causing discomfort or pain. This only covered cuddles that were clearly
nOD-<:onsensual, where the child was objecting to being held.

rough up hair
scratch
spil
spit in face
squash
threaten

Primarily verbal threats. This category also included the nse of weapons held or shaken at

a child
throw object 8[

This included soft (soft toys, clotlling, water) and hard objects (pieces of wood, sticks,
cocks).
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throw sand-body
throw sand-fuce
verbal

This included insults or other words that appeared inleul3ed Lo hurt feelings.

Several of the categories required a level of discretion on the part of the observer as
to whether they were included. For example a confronting gesture, squash, roughing
up hair or rough cuddle were included as violent incidents due to the rough manner
in which they were carried. out. These incident types were included following the
pilot project where children were observed. to be causing considerable distress by
these actions.
The total number of incidents observed was 1,441. These are broken down into types
of incidents perpetrated. by children of different age groups in Table 6.
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3. A wide variety of incidents occurred, the most common being hitting, pushing or
pulling, threats and verbal abuse.
4. Not all children were observed perpetrating
5. Differences were evident between boys and girls. More boys engaged in violence
and at a higher rate than girls.
The following chapter looks at children's violence by examining more closely the
observed context in which it occurred.
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5.

Results: The nature of children's violence
5. 1. Introduction

A description of the types of incidents observed, provided in the previous chapter,
enables a preliminary understanding of the nature of violence perpetrated by children
in the sampled centres. In order to further understand the phenomenon it is valuable
to examine incidents perpetrated in a particular period of time or in sequence and to
explore some elements of the context in which they were perpetrated. In order to do
this several components of the context were recorded:
• children's verbal communication
• children's body posture and non-verbal communication
• groups of children involved in violence
• sequences of incidents
• features of play
Although these factors were not able to be routinely collected and therefore were not
available for quantitative analysis, they were recorded frequently enough to form a
broader picture of many of the incidents of the violence as they occurred. At times
some of the factors appeared to be connected to both the frequency and typcs of
incidents oceurring, although this would have to be systematically tested further to
establish a greater understanding.
The chapter commences with a summary of the contextual factors that appeared
relevant for each age group observed, and will conclude with a gender analysis of
violence drawn from the contextual factors.
The scenes presented below are divided into indoor and outdoor play. Two types of
description are presented. The first type presents incidents occurring during a
particular time period, for example an hour when children were watching television.
Due to the frequency with which they occurred and the numbers of children involved
there often was a lack of observable context such as verbal or play cues. This type of
presentation is included to provide information on incidents as they oceur in a close
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space in time and in a particular setting and to demonstrate the frequency with which
one child perpetrated or targeted a particular child within a particular time frame36 .
The second type of presentation is based upon

~cenes where

rich contextual

information was available. Often it was in the context of a particular game, or vernal
interaction between chi Idren and, where this occurred, staff interaction with the
children. The data is presented in this way to cast light upon events and talk that were
occwring in conjunction with the practice of violence by children. In all the
following examples any staff intervention that occurred is noted

l7

.

5.2. Babies
The babies did not spend a lot of time actively interacting with one another. They
focussed their attention largely on the adults present. However there was some
interaction between babies, and they appeared to watch other babies with interest.
Most of the observed incidents in the babies' groups occurred in two particular times
in the centre routine; firstly, when the babies were moving indoors or outdoors and
secondly, during periods of play, both indoors and outdoors.
The major actions in the babies' group that could be categorised as violent were
incidents such as one child pushing or pushing over another child. This often
occurred in the context of one child being in the 'path' of another, and a push being
used to move the child who was 'in the way'.
5.2.1. Indoor play

At the door
PadtJIS pushes another baby boy, Franci, out ofthe way and then walks on.

Out ofthe cubby
Another common type of incident was a baby pushing another one off, or away from.
play equipment.
Gail is standing by the door ofa cubby that )I.'as set up inside. Anna toddles over to the cubby and
searts .swinging on the dnor. GaU pushes her awayfrom the door.

~ In addition, where provided with some contextual information, this fOnD of presenla!ion provides a
sample of categorisation Qf types of incidents.

Either in the form of categories used for the quantitative data collection (see chapler on quantitative
dam) or in more detail, where recorded.
311 All names are pseudonyms.
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Sometimes a baby would be observed pushing in a way that appeared to be in order
to prevent another baby from doing something such as in the following outdoor play
scenes.

5.2.2. Outdoor play
The trampoline and swing
Paddy follows Melanie onto Jhe trampoline and grabs her hand roughly and remoW!s itfrom the
trampoline, Melanie protests. A staffmember tells the children to tala! tJIms on the trampoline.

Some babies appeared to want to prevent another baby's access to an object even
though they themselves did not demonstrate a desire to use the object at the time.
Melanie, frowning, shouted noises at oJher babies when they come near the swing that she had
vacated She stopped when they left the swing.

The babies rarely objected or demonstrated any retaliatory actions. They would
usually move away, perhaps with a frown, although some were observed persisting
with whatever they were doing. Actions were also observed being carried out by the
babies that did not appear related to access to toys or play equipment, for example:
JOMi pokes 0 baby girl, Akua, in the face with a sandpit spade

However. this phenomenon was not common in the babies group and it was far more
common for incidents to be related to a toy, playground equipment or one baby
wanting another baby to move away.

Bubble blowing
In one particular case of outdoor playa staff member actively engaged a group of the

older babies in a tum-taking exercise blowing bubbles. The children seemed very
interested in the activity and were acting according to the instructions of the staff
member. After they had a tum at blowing bubbles she requested them to hand the
bubble blower back so she could give it to the next child for their tum. It was noted
that no incidents ofviolence wcre observed during this period.
AU the aggression in the babies' groups involved a single perpetrator. Some babies
demonstrated repeated acts of aggression, either toward a range of children or
repeatedly targeting another child. For example one baby boy, Ken, was responsible
for eight of the thirteen observed incidents in the one session:
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Table 12
INCIDENTS IN A BABY GROUP IN ONE HOUR OF OBSERVATION
Perp pseudonym Perp action Targeted child
pseudonym

Staffinrervention

Ken

push -pull

Paddy

'Be gentle';

Ken

poke

Melanie

warn; 'don't'; 'stop it';

Ken

poke

Paddy

Ken

grnbhat

Melanie

Paddy

pineh

warn; 'don't'; 'stop it';

Paddy

push - pull

Frana
Frana

Paddy

pineh

Melanie

Paddy

push - pull

Melanie

Ken

push - pull

Paddy

warn; 'don't'; 'stop it';

Ken

push - pull

Frana

warn; 'don't'; 'stop it';

Ken

hit body

Mary

warn; 'don't'; 'stop it';

Ken

push-pull

Franci

Paddy

pushover

Melanie

placate

The tractor
Girls were also responsible for multiple incidents. Elizabcth was repeatedly
aggressive toward children who went near the tractor in the playground.
Elizabeth is riding on a toy tractor, Gail comes over to her. Elizabeth pushes Gail very hard, two staff
members are looking on. Elizabeth then leaves the tractor. one ofthe staffmembers suggests that Gail
gets it now.

Outside on the grass
Sometimes a baby would repeatedly target another particular child, as in the
following example with Jordi towards Paddy.
A baby boy. Jordi. pushes a toy into the face ofa smaller baby boy, Paddy. Jordi then pushes grass
into Paddy's face and body. Then. with an angry look on his face, he biles Paddy.

One baby boy, who was responsible for a third of the incidents in one observation
session, was observed in a following session later in the day being violent toward
several older children during mixed age play. Although not larger than the other
babies he was one of the most mobile of the children in the group, walking around
quite competently. On the days he was observed he usually wore television hero style
clothing and at times engaged in gun play, pointing his finger at children and making
'Pow! Pow!' noises ofa gun. This was the only example of violence in the context of
superhero play in the babies groups.
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In StImmary, the incidents observed in the babies' groups were sometimes difficult to
define as violence. particularly in the younger babies. This was especially the case
with the component of the definition which categorises behaviour 'that appears
intended to hurt.' However many actions were observed that appeared to result in
pain for other babies, appeared deliberate and. in some cases, appeared intended to
procure a particular outcome such as preventing use of playground equipment or to
move a child out of the way. The context of these actions only varied to a small
degree. A common scenario was of one baby being in the path way of another baby,
another was where one baby appeared to want to prevent the other from having a toy
or having a tum on play equipment. Some babies were responsible for more
aggression than others. The babies who demonstrated more frequent aggression
compared to the rest of the children were usually noticeably bigger or older. One of
the older baby boys demonstrated the more stylised forms of violence seen in the
older age groups.

5.3. Toddlers
The violence observed in the toddler age group was more frequent and varied. It
occurred in a greater range of contexts than in the babies' age group. A noted
characteristic of the violence among the toddler group was a greater intensity of
many of the observed incidents in comparison with the babies' incidents. Part of this
was due to the fuct that much of the violence involved the use of objects employed as
weapons39 . Many children were visibly hurt, sometimes injured and often upset when
attacked by another child. The other major feature was violence that was
accompanied by a level ofmacho40 posturing by pairs and groups of boys. The
following examples demonstrate these points in various settings.

5.3. t. Indoor Play

The television room
In one particular session the children were watching a children's television program..

but also playing with some toys that were spread around in the room. About ten

3~or example balls, sticks. sandpiL spl.des, rocks, books, shoes, building blocks and dolls.
As defined by the Macquarie Dictionary - Macho: Man who displays machismo; Machismo;
flamboyant virility. masculine display emphasising strength.

40
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children were in the room together at anyone time, although they were coming and
going through the door into an adjoining room. Staff members were also coming and
going attend ing to the needs of new children arciving at the centre in an adjoining
room. In the hour reported below, twenty incidents were observed. being carried out
by different children against a variety of targeted children. The objects being used in
this scenario included wooden blocks, hard plastic dolls, tea towels and dressing up
clothes. In this scene there was quite a lot of adult intervention. mainly in the form of
telling the children to stop, saying things such as 'don't do that' or giving a warning
offurtber intervention. Table 13 is included to illustrate the phenomenon of many
incidents occurring in a short period. There was very little observable relationship or
social context between the incidents. Occasionally incidents appeared to be related to
a toy or piece of dress up clothing, but the majority of the time this was not
observable. At times, the incident appeared to be directly retaliatory41 and was
categorised as such if it occurred soon after the initiated action, for example between
Helen and Stewart below.

41

However it is not possible to ascertain whether an incident, occurring at a later time, was relaliation.
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Table 13
INCIDENTS IN A SHORT PERIOD
Targeted child

Perpetrator

Action

Max

pushover

Stewart

Stuart

kick

~j

Max

hit in face

Staffintervention

warn; 'don't'; 'stop it';

Helen
43

Helen

hit body wil.h hard object

Stewart

hit body with hard object

Helen

Drew

pushover

Stuart

Helen

hit body with hard object

Max

Glen
Drew
Helena

hit in face

Timmy

push- pull

Patty

warn; 'don't'; 'stop it';

push- pull

MF

Max

poke

Stuan

warn; 'don't'; 'stop it';
time out.j..j

Nina

hit in face

Stuan

Stuart

hit in face

Drew

hit in face

Drew

hit in face

Stuart
Nina

hit in face
hit body

Nina
Nina
Stuart
Drew
Matthew

Nina

hit body

Mary

Stuart

block access

MF

Stewart
check for injwy - moved

warn; 'don't'; 'stop it';
warn; 'don'C; 'stop it';

Many of the incidents in this scene were severe, for example, hitting in the face,
hitting the body with hard objects and pushing over. None of the children sought
adult help in this scene, and only one child protested (Stewart, when he was pushed
over by Max). Staff intervened in about a third of the incidents.
When children were in close proximity there were frequently 'spates' of similar
incidents from different children. For example in Table 13, Nina, Stuart and Drew all
engaged in hitting each other in the face.
During the period in the example above several boys were acting in a very 'stylised'
aggressive way. They were often observed holding up their fists, standing in low
postures with their legs bent and with 'fierce' expressions on their faces. They were
shouting loudly, kicking at inanimate objects such as dolls and the doors, and later,
outside, kicking at the sand and trees.

•, Unknown identity.
• 3 For example, wooden toy.
"" 'Time out' is the term used by many child care workers to refer to the process of telling the child to
sit down and spend some time thinking about wOOt they have done. It was a strategy used with
children in the toddler and preschool age groups.
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Another example occurred in a similar setting. but in a different centre. In this case a
smaller group of three children were sitting down together watching television.
Danny is sitting next CO Benji, Danny pushes Ben)i. then he pushes him very hard and Benjifalls
~id~ays and hits his head on the door. Danny watches this and then pushes him hard enough to hit
his head against the door again. A staffmember says to Danny ifhe does it again he wjJJ have to
move. Danny then pinches Ben}i. Ben}i grabs Danny's shoe, looks at the observer and then moves
away from Danny. Some time elapses and Danny moves over to Benji and pulls his hair, Ben}i moves
away and then Danny hits a third boy. A stajJmember comes over and tells him to mow,

The above example demonstrates another similar pattern emerging from the
observations to that seen in the babies groups, that of some children repeatedly
perpetrating violence against a particular child. In the 'play doh table' and the
'wiping the fruit table' scenes which follow we see further examples of repeated
violence.

The play 4o'h table
The following are examples of some of the many incidents on two consecutive
mornings where one child, Darryl, was being particularly violent. Danyl targeted a
variety of childre~ but he had also frequently targeted a particular boy (Daniel).
Daniel rarely retaliated. The accounts include more descriptive information about the
scene of the incidents.
Darryl threa/ens Daniel and then hits him repeatedly on the bodyJace and head with a rolling pin
being usedfor the play doh play. One member ofstaffasks why he did it and he replied, 'Becouse he
took my ball ofpJay doh', Another staffsays 'there is no excuse', and points to the site oflne injury.
She explains that it hurt Daniel a lot and told him he could not have his play doh ball. However.
Darryl returns to his play doh baJ/.

And the next morning:
Darryl is throwing his play doh around and a member ofstaffsays to him' roJ/the play doh ball
properly' and when he continues to throw it t11'Ound she takes itfrom him. Darryl and Laurie start
posturing in a macho way and throwing their play doh tJ1'rJund Daniel teJ/s the others not to throw the
play doh. Daniel is a smaller boy, who oscillates between telling the other boys not to 'be nalJghty'
andjoining in the 'nalJghty' play. The three of/hem thrOW! their play doh into the bin. Stafftells Darryl
to leave the bin alone. he goes 'POW!, pow.!' wilh his play doh at Dale'sface. Darryl cries.

Sometimes two or more toddlers were seen to unite in targeting another. This pattern
was not observed in the baby groups. The following examples occurred in the same
groups as the above two examples:

Wiping t'hefTu;t table
A/fruit time Laurie and Darryl sit together. A member ofstaffseparates them. Darryl asks ifhe can
help. and the staffmember says he can wipe the table afterfruit. Darryl puts a lot ofenergy into
wiping the ttJb1e, Laurie joins in. Darryl tells staffand she says 'That's okay'. Jasmine comes aver to
join in wiping the ttJble and Laurie and Darryl say together 'not boy! not boy!' and bolh chase her
and hit her wry hard in the face with a wet rag, Laurie and Darryl get wry loud andput the ,ags on
their heads and shout, a staffmembe, sees this and tells them it is time to go to the toilet.
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Gf'tlb and squash
Daniel runs ow!!' to Beryl and grabs hu by he!' dre.f.f, she starts to cry. He sticks his chin into hu. He
then stands on he!' dress pinning he!' to the ground and Darryl comes ove!' and they both lie on he!'
squashing hu, not letting he!' get up. She contjn~s to cry.

This example had no observed social context preceding the incident. Jasmine was
playing alone in a comer of the room when Daniel ran over to her. Many incidents
occurred that could be put into this category, In contrast, incidents such as Laurie
and Darryl hitting Jasmine in the face with a rag had the observable context of Darryl
wiping the table and appearing not to want Jasmine to join in with the added factor of
Jasmine being classified as a 'not boy', These two scenes also demonstrate the
phenomenon of two children together attacking another child.
All the above examples occurred while the children were doing activities inside. The
level of staff involvement varied from close supervision to times when the
supervising staffwhere busy interacting with other children, sueh as ehildren needing
one to one attention at anival times, setting up activities and toiletting or changing
nappies. The rate of ineidents was observed to be greater when staff involvement
with the children was low. Similar ineidents, that appeared as isolated from any
social context, occurred outside along with incidents that appeared to relate to a
particular conflict.

5.3.2. Outdoor play
In the following example the first two incidents appear to be related to playground

resources while the second two did not have any observable social context.

The hoop
DIlITJ'I appears 10 be W!ry angry aJ Doniel fo!' picJdng up the hoop that Lau!'ie had d!'opped and hits
him !'epeated/y with the hoop.

The chairs
Fou!' children OI'e sitting outside on chain;, Mark comes ove!' and pushes Chl'istian and says 'Mine '.
Rowland goes and gets a eha;!' fo!' MQ/'k. Ma!'k sits in the ehai!' Rowland has vacated Rowland
protests and hiu him with the chai!' he hasjusf fetched

The table
Helen pushes the table at Timmy and if squashes his ned. She smiles and looks at Timmy and
contin~s afte!' a staffmembu asks he!' to stop.
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In the sQndpit and Oller in the corner
On a different day children were observed outdoors, near the sandpit. While
incidents were observed in many different areas of the playground, two major areas
were the focus ofthe observations, the sandpit and a comer ofthe playground away
from the hub of activity. During this period (a little over an hour) forty incidents
occurred. The example in Table 14 was chosen to demonstrate the frequency and
types of incidents occurring in a particular hour in an outdoor period where several
different children were being violent to a variety of targeted children,

]1

is followed

by some information on the play context in which the violence was being perpetrated
by the most frequent perpetrator, Stuart.
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Table 14
OUTDOOR PERIOD DESCRIYfION
Perpetrator

Action

Targeted child

Stuart
Glen
Brett

throw sand-body

Max

throw sand-body
push- pull
pinch
throw sand-mce

Neil

Stuart
Glen
Brett

Staffintervention

Leena
Leena

Neil

throw object at
throw object at

Ben
Stuart
Mary

Ben

hilbody
poke with stick

Max

remove weapon

Bill

hit body with object

Brett

warn; 'don't'; 'stop it';

Stuart

threaten

MF

remove weapon, not nice, victim
empathy

Brett

throw object. at

Mary

Danielle

hit in face
push· pull
push over

Max

Bill
Bill

warn; 'don't'; 'slop it';

throw object at

MF

remove weapon

push over

Glen

hit in face

Andrew
Bill

Danielle
DanieUe

Stuart
Stuart
Stuart
Tom
Stuart
Stuart
Nina
Stuart
Nina

threaten
hil body with object
kick
push - pull

remove weapon

'no need'
part

Andrew
Leena

Danielle
Nina
Danielle

DanieUe
Nina

threaten

Nina
Stuart
Stuart

push over
hit body with hard object
hit in face with object.

Stuart
Ben
Bill
Tom

hit in face
throw sand-body
pmch
poke

Leena

Stuart
Glen

poke with slick

Egan

throw object. at

Egan

Stuart

kick object at
pushed his hand roughly

Danielle

talk

David

warn; 'don't'; 'stop it';

hit body

Nina

warn; 'don't'; 'stop it';

hit body

Nina

Stewart
Stuart
Stuart

hil body

David
Bill

warn; 'don't'; 'stop il';

Bill

time ant

Bill
Glen
Neil

timeout
warn; 'don't'; 'stop it';
'not nice'
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In the above example a variety of children were observed being violent, Ben and
Glen in the sandpit and Stuart, Nina, Brett, Bill, Danielle, Stewart, Bill and Tom in
other areas of the playground. However, one child was responsible for almost half of
the incidents (Stuart).
Stuart was running around the playground with Brett. using sticks and balls as
weapons and making noises of guns. They used the weapons to poke other children
or throw at them. One staff member present at this session repeatedly asked Brett to
throwaway the stick he was carrying. He would usually throw the stick over the
fence at the staff's request, but very soon after would have another stick that he
found in the playground. One younger girl, Helena, joined the boys in their play with
stick guns. At one stage she told Brett to throwaway the sticks he was using as a
gun, he replied 'We don't care what we do-I am a powerful man'. She told him to

be a good boy and Brett and Stuart chased her out of the comer. Part of the time Brett
and Stuart were playing with balls, kicking them into make-believe goals. Then they
lined up other children and kicked the ball at them. One staff member present said
with humour: 'Ob, almost got him!' when the ball went near another toddler.
Staffwere supervising the children but were also chatting among themselves,
watering gardens and setting up activities. Often staff would be involved in activities
such as pushing a child on a swing, or closely supervising a particular activity, such
as jumping on a board, while many of the children engaged in play that was less
supervised.. One staff member was involved in one-to-one activities with small
groups of children in a comer of the playground and recording their performance.
To summarise, in the toddler age groups there were often periods where many
incidents were carried out in a short space of time. The overall rates of violence
appeared. to differ at different times of the day, for example violence was more
prevalent when the children were involved in free play and in areas or at times where
adult supervision was low or intermittent.
The nature of incidents was similar to that observed in the babies groups with the
addition of several new types of incidents, such as threats and hitting with objects
used as weapons. In addition to the patterns observed in babies new patterns emerged
from the observational data in the toddlers groups; for example 'runs' of incident
types and one child joining another and being violent to a third child. Patterns
emerged from clusters of incidents, such as times where only one or two children
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were being violent to times when a larger number of children were observed being
violent. In the toddler groups, as in the babies groups, a small number of the children
were responsible for a large number of incidents, and a few were observed targeting
particular children. However there were times when many children were observed
being violent. It was also observed that children were sometimes violent over a
particular toy or playground resource, but often incidents occurred that did not
appear related to these things.

In addition, certain elements of the play context were observed occurring in
conjunction with the violence. For example, during free play the pattern emerged, in
several 0 f the toddlers groups, of' stylised' violence occurring in the context of war
play, primarily by groups of boys. This included the use of objects being used as
guns, and the boys taking up 'macho' stances when using their 'weapons'. The
phenomenon of the stylised violence was observed among most of the toddler
groups, in all of the four centres, with slightly different variations. There was only
one toddler group where this phenomenon was not observed.
There were periods of time where very little violence occurred. One period of sand pit
play where staff were actively engaged in playing with a small group of children was
noted for the lack of any violence during the period. This was similar to the period in
the babies' group when staff played with the children. On one occasion the children
were taken on an excursion to a park. Several parents accompanied the group. During
this session very few incidents occurred.
However, there were also times when staff interacted with children when violence
was observed. This was usually times with a very low staff to child ratio, when one

staff member was interacting with a large group. An example of these times were
'mat time' in the toddlers and preschool age children, when staffwere reading a book
or talking to a large group of children together, or when a large group of children
were waiting to go outside, having suncream put on and putting on shoes.

5.4. Preschoolers
The violence observed in the preschool groups had similar patterns to the toddler
groups and included more incidents occurring within the context of 'make-believe'
play. The intent of the perpetrator was often clear as some incidents were
accompanied by commands, or the children provided explanations when challenged
by an adult. There was notably more verbal abuse and violence acted out for social

•
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reasons such as incidents carried out with the explicit intention to exclude children
from particular games. While there were not as many periods where many children
were perpetrating at one time, the intensity of many incidents and potential to hurt
were similar to the toddlers' groups.
Much more 'stylised' violence was acted out by a group of children which often
included sabotage of other children's play. The preschool group was notable for the
emergence of evidence of fun and camaraderie in violence being carried out by
groups or pairs of children. almost exclusively boys. The following scenes have been
chosen to demonstrate these patterns and illustrate the various contexts of violence
among the preschool groups.
The first example was selected to demonstrate violence mainly occurring in the
oontext of superhero war play.

5.4.1. Outdoor play
Captain Planet and the ~ubby
The children (lJ'e a/J inside, getting ready to go outside to play. Cain comes over to Alex and says
'come and get me Captain Planet', then Bony postures in front ofAlex and says 'power' and punches
him. Ala smiles then Bony hits him again and he frowns. A staffmemher is standing infront of/hem
hut does not intervene. Brooke pushes Larry over, he protests. A staffmemher asks what happened
and she says 'J didn't (push him over), ljust ran past',
Later, outside, Alex, Barry, Peter and Cain all engage in a 'war', running around hitting each other
with hoops, hats and halls (on the hody and in the face), punching and grabbing the tays from each
other, Cain appears to be targeted more than the other boys. There are a lot ofexpressions of 'pow,
pow' and shouts, Brooke is the only girl interacting with 'he groJIp ofboys. She repeatedly says to the
boys 'Captain Planet come and get us', Brooke has a ha11 (similar to one the boys are playing with)
and she says to Alex 'Please don " kill i~ it is your CLlt • while he threotens her with his hot.
Cain pushes over Peter, 'hen Coin hils Alex with his hat. Alex protests and seeks helpfrom staff. A
member ofstoffasked 'what happened?', Alex says 'Coin hit me', Coin responds with: 'he hit me
first "
A group ofgirls have built a cubby out ofmaterial draped over a cfimbingframe near where the boys
have come to play. Three girls are inside and two more try to come in, The girls say there is not
enough room for the others, the others suggest that they could be possums Oul on the roo] Then Larry
comes over and pulls the roofoffthe girls' cubby. Christine says loudly 'Don "'.
Pete then joins in and pulls more roofoffand June complains.
One ofthe girls in the cubby says 'Joo many baddies out there', and moves away from the cubby ruins.
One girl wets her pants and walks with her skirt held up, a member ofstoffcomes over and takes her
to change. A toddler comes o",er to where the pre,~chool boys are playing and a memher ofstaffmoves
him away,
Cain then pulls the rest ofthe roofoffthe CJJhby and says to the other boys 'look whot 1 did '.
Pete then pokes Cain with a stick. Coin protests and tells him to put the stick over the fence. Pete tells
him it is only bark. Cain says well, don't put it in my eyes', A member ofstaffcomes over and fells
him 10 pul it over the.knee. The girls all engage in rebuilding their cubby.
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Alex, Cain, Pete and Bony all cnnlinue to hit each other on the body and in the head with various
objecLf, now including a broom one olthem ha.f picked up. Cain looks unhappy when he is hit but
does not protest. Bany s~s to Peter 'cnme and get me pooch head' and Peter threatens him with a
long sticli. A staff ~mber comes aver and tells him to thraw the stick away, Cain tells Bony to
'Throw the stick ollf!r the fence you girl! '

In the above example the violence between the boys and the sabotage of the girls
cubby all appeared to be integral to the Captain Planet game being played. The
violence included many incidents using weapons and extended beyond the
participants in the game to some children outside the game. There was very little
staff intervention in the violence and children engaged in the war games rarely
protested or sought help. At one stage a staff member asked Cain why he was crying.
He explained that he just fell over. Peter and Barry walked off and one of them said:
'That's the end of him for a little while'. A little later Cain was heard by the observer
saying to one of the boys hitting him 'I'm a good guy so don't get me. I'm not a
baddie. I'm a good guy'.
Violence was very common during periods of make believe play. This was not
always the case as there were some games that were carried out that involved very
little violence. For instance one group of boys was observed playing a game similar
to golf. They were placing balls carefully on upturned buckets and hitting them off
However, many incidents of violence occurred in the free play periods both indoors
and outdoors. This was particularly the case in superhero and war play that was
almost exclusively played by boys, but was also found in some mixed sex play. As
mentioned previously, staffrarely intervened in situations of free play, when children
were being violent.
The following scene demonstrates a variety of incidents that occurred in the
playground between several different children including an example of children in
superhero dressing up clothes, one of who threatened the observer. It includes three
incidents recorded as verbal abuse and one example of a threat.
BaJman and my dad
Henry and Guy are wearing 'Batman capes' improvisedfrom tea towels. They swing on the swings
and Henry shouts that he is going to kick the observer. Henry and Guy say lhey are Batman and
Supennan flying around, Ky comes over and says aggressively '1 hate Batman and Superman '. Then
Ky s~s in a nasty tone: 'My dad can swing higher than you/'.
Then Guy says '1 wenttoAlice's partyandyou didn't!'. A member olstajJcomes over and says 'You
hurt his feelings when you said that'. She goes aw~ and Emelda comes over. Guy wants a swing and
arks Henry to mind itlor him, Emelda goes over to Henry and he screams ouf 'No. it is Guy's '.
Over in the water play area Henry pours waJer over Ky. Ky then hils Henry with his hat. Alistair
sprays water on Henry.
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The children in the above example were engaging in putting each other down in
various ways for the whole of the mOrning session.
The pattern of one child being responsible for a lot of incidents seen in both baby and
toddler groups was also observed among preschool groups, such as the following
example, where Tom ran around poking children (and adults) with his 'powerful
finger':

The powerfulfinger
Tom is running around poking many children. He has a texta lid on hisfinger, and smiles as he pokJ!s
the children hord with it. He comes over to the observer and pokes her with hisfinger and says 'Do
you want to see mypowerfulfinger? •The observer responds that she is not interested because he had
pokJ!d her with it. He runs offand continues to pokJ! children with il. A link later, when the children
hove moved inside, he grabs Rob andpushes hisface hard into a pillow and holds him down. Rob ;s
very distres.red A member ofstaffsuggests that Tom does some hammering. Tom replies 'Nol J don't
hove tol '. The staffmember says 'Do you wanl to sit in the bathroom (lime oUI). You wi// have 10 if
you keep Ihat up '.

Tom appeared to enjoy poking with his finger as he was smiling as he ran around
targeting others.
The phenomenon, seen in toddler groups, of a group of children acting together in
being violent to other children was also observed in preschool groups. In the 'tunnel'
example two girls were playing together in a long plastic tunnel.

In the tunnel
MikJ!, Catherine, Amelia and Sally all threaten and pokJ! Sal and Abigail who are in the tunne/. They
shout at them to get out.
Mike threatens Sal, who protests. Catherine pokes Abigail with a stick through a hole in the plastic
h"'nel. Amelia threatens Sal who protests again, saying 'don " '. Sally squashes the ronnel down onto
Abigail and says 'do you 1ikJ! that? '. Abigail says 'no '. Catherine says 10 Sol You roJ/en girl '.

It appeared that the four children were trying to get the girls out of the tunnel so that

they could get in. The girls protested and remained in the tunnel. This has been
included as one of the rare occasions when girls were observed engaging in violence
as a group.
As seen in the toddler groups, several incidents occurred in relation to playground

resources, toys or space. One very forceful act of violence occurred in the
playground when one boy picked up a small toy belonging to another. The intensity
of the incident was extreme.
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The toyfrom home
Jim and ~an h(N~ b~~n playing tog~th~rfor most of Jh~ m017ling. Jim has a small /ransf017ll~r toy h~
has brought from holtU. He drops it on th~ grass. ~an picks it lip and Jim, with a v~ry angry loak on
his faa, push~s him O\I~r. Ihreatens him wi/h a cricket bat and th~n hils him repeatedly 011 th~ body
very hard with his hand in a fist and grabs the /ransj017ller back. Sean looks wry frightened.

The sandpit spades
Another example of violence. similar in that it appeared to be related to resources
occurred in relation to space in the sandpit.
Jim and Fiona were the only two in the sandpit. Jim is diggingferventfy in the sand. Fiona is O\Ier in
the comer ofthe sandpit. Jim goes O\,lU 10 her and threatens her, shaking the long handled sandpi(
spade and he S4YS 'move 01' 1 will hit you with it '.

Fiona and Iim had been playing together much of the morning. Jim had been. and
continued after this incident to be, violent towards her on several occasions. In one
run of incidents toward Fiona, Jim was observed smiling as he repeatedly hit her hard
on the body and pinched her.
In the preschool and toddler groups incidents were observed where children appeared

to retaliate for violence toward themselves or, in some cases, toward a friend. Scenes
occurred in both the toddler and preschool groups where the violence escalated from
one initiating incident. This occurred in a little over one tenth of the incidents (166 of
the 1,441 incidents). In the following scene Abigail retaliated when Sean kicked a
bucket at her friend Fran.

Kicked the bucket
Abigail and Fran are .titling on choirs on the footpalh, their presenoe acts to block the path for the
children who are riding bikes. Jim rid2s up on his bikes and shouts 'move' at them in a very
aggressive tone. Abigail says 'No, J '\IE' got to fix lhe road '. Fran picks up her own and Abigails' chair
and moves Ihem bOlh as Jim shauts at them 'l'm gaing to ki//YOIi! '. Sean threatens Abigail with a
long cardboard raU, and Jim kicks a blicket at Fran. Abigail sees this and throws water at Jim. Jim
throws a hoola hoop at Abigail.

Other incidents occurred that had no particular observable relationship or play
context, such as the following example of a series of incidents that occurred, again in
the sandpit.

The raspberry
PhiJJip hit Josh in the face with a sandpit spade. A member ofstaffcomes Oller and ~'ays 'You really
hurJ him '. Ky kicks Emma. a member afstaffcamjarts her. Ky pakes his Jongue ouf oj the staff
member and makes 'raspberry.45 noises oj h~r. Ky then hils Phillip in the face. The staffmember is

4$

Blowing out through pursed lips, usually at someone's face.
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alerted by the obselWr, she ruM over lUld gets Ky lUld then Kurt hits Phillip In the face with a SlUldpit
spade. AnotJJer ~mber ofstaffruns o'.!er lUld gets him.

The above example demonstrates a scene where several children. Phillip, Ky and
Ku~

were all being violent in a short space of time for no observed reason. The

examples below further demonstrate incidents which appeared 'out of the blue'.

Out ofthe blue
Catarina chasesAmy and grabs her and pullsAmy Jowards her. Amy protests saying 'Get away! '. A
staffmember says to another' She's been fighting all morning' and says to Amy 'Settle down a bit,
I'll talk to Catarina '.
Abigail says to Geraldine 'You s!IIpid thing!'
Sean threatens Brett with a stick, he stops when Brett cries.
John incites Danielle to hit Egor, Danielle hits Egor and then John jOins iff. They both hit him very
hard.
Sean is pIIshing Geraldine on the swing very roughly. Jim comes oYer andjoins in.

In the above two examples we see one child inciting another to be violent and two
children joining together in being violent toward another in ways that varied in
intensity.
There were many incidents that occurred during creative play. This was a time when
the children were usually uninterrupted by staff Particularly outside, but also in
indoor periods, the children would spend long periods of time engaging with each
other in pretend scenarios. Staffwere often on the periphery, supervising the
children. talking to other staff, or engaged in recording observations of the children's
activities as a part of an ongoing development monitoring process.
Two main forms of creative play were observed by the researcher, particularly
among the older toddlers and preschool children, one was mixed sex play that
usually contained two predominant themes: marriage and some sort of vehicle
driving and the second form was superhero/war play. Two examples of the mixed
free play are described below in the 'Train to Newcastle' and the 'Pirate ship' and
one example of structured play 'Giants and fairies'. In the frrst example of creative
playa great deal of violence was observed, including several serious incidents. In the
'Giants and fairies' example the game involved incidents ofthreats being carried out
in the context of the play. While less severe, the example is included to demonstrate
violence in structured indoor play. The free play examples were typical of those
observed at different centres.
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5.4.2. Indoor play

The trtUn to Newcastle
Some girls are talking about getting married SuzarulQ offirs Luke some pretendfood He does
'raspberries' at her face. Harriet says to Luke 'You're my boyfriend'. Luke says 'I'm not', she says
'Just pretend'. Lu~ agrees to this and then he makesfists and ~hes hisface dose to Harriet's and
says 'pffpow pow pff!'.
Lu~

is pretending to be the driller ofa train. Eo comes near and he hits her on the head Staffsays
'Drivers don't hit people' and moves the chairs so thot he is up the front, and arranges Lucas to be the
'copilot'. The girls come up beside the drivers, and the boys move further ahead The member ofstaff
tells all the children to mave back, so the girls retreat. The boys either stay up the front, or mave
firther ahead The girls go back against the wall.
Luke says' pffJ', and hits Tara in the face with hisfist and tells her to get offthe plane. Luke does lois
of ' macho' stances: raising fists and shouting.
Luke po~s his tonglle at Lucas and says'] wanlto go to Newcastle '. Luke starts 'flying' and leaves
the others alone for a bit. Luke says to Eo 'j'm not marry;ngyou 'cos you're naughty 'cos you've got
your shoes off'.
Luke drops the drivers hat and vacates the driver's chair. He pushes Lucas over when Lucas comes
near the vacated chair. Lucas then dances with Tara, Eo picks up the driller's hat that Lu~ had been
wearing, Lu~ grabs the hatfrom her and hits her in the face twice.
Luke then hits Eo in the face very hard. She shouts very loudly and is scolded by the staff 'Bol' While
is hitting Bo. Lucas sits in the chair that Lu~ had designated as his drillers chair, Luke comes
back and shouts 'GEl' OFF l' to Lucas and then turns to Bo and shauts' GEl' CHIPSll' and turns to
Lucas and shouts' YOU'RE NOT GOING ON 11fE AEROPLANE!. '

Lu~

Tara shouts at Lucas 'You're an idiotl '.and then shouts something at Harriet. Luke hits Tara in the
face and says 'Don't yell at her '.

In the above scene many incidents occurred that were associated with roles in the
game and attempts to exclude or move children. The presence of macho posturing
was notable. One child, Luke, was responsible for many of the observed incidents.
The staff member nearby spoke to the children about making too much noise, but did
not intervene with regard to the violence except early in the scene with Luke.
In the following example two groups of children were building a 'ship'. While only a

few violent incidents were observed, it is included to demonstrate the occurrence of
specific types of violence in the context of creative play.
The pirate ship
The children hove made a farge construction out ofblocks. It is divided in two with a block wall down
the centre. Six boys are up one end as pirates. with pirate hats. The boys all use heavy long blocks
(about 70 em) as swords and gllns. They po~ towards each other and shoot. The girls have filled
their end wilh pi /lows and scarves. The girls leave their end and the boys go into it and break iI up.
The girls come back and Pete tells Lilly to mave and then punches her. Staffdo not intervene in
relation to the punch but one staffmember comes over and asks the boys if they have asked the girls if
they could break up the ship. The boys reply that they did ask. She says '1 don't think so, they have
gone on shore for a while', Pete and Barry go and ask the girls if they mind The girls say that they do
mind. The boys then put their hands into the beads that the girls are playing with and spill them over
the table. A member ofstaffasks the boys to rebuild the boot. Barry punches out at the member of
stoff, but she does not see because he is behind her. She then asks them to put down their 'bash down'
took As soon as the staffmemher goes into the other room Cain says 'Get our swords'. He gets
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'swords and diJggers'for the olJlers. Then lJIe boys build a towel' oul oflJleir daggers and swords. The
staffmemher comes in and warns the boys thal they are going oulfor a walk and so need to pack up.
When she goes /he boys gel bock to posturing andjighting wIth their swords. Upon return she says
'no more hlthng sticks '. The boys ask iflhey can break up the boollo which she replies 'Yes '.

In the 'pirate ship' example one child, Pete, is violent towards another, Lilly, in an
attempt to move her and this is followed by one group of children sabotaging the
play of another group. Violence being perpetrated by a group was seen again in the
following example which occurred during more structured play. While it was less
commOI\ incidents did occur in the context of structured activities:

Giants andfairies
The children play a game of'giants andfairies '. The stoffmember fells the researcher /hat this is one
ofthe group ~flNouriJe games. Girls and bays separate automolicolly 10 opposite sides ofthe room.
The staffmember plays very low loud noles on the piano and all the boys lake big s~ps towards the
girls in a threatening way, makingfOl;es and growling. Cain mokes a gun out ofhis hand and says
'pow, pow' at June '$ faa! when he is close to MI'. JUne looks uncomfortable. Then the member ofstoff
plays high little notes on /he piano and the girls follow the boys back laking little steps all the way
back, like fairies, while /he bays toke big steps back. This goes on and the boys get more threatening
to the girls as they chase them /0 their end, squashing them when they get to the end The game
finishes with the boys going up to the girls end.

In the above example the game is based upon boys acting in a menacing threatening
way as a group towards the girls as a group. The use of deep loud notes on the piano
sets the scene for the boys to intimidate and frighten the girls. The high fast notes for
the girls tiptoeing over towards the boys, which they did in a friendly way, smiling
and laughing.
The final examples 'Cry baby' and 'Guns, bulls and dolls' observed in separate
indoor sessions further demonstrate the mix of threats, physical and verbal abuse in
this age group:

Cry baby
Jim moves fmm lhe computer that he has been uSingfor about halfon hour. He goes o..'er to the
cornel', where Sal is playing with a group ofgirls on a pile ofpillows. He growls at them, f)JJtfing his
face very close to theirs and grimacing. They scream and grab the piUows around them. Jim tells them
to share the pillows. He then lies down On the pillows and the girls say 'We had themfirsl'. Jim does
not respond and the girls move oway, going back only to retrieve their shoes. Jim then movesfrom the
pillows and gets a piece ofstring. He grabs Sybi andputs the string around her neck, f)JJ/ling il
around her neck. Sybi cries. A member ofstoffcomes weI' and tells him to play with Jan. He turns to
Sybi and says 'Oy baby'. Jim then goes over to Melanie and, smiling, pulls her hail'.

Guns, bulls and dolls
On the same day as the scene 'in the sandpit and over in the corner' example above,
a group of children were engaging in ongoing verbal abuse in conjunction with
physical violence:
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Ky is silting alone playing with a pun/e. Henry launts him saying: 'Your piece is missing, your piece
is missing... .At activity time the boys go s/J'aight (Ner 10 the construction toys and T1UJke aeroplanes
and guns. They pn?tend 10 fly them mound the 1'OOm and T1UJke loud aeroplane and gun noises. Several
ofthe boys tolk about their aeroplane constnJction as being better than the other boys'. For example:
'Mine'sJaster', 'Mine's bigger '.
Kurt says 'Mine's good isn't it?' (his construction toy), Henry replies: 'If's dumb Kurt, it's dumb '.
Henry then tells Josh to 'put those COl1StnLction toys over 'here " Henry has S011l£ construction blocks
made into 0 gun in his hand which he keeps hold of Henry knocks over some blocks that one ofthe
children is playing with.
Henry runs (Ner to Kurt holding two plastic bulls and says 'Look-bulls Kurt, bulls '. Kurt replies in a
nasty tone 'Too bod! '. Henry goes (Ner to Ky and says 'What are you doing?' . Ky says 'Le(Ne me
alone', Henry says 'You're doing a poo in your pants'. A 11I£mber ofstaffle/ls Henry to leave him
alone. Ky says 'I am not doing a poo in my pants', They argue back andforth :Are so'. 'Am not' etc.
Ky then hits Henry. Henry continues to taunt Ky about pooing in his pants. Ky spits ot Henry.
Henry then goes up to Phillip and says 'You've got a poo in your pants', Phi/Jip says 'Oh yuck] Go
away you pcxr-poo!', Henry says to Ky again 'You h(Ne got a poo in your pants '. Henry and Phillip
sit down infront ofa doll's house with lots ofhard plastic do//s inside. Henry and PhilJip pick up a
doll each. Henry hits Phi//ip 's do// with another do//. Phi/Jip cries. Phillip hits Henry with a hard
plastic doll. A member ofstaffromesover and says 'How is it going here?' Then Henry gets all the
toy people and stlJl:b them into the dol/'s house room infront ofhimse/f Phillip reaches out and picks
one up, Henry mOllts ' No! ' PhilJip keeps it and Henry has the rest. A member ofstaffcomes over to
Phillip and Henry and says 'In a few minutes we me going to pack up '.

The above example places several incidents ofverhal and physical violence into the
context of the activities the children were engaged in. Several incidents were
recorded as retaliatory. For example Henry repeatedly 'taunted' Ky by telling him he
had done a poo in his pants, Ky responded by hitting and spitting at Henry. Similarly
Phillip hit Henry after being hit by him with his doll. Henry, who had been
responsible for much violence, ended up being successful in gaining the vast
majority of the toys in his game with the doll's house.
Violence observed in the preschool groups had several qualities that were either
absent or observed infrequently in the younger age groups. Incidents were observed
regularly in periods of free play when many children engaged in pretend or creative
play, Violence appeared to be integral to some of these games, such as war play
camed out mainly by boys, where many objects were used as weapons.
Consequently the effects were often severe. The violence in these settings was
'stylised' in that it was accompanied by 'macho' posturing and a fairly standard set
of noises such as 'pow!', other loud shouts and threats. The macho posturing
included shaking fists, making grimacing faces and pu ffing out chests. Many
children demonstrated fear in their body language in response to particular children
who were responsible for a large number of incidents.
There were also incidents that demonstrated clear power differentials between
children. based upon the use of force, with regard to a.ccess to the centre resources.
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Further, there were ineidents perpetrated by pairs and groups of children. There were
also scenes in which a child who appeared to be another's friend, was violent
(sometimes repeatedly) towards their friend.
In mixed sex creative play many incidents were observed that appeared related to the

acquisition of roles in the games. In addition, groups and pairs of children were
observed being violent, and on occasions, inciting others to be violent. Some
perpetrators were visibly amused when they were targeting other children. As seen in
all age groups some children were responsible for many incidents. In a pattern
observed in both toddlers and preschool groups some of these children targeted
specific children repeatedly. Children also targeted children who were not in their
own age group. Sometimes they targeted older children, but more commonly,
younger children. The following section explores the context of some incidents that
were perpetrated by children of a different age from the targeted child.

5.5. Mixed age
Children in several centres were observed playing in mixed age groups, either in
'family group' sessions or in periods when the outdoor play time of one group
coincided with the outdoor play time of another group. In the following examples
note is made of the age group of the child perpetrating and the targeted child.

5.5.1. Outdoor play
On the bikes
Luke (preschool) chases Harriet (preschool) on a bike. HtJI'rieJ runs over to a memher ofstafft11Jd
tells her what happened The staffmember says to her 'Why /JJ'f! you telling me? Tell Luke '. Luke then
bashes his bike against Christj(UJ 's (toddler) bike. Christian bashes Harriet's bike with his bike. When
she and herfriendAmy (preschool) tell the same member ofstaffshe 1l1llghs t11Jd says '/ think you are
playing with me "
Amy pinches ChrisO(UJ. Luke threatens Amy and Harriet with his bike again. They both say 'Don'tl '.
Christian rams his bike hard into Amy t11Jd Harriet's bikes and then hils Harriet hard on the body. The
girls bath shout 'Dan't. we don't /ike it '. They start to run to staffthen appear to change their minds
andrun off
Christit11J rams Rowland (toddler) with his bike and he fa//s oYer. Christian rams his bike inJo Amy's
legs, a staffmember says 'Be c/JJ'f!ful, you hurt Amy'. Luke hits Harriet in the face, a staffmember
says 'Jfyou push someone they couldfall off'. Amy rams her bike in/oMary's (baby) legs, a staff
member says 'Don't '. Christian kicks Art (preschool boy with a disability) and Luke pulls his hair.
Dino (toddler) says to Mal (baby) 'Get away goose wo wa', Dino (UJd Luke run tJl'ound saying 'Big
bays! big bikes! " and they take the two biggest bikes.

In the above example Luke was violent toward a toddler, Christian, and two
preschool girls. One of the girls, Amy, was then violent toward the same toddler.
After further violence from Luke, Amy was violent toward a baby. The staff member
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present encouraged the girls to talk to Luke about the violence, however this did not
stop the violence. In the following example a preschooler targeted a younger child.

The slide
Ruth (baby) pushes Wi// (baby) as he is getting on the slide, he lo~s his balana and thenfaJJs off. A
member ofstaffsays (0 Ruth 'Hop offthe slide ifyou are not coming down '. Amy (presc1lool) climbs
up the slide and then hits Ruth Vt?ry hard. with a nasty loolc on herface, as Ruth was climbing up the
slide stairs. The same member ofstoffsays 'Don't be rough "

The spade missile
Ky (preschool) Is sitting on the edge ofthe sandpit with two other boys as SOtM tiJddlers come outside.
He /hrows a sandpU spade aJ Linda (toddler), jUKt mi~ing her. He Jaugkf with the DOur bays.

5.5.2. Indoor play
In the following set of incidents a toddler, Will. was observed simultaneously being
targeted by older children and being violent towards children older than himself. [n
this session many children perpetrated acts of violence which often were severe, such
as hitting another child on the body or face with long wooden building blocks and
pushing off chairs. The set of incidents occurred in approximately an hour.
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Table 15
TOWERS OF BLOCKS
Action

Perp

Tmgeted
child

Details

personal
vandalism

Will (I)

Ernie (P)

pushes over Ernie's tower.

threaten

Will (t)

Luke (P)

postures in a macho way at him, with
elenehed fists and growls in his face

hit body

Luke (P)

Will (t)

personal

Will (1)

Ernie (P)

repeatedly kicks over his tower.

threaten

Ernie (P)

Will (t)

with a long wooden block.

threaten

Ernie (P)

Will (t)

with long wooden bloc~ staff says No,
you don't wanllo hurt someone.

warn; 'don't';
'5t:op it';

personal

Will (t)

Marty
(P)

pushes over his tower again. laughing.
Staff teU him that he is making him
very sad.

victim empathy

threaten

Ernie (P)

Luke (P)

with wooden block 'gun'

threaten

Ernie (P)

Harriet

Staffintervention

vandalism

vandalism

(P)

with wooden 'gun'. staff tell him not to
use the block as a gun.

threaten

Ernie (P)

Amy (p)

grab hat

Marty
(P)

Luke (P)

hit body with
object

Luke (P)

Marty
(P)

long roll of cardboard

poke

Marty
(P)

Ernie (P)

in face

threaten

Ernie (P)

Harriet
(P)

she looks nervous.

other

Marty
(P)

Luke (P)

grabs his shirt

hit body with
hardobjed

Marty
(P)

Will (t)

with big wooden block.

hil body with
hard object

Marty
(P)

Luke (P)

wooden block on head

pen;onal

Marty
(P)

Ernie (P)

breaks his tower

vandalism
hil in face with
Object

Marty
(P)

Su.wma
(t)

with big wooden block. The observer
alerts staff. slaffla1lcs to him a 10L and
he has to sit in the time out chair.

vernat

Ernie (P)

Luke (P)

'You arc a bully'

hilbody

Luke (p)

Ernie (P)

throw object at

Anto (t)

Maria (I)

personal

Will (1)

Suzanna
(t)

van.dali5m

warn; 'don't':
'stop if;

apology

limeont

warn; 'don't';
'stop it';
knocks over Suzanna's tower. SlMf

asks him to come and help her rebuild
il

personal
vandalism

Amy

Suzanna
(1)

kicks over what is left of Suzanna' s
tower (see last entIy).
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help rebuild

hit in face

Marty
(P)

Keith (b)

repeat.ed1y hit baby on head and face.
The observer tells staff. Marty (P) nms
out of the room, the staff member gets
him to sit in the lime out chair, she
needs to keep telling him to sil down

time out

and listen to her while she talks. She
asks why he hit the baby.

p=preschooL. t=toddlers. b=babies
Children were observed being violent to children of different ages in the mixed age
play. This applied to children of both toddler and preschool age, for example
preschoolers to toddlers and babies, or toddlers to preschoolers and babies. One older
baby was observed being violent towards older children, however this was very rare.

5.6. Summary
The data to this point has been presented in the age groups in which the incidents
were observed. This is in keeping with the trend within both the literature on child
development and childcare practice and in order to demonstrate the emergence of
particular actions and patterns in each age group.
Violence was observed in all age groups and in mixed age play between children of
different ages. Patterns varied for each of the age groups, but similarities were
evident between the groups.
Violence in the babies' groups was restricted to actions such as pushing, biting and
hitting. At times it appeared the babies were trying to push another out of the way of
play equipment or out of their way. Some babies were observed being more
aggressive than others. This was a pattern observed in all the age groups, where a
few children in each age group were responsible for many incidents.
In the toddler group many children were observed to be violent, while a few were
repeatedly violent. It was apparent in this age group that sometimes a particular child
was repeatedly targeted. The range of types of incidents was greater than in the
toddlers groups. Several children, in particular boys, were observed engaging in
stylised violence accompanied by macho posturing, threats and using objects as
weapons. Children demonstrated fear in their body language toward children who
were threatening or carrying out violence repeatedly. Incidents were observed that
appeared to relate directly to a conflict over toys, but many incidents that did not
appear to occur in the context of a conflict. This was particularly the case with the
stylised violence.
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In the preschool groups the patterns observed were similar to those in the toddler

groups but there were more verbal violence and threats. Much violence occurred in
the context of creative or free play and appeared to be integral to the play. Staff
rarely intervened following incidents that occurred in these periods. While some
cases of violence occurred in the context of an obvious conflict, many did not.
Scx differences have also emerged from the qualitative data. Similar to the
quantitative findings, these differences were not straightforward. The sex differences
in the data did not occur in a purely binary way; girls and boys can not be divided
simply as perpetrators and 'victims'. Some boys were targeted and some girls
perpetrated, although there were quantitative differences between the girls and boys
in the numbers of each who perpetrated and the amounts of violence they were
responsible for. However, the qualitative data suggests that there were certain types
of violence, patterns of violence and contexts for violence that both boys and girls
were found to be engaged in. In addition, there were certain types, patterns and
contexts that were almo st exclusively the domain of boys. However, while
distinctions can be made for descriptive purposes, the categories are not mutually
exclusive.
Types of violence perpetrated by both boys and girls will be presented first, followed
by qualities that emerged as being very common to boys' violence. The children's
actions and language form the basis of the following taxonomy of contexts and
patterns of violence.

5.7. Contexts and patterns-girls and boys
In this section the context and patterns of violence will be explored.

5.7.1. 'Why did you do that?'-No apparent reason
Many incidents occurred that appeared to be 'out of the blue', for example in the two
television scenes. This pattern of violence can be classified by its lack of any clear
social context. The children often were not even near each other when one child
would go up to the other and act in a hostile manner. Many incidents fell into this
category, and therefore can be considered to be an umbrella category for other
patterns of violence mentioned below.
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S.7.2.

'Mine' and 'Get out'-Direct instrumental violence

Both boys and girls engaged in violence for observable instrumental purposes. They
used violence to procure toys from others, for example in 'the tractor' or to move or
exclude ehildren for example in 'out of the cubby'. This was in the form of physical
or verbal violence, and sometimes accompanied by a command. Sometimes there
was evidence of anger in the child's demeanour, such as in 'the hoop', but more
often this was absent. While at times a conflict was evident where each child resisted
the wishes of the other, often a conflict did not occur. The use of violence most
commonly resulted in the targeted child avoiding conflict by handing over the object
or moving out of the way as was seen in the 'cry baby' scene.
S.7.3.

'You rotten girl'-Verbal insults

As demonstrated in the chapter on the quantitative data., verbal insults are the third

most frequent form of violence recorded (99 incidents recorded after 268 push-pull
and 249 hit body). Boys were responsible for 66% of these incidents and girls 34%.
While boys carried out more incidents of verbal violence, it was one of the most
common forms of girls' violence.
S.7.4. 'Don't'- Violence used iu defence
Retaliatory actions were observed in both boys and girls. For example in 'kick the
bucket', action was taken for a friend. This was quite rare, occurring in less than a
tenth of the recorded incidents.
S.7.S. 'You're a buUy'-Repeated violence
Both boys and girls were observed repeatedly being violent towards one particular
target. as we saw in the second 'television' scene or many targets such as the
'powerful finger' scene. The 'tunnel' scene was one of the few examples of girl s
being violent in a group. The bullying or repeated violence was both verbal and
physical, sometimes in the context of general 'one-up-manship' such as in 'guns,
bulls and dolls'.
In summary, violence common to both boys and girls was restricted to a large degree

to instrumental violence, violence 'out of the blue' and, to a lesser degree, repeated
violence. While this covers an array of violence, there was a whole set of
characteristics of violence that girls were not a part of There were no observed
patterns or contexts that were characteristic specifically of girl's violence. However,
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there were many characteristics of violence and contexts that were observed to be
almost exclusive to boys, contributing to a far more detailed picture of the context
and patterns of boys' violence. These will be presented below.

5.8. Contexts and patterns-boys
5.8.1. 'Not boy'--sex based violence
Violence carried out by boys overtly on the basis of the sex of the targeted child was
observed in the 'fruit table' example. This overt sexism was exclusive to boys in the
observations. Verbal abuse based upon ch8.nlCteristics commonly attributed to girls
was also observed, for example, on being told by another boys to put his stick over
the fence, a boy retorted: 'you girl'. In addition the targeting of girls as a group by a
group of boys was observed, such as in 'Captain Planet and the cubby'.

5.8.2. 'Move or pn hit you'-violent threats
As we have seen in the chapter on quantitative data, threats were an extremely
common form of boys' violence. Boys were responsible for almost 90% of the
threats observed. They were either used instrumentally as in the 'sandpit spade' or
appeared 'out of the blue' such as the many incidents in 'towers of blocks' .

5.8.3.

~Pow!

PowP-stylised violence

Violence as the central theme in play was observed in war play and was carried out
almost exclusively by boys. The major activities of the play were violence and
running around. The scene usually consisted of two or more boys, of different ages
who would run around together shouting words related to killing or shooting such as
Pow! Pow! or Kilt! Kill! and growling. The boys would take up body postures
characterised. by showing their muscles, standing with feet wide apan, puffing out
their chests, strutting and shouting loudly. A part ofthe play often involved the boys
acting in an aggressive way toward inanimate objects such as dolls and trees. It was
common for these boys to be carrying sticks and many other objects such as balls,
hoola hoops, rocks or bark from the play equipment and using them as weapons. The
violence that occurred during these games was often severe. The boys were observed
being violent to each other and other children in the playground not involved in their
play.

III

This type of play was observed in the preschool groups and among some older
toddlers. The boys could have been seen to be consenting to the violence by their
continued involvement in spite of being hurt and this sometimes extended to denial
of the violence when faced with queries from staff. However, evidence of pain was
often present in the facial expressions ofboys who were targeted.
The use of weapons was a theme of this type of violence. Words taken from
superhero television characters such as Power Rangers and Batman were used or
lines that can be associated with superhero play such as 'That's the end of him for a
little while' or 'I am Batman and I've got the power'.

5.8.4. 'Look what I did!'-group perpetration violence
Violence carried out by groups of children acting together toward one or more
targeted children was also observed as almost exclusively a boys' activity. The
shared enjoyment of violence between either two or a group of boys was a common
feature of violence perpetrated by older boys. The 'Play doh table', 'pirate ship' and
'Captain Planet' scenes all exhibited these qualities. An exception to the case that
this violence was a feature of boys' practices was the 'Tunnel' scene where girls and
boys collectively targeted some girls in the tunnel.
Sabotage of girls' games and associated physical and verbal violence was a popular
group game. Bragging about what had been accomplished in 'Captain Planet and the
cubby' was evidence of shared fun and acceptance between boys of the form of
violence classified as 'personal vandalism'.

5.8.5.

'Naughty boys and baddies'-violence associated with
general transgressions

An associated context of the boys violence was what could be tenned 'general

transgressions'. The 'play doh table' demonstrates this link, with two boys doing a
range of activities that the staff were not happy about such as throwing their play doh
and other toys around the room. It was common for two boys to be involved in these
types of activities together.
At times, perpelrators would run away when talked to by staff, or use body language
or verbal communication in a.n a.busive way towards staff such as in the 'Raspberry'
scene. This was rarely observed in girls.
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5.9. Conclusion
There were features of the context in which the children's violence occurred that
emerged from the qualitative data. These features differed between the babies,
toddlers and

pre~hooler

groups, but also some features of the younger groups were

evident in the older groups. However, a major finding was that there were some
patterns and contexts that accompanied or characterised the violence of both boys
and girls, but a selection of patterns and contexts that appeared to be restricted to
boys' violence. This emerged in some of the babies' groups but was particularly
evident in the toddler and preschool groups.
The data from both the quantitative and qualitative analysis adds up to a picture of a
particular culture ofviolence peculiar to boys as a group, a culture that girls rarely
inhabited. The views of the staff comprise a further element of the context that the
violence of the children occurred in. So now it is important to see what the staff
understood of the children's violence.
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6.

Results: Understanding children's violence
6. 1. Introduction

A selection of staff members from each age group 46 at each centre was interviewed.
All the staff interviewed were women (only one man was working in a centre at the
time of the interviews). Staff ranged in age, background and qualifications. Some had
completed tertiary qualifications in early childhood studies, technical college
childca.re diplomas or nursing qualifications while others had no fonnal academic
qualifications.
The interviews were based upon the following two open ended questions:
• What patterns of children's violence or aggression47 do you observe in your work?
• What issues come up for you about intervening in these situations?
The interviews explored matters that were raised by respective staff members. In
addition, the question of sex differenees in the perpetration of violenee was raised if
not volunteered by the interviewee.
Most staff of the child care centres worked with particular age groups, therefore the
interview data is summarised for each statfmember under the heading of the age
group they worked in or the age group they referred to the most. The summary of
each staff interview is followed by selected quotations of staff illustrating the main
themes that arose: definitions and patterns of violence; reasons for the violence;
issues of differences between boys and girls; and the factors influencing chosen
intervention strategies.
The staff who chose to be interviewed took time out of the busy schedule of their
working day. The words of the staffwere evidence ofa great deal of thought about
the issue of violence on behalf of all the staff members interviewed. It was clear that

Babies, tcxldlers and preschool. Staff members who worked in mixed and family grouping sessions
were also asked to comment on these particular sessions. Mixed sessions were when children of
different age groups played together in the playground. Family group sessions were indoor sessions
where children of different ages were put into mixed age groups comprising children who were
siblings where they attended the centre together. Mixed and family grouping sessions will both be
referred to 85 mixed age group sessions.
47 See methcxlology chapter for discussion of terminology. TIle staffusually used the term aggression,
or referred to particular forms of violence, such as biting or hitting. TIle terms used in the chapter
reflect the words chosen by lhat staff member to refer to violent acts.
46
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their practices with regard to responding to children's violence were congruent with
the range of theoretical perspectives informing their ideas. While a perception may
exist that childcare workers are 'nice \ad.ies who love children' the breadth and depth
of the staffunderstandings demonstrated that they were very thoughtful and informed
professional workers.

6.2. Babies' staff
6.2.1. Penny -'finding their place in the room·
Penny believed that violence was normal behaviour for the older babies, stemming
from competition between them for attention, 'finding their place in the room', and
from conflict over toys. She believed that children need to learn about the pain they
cause by being violent and this shaped her intervention efforts.

6.2.2. Jenny-'everything's mine'
Jenny raised the problems of identifying babies' behaviour as violent. She linked
sharing of toys with violence, consequently her focus was on distraction.

6.2.3. Juue-'a little bit of a pusb and shove'
June stressed the difficulty of defining aggression at this age with the exception of
biting. She framed much violence as 'rough and tumble' or a 'little bit ofa push and
shove' or a child 'looking after himself. Her belief was that the presence of siblings
in the home ofthe child was a factor in violence. Following an incident ofviolencc
she said she would look after the victim, in order to demonstrate that staff attention
to the perpetrator will not result from their behaviour.

6.2.4. Sarah-'testing to get a reaction'
Sarah understood the children's violence as being a result of frustration, boredom,
attention-seeking and 'testing to get a reaction' and believed that some children
actually seem to be amused by their actions. She believed that they learnt the
behaviour from each other. She was concerned not to give either the perpetrator or
the victim too much attention lest it 'feed' the behaviour.

6.2.5. Carla-'vigilance'
Carla expressed the view that babies' actions could not be defined as violent,
qu alifyi ng it as 'assertiveness' or 'vigilance'. Carla's ideas differed from the other
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staff members in that she believed socioeconomic factors lead to children's violence.
Her intervention was based upon 8. more global preventive strategy ofh8.ving 'time
for the children' and support for parents, particularly single parents.

6.3. Babies' staff themes
6.3.1. Defining violence
The question of how to define aggression among babies was a major one for all of
the staff in the babies groups. As Carla said:
Carla: I don't t:D1l it aggressitJn or ellen "iouna!. It's just, I guess assertiVl!1le.s3 at tJrat age where t»I
older, perhaps PIIOre asbIte child will tulu! II toy fN'" a jltJunger one or a less astute t:hild.

She gave examples of a baby grabbing a toy or food from another baby. June, was
hesitant to name anything but biting as aggressive at this age. She believed that
aggression starts around 12 to 18 months when the babies are 'starting to show a bit
of independence and see what they can get away with'. June explained the actions of
one child:
J~ne: He'sfDirfy weU uu to look after himselfand tt!1lds to p~sh t»Id sholl(! a biL It's not
aggressWn and pllinfulfor tJre utJrer redpient-it's ",ore a bit ofpushing.

According to June, aggression was not really a problem in the centre as a whole, but
she acknowledged that this depended upon the definition of aggression.
J~ne:

I meon we htn'e bi/.ers in o~r arell so thot's pretty much aggrasion, I g~e.u, bllt I don't know
ilit's thouglrtfllJ or pre-",e.J1i1ated aggre:ssion.••

It was clear that for June and Sarah, the definition of aggression rested upon the

child's ability to understand that they are causing pain. While June believed that the
children may cause hurt accidentally and that they do not intend to cause pain,
contradictorily she also believed that the children at this age target selected children.

6.3.2. Verbal skills, sharing and attention seeking
A major framework for the staffs understanding of violence was skills development
and attention seeking. Penny's understanding of children's aggressive behaviour
sums up the views of many of the staff. She saw violence as occurring for three main
reasons, lack of verbal skills, an inability to share and because of their need for
attention. The lack of verbal skills was understood as being particularly related to
biting:
Pt!1Irty: ••• its just tJrot particMW age, at about two, where tJrey t:an't say to a child 'fook don't do
tJrat----go llWtIy'. {lnste4dj tJrey'U rt!.SQn to hiting because it has a"ery qllidc effea. And once tJrey
can sJiut taIking...tJrey 5Iop biting.

1I6

The children's need or desire for attention was also a major feature of many staff's
understandings. Penny talked about the children's competing needs for attention:
Penny:•••you '''e got a child that's been in the room since they "'D"e a baby and wtL.S' the yOllngest in
the roomfor a COIl6UJerable tIIIJOllnt oftime--probably received aftlir tJmOllRt ofIlItention and then
is the beginning ofthe year••• a newer baby's come Ut so he's 110 longer the baby in the rooM•• he's
jllSt--l1ley'rejustfinding their p/m:e in the rOOM•• I dlJfI '1 JotlfW wIIether it'sfinding the domblant
role in the room or••• there's ju~ a lot ofCOmpetitiofl betwam thDlt...

Penny believed that there is more harmony once the children have realised that the
others may retaliate.
Jenny's focus was on the sharing of toys but admitted that the children sometimes hit
<for no reason'. Speaking of the older babies, Jenny referred to their world as one
where 'everything's mine'.

6.3.3. Only children
A lack of siblings was pointed out as a causal factor in children's aggression, as they
have not learnt the 'art of sharing'. The children's relatiomhips with siblings were
seen by several staffas connected to aggression. Jenny believed that children with
older siblings were more resilient in their relationships with other children and
tended to 'cope better with interactions from other children', which she clarified as:
JDlflY: When I say, I just mean cope, like they tend to be 'luieJer about the situation and Jess
derruuliling.

6.3.4. Targeting and power dynamics
Several staff raised the impact of power dynamics between the children on
aggressive behaviour, even at this age, and linked it to the presence of siblings:
June: ••.Aggresribn ~rt seem to hO"e a lot to do with ske,ftom my observation. YOIl can get the
smallest, sJig1Jlesl child wllo'U be the loUghest, rllmble child. I find has bearing over {IS re.lated to
whether they ltlNe} riblilJg& l/yoll'"e got a child who's "-fed lD Mllgh and tumble wi:th the older
sibling he's morl! able to Inok after himself.

Both June and Jenny raised the idea that some children may be targeting certain
children because they were not aggressive and therefore unlikely to retaliate.

6.3.5. Multiple racton
The interview with Carla was very different from the other staff of babies groups in
that she covered a wide range of what she believed to be contributing factors in
children's aggression or violence, introducing some different ideas not expressed by
other staff. Although she did relate violence to a concept of children' looking after
themselves', her list offactors also included what she referred to as 'survival
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instincts', socioeconomic factors, diet and several particular factors related to the
nature of institutional care.
She held similar views to June about the role of siblings in a child's behaviour to be,
RS

she preferred to ex.press it, more 'vigilant' about their 'wants and needs and basic

survival instincts'. But Carla saw the aggression developing in older children as a
result of two major outside influences: socioeconomic factors and violent television
viewing. She believed that children who are in the centre full-time are more
aggressive than those who are part-time.
Carla: Perhaps the children who are ill the CmDe aU the time among twenty otJaers ill pre.-sclrool or
twelve in toddlers and ten in babies, tJrey leMn to SJlrv;ve.••

She talked about three aspects of full time care that she saw as relevant: parents
having less time for their children, staffrelationships with the children as being
inadequate to address the problem and the issue of competition between the full time
children. Carla expressed the difficulties encountered by parents, particularly single
mothers, in relation to a lack of support from extended families and concluded that
we should be more supportive to parents.
6.3.6. Frustration
Another common theme was frustration-initiated violence. Sarah argued that those
actions that could be considered as aggressive stemmed from fiustration, but were
reinforced by a reaction from the targeted child.
Sarah: •••he seems to be il1I'UlSed by his actiolU wlren Ire does it. So he'll pllSh, and then there'U be II
retlction and he'U bel:OJne amJlsed. I don't think ...lre's th()Jlglrt the situation thrtJugh nthl!r thlln the
fact that tJrere's II reaction involW!d.

The babies alertness to other's actions and reactions was something Sarah raised
throughout the interview. Sarah was the only staff member of babies to raise both the
issue of the children learning aggression from each other and the amusement ofa
particular child with their aggressive actions. However, both these themes appeared
in some of the interviews with staff in toddler age groups.
6.3.7. Gender

girls are violent in a different way
None of the babies' staff mentioned gender differences between the children, but
when prompted they offered a. range of responses. Penny stated that girls tend to use
more verbal and emotional forms of violence.
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girls arejust as bad
Jenny noted that 'both can do it [be aggressive], but probably more boys than girls'.
She went on to say that girls can be just as aggressive. but that boys are more likely
to be involved in superhero gun play.

boys are more violent
When June spoke of hypothetical situations between children the perpetrator was
always referred to as a male. When asked about her opinion of sex differences, given
her reference to male perpetrators she commented that she tended to expect boys to
bc more violent:
JUlie: Yell. I guess that's probably the 0111! tlJat's there at the IfUJnfeIJi dni.ng the pushing and
moving--dilt's probably wIIat's governed it I'd stIJI. There's cerUIbtly girls that dn. I 'HIOuldll 't be
able to state categorically tlJat it'a more boys but you tend to exped it.••1 jUuJ that it tends to be more
boys. I guess part ofil'~ based 011 myfami1~/'vegot a girl fUfd a boy and he'a a more aggreMiV4!
person. I dnn't know•••

6.3.8. Active intervention
In response to the question of intervention staff talked about various strategies for
both the targeted child and the perpetrator. The responses can largely be divided into
the thinking that leads to an outcome of active intervention by staff and the thinking
that leads to a reluctance on the part of staff to intervene. The active intervention
ideas are summarised first.

assessment
The issues raised by Penny represented a large number of those raised by other
individual members of staff. Her response covered decisions about how to assess the
truth of incidents reported by children, thc effectiveness of various strategies, age
appropriate responses toward the child who has perpetrated, the severity of the
incident. the importance of the perpetrator being made aware of the impact of what
they have done and the need for the children to learn to deal with 'the problem'
themselves.

victim empathy
Penny referred to the proccss oftclling or showing thc perpetrator that they have hurt
another child:
Penny: For biting I wouldput tlJe child ill time out and tlJen deal with the child that has been
biJten.•• they are in pain-lJrey need U:e,' and then you can e:r:plain afterwards 'look it hurt.. if
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you're IIIIgry lfIitJI sotrU!One tell them to go away----tell them that it's mine'. You 1mt1H1, (say to them)
'would you like to be biltm, it hutts,•••l llletlll, mow them the IIIQI'k.••
Pt!lUly tdao D:fJressed h~r be&fthat it HW' more elfedille ifthe clJildren iltfonned theperpetrator
themselt>es ofth~ i.mpad ofthm violence.

One of the strategies both Jenny and Penny talked about in some detail was the use
of 'time out'.

distraction
In the context of discussion of the age appropriateness of various responses to the

children's violence, Penny noted that redirection or distraction was the most
commonly used and relevant strategy for the babies.
Penny: Usually the best WIly to Mal with the siUlation is to deaI.lfitIl it before it happens. 1 fuul thai
preventW" is bdtnN. lit the babies, ifyou takL•• the chilJIthai's the uggres.sor, aKVJ' from the
situatio" IIIId distrad them to something different, something they may like to do, such as truc~ or
tI 1iIIIe girl might like to play lfIitJI tI doll or you llfight htWe something speciul you like to mow them,
solfldimD distractiltg them tJIUI mnwiJlg them tI JUh swimming ill tI tonJc-.wmetJring like thai, just
tI distradJ!r. A"d often thai will work.

Jenny believed that the children in this age group sometimes hit 'for no reason' or
were aggressive 'no matter what' and articulated her belief that distraction did not
seem to work in this situation. In addition, Jenny noted that having an adequate
supply of toys was not always a successful strategy in avoiding violent incidents
because the child may flOd the toy the other child has is more exciting than an
'inanimate' toy nearby.

parent support
Carla's ideas about strategies demonstmted her beliefin prevention of problems
through the emotional involvement of the staff with the children. However she also
went beyond the level of interaction between staff and the children at the centre to
looking at supports for parents in the community.

sa[espace
Sarah focussed more on practical preventive solutions in response to her perceived
need for the babies to be given a 'safe' space to protect them. She furnished the
example of putting the new children into a swinging chair where they could obserJe
the other babies and 'feel their way'. She believed this contributed to the children
being able to develop a sense of 'having control over their space):
Jenny was the only staff member who raised the issue directly of the responsibility of
the staff to protect the children:
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Jenny: And aggression is tAe tAing tAllt is baaiaJlly tAe /llDsJ dijJi£uJt bt!JCQllSe aggrasion is hurting
otJaq people..• T1rtlt'8 where you really need to inle"'i!1t~•• in tl c1tilll <:are centre--tU in primary
d~u bow, tl oertoin age tAey'f'e not responsiblefor tAetrUehtu; tAerefore tAey'tle got to be
protected and we're in tAe busine.u ofproteau.g._It'8 not an euy tAing to take on tAis
responsiJJilily trying to do something tAtlt's IUFf-I1IU/IIf tltere's tlWt oftltings in chilli care thllt we
hatlen't got tlte answers for and I find discip/ille is II tIDY htud one, tl tiDy hard on~

6.3.9. Non-intervention
attention

~eeking

June and Sarah believed that it was best ta give that targeted ehild the attentian, in
order to show the perpetrator that violence will nat gain them any attention. Sarah
said that she was reluctant to make a 'big thing' of her disapproval of what they had
done because it 'tends ta not have any impact at alL..to deter them from doing it'.
Consequently she favoured strategies to both provide pogitive reinforcement of
ehildren's prosocial actions and to foster their self esteem.

lack ofblood relationship between staff and child
For Carla the differences between institutional care and care at home was a major
factor which resulted in the staff 'stepping back'.
Carw ••.Anatltey're otJaer people's dtildren, tltey're not yours. A8 ~h as you <:Qrefor tltem, as
close 4lS you get to tltl!lll, tltey're not, tltere's not tlttlt blood relatiomhip, tltllt sense of uwnershj~
you're tltere as an adjunct, you're not tltere 4lS tlte primary anayou htJYe to step back. In so many
UutQII<:f!3 you CtJn see things, but it is notyour role and it is not your right to inteIVene..

staffissues
Other factors that could be seen to arise as a consequence of the institutional setting
were articulated by ditIerent staff members. Jenny believed that intervention was
hampered by the fact that staff may not witness what had happened as they were
often very busy.
June felt the difficulty regarding intervention arose because the staffare faced with a
wide range ofsituations and different ideas about solutions. She had been given
some j nformation to read which referred ta the social construction of chi Idren 's
actions and she had concluded:
June: So really, how can any ofthis sollie QIIything bet:tluse everyone sees it diffuently QIIa some
people saw it as gender thing... S01rle 4lS the tetJdrer saying 'oh well they're exper~ncingtltis QIIa
this'. So tltllt was interestinA-I tltought 'how ao we win'-we're "ot here to will I suppose.

Discussion by the staff of the babies was limited by the difficulty of defining the
babies' behaviour at this age as violent or aggressive. Often the discussion would
move to the older babies, children who were classified as toddlers. Biting was a
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concern of several of the staff, largely due to the impact, which included possible
injury. and the consequent concern of parents.
Staff of the babies referred to a variety of reasons for violence. Examples include
attention seeking, 'a natural inability to share'. the babies' low concentration spans
and lack of verbal skills. Several staff noted the babies' curiosity about other babies'
reactions. The phenomenon of violence occurring for no apparent reason emerged
from a small number of the interviews.
Several comments related to the emerging social relations between the children. The
observation of the babies' tendency to watch others and their apparent interest in the
response of other children to any actions toward them emerged in the interviews. The
beliefthat children at this age were engaging in behaviour related to detennining
dominance within the group was articulated by some of the staff. Targeting of
specific children by some of the older babies was believed to be occurring according
to one staff member.
The major emphasis in the discussions of intervention was on diverting the attention
of the baby to other toys or activities. Factors discouraging staff from intervening
included: children's attention seeking motives, absence of a blood relationship
between the child and the staff, the fact that staff were too busy and were faced with
many choices about how to intervene.
The next section covers the interviews held with staff of toddler age groups.

6.4. Toddlers' staff
Rose- 'they just get overexcited'
Rose believed the children's violence stemmed largely from lack of verbal skills,
attention seeking, boredom or the children getting 'overexcited'. She believed that
children copy each other's violence. Rose referred to the children being amused by
their actions. Her preferred method of dealing with violence was to pre-empt the
actions. She lamented that staff receive little training on the issue of violence.
BllI'ba~(they can't

verbalise so they bite'

Barbara focussed upon biting which she understood to be connected to the children's
underdeveloped verbal skills, but she also spoke of the influence of superheros on the
violence present in children's play. Barbara expressed uncertainty about how to
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respond and spoke about many concepts of intervention such as punishment and
apology.

Janice- 'see howfar they can push us t
Janice understood violence as being a result of a number of factors, the two major
ones being boredom 8Ild attention seeking. As she put it: ' [Toddlers] mental capacity
isn't with us any more, so they need to do something'. For Janice the decision to
intervene was based, in part, upon whether the situation was escalating and, in part,
upon an understanding of 'power play' between the children. She believed that some
children repeated their violence as a result of the staff 'losing their cool'.
Jan~

'something new to do'

Jane understood children's violence as being largely related to sharing of toys,
although she noted that, among the older children, the violence was more' gang-like'
8Ild based upon superhero play. She believed that violence was sometimes carried
out by children because 'it is something new to do' 8Ild noted that much violence
occurred during free play. For Jane, intervention was necessary to teach the children
that they had caused hurt, 8Ild to encourage assertiveness by the targeted child in the
face of aggression.

Ann- 'He-men, Ninja Turtles and Power Rangers'
Ann believed that much violence was retaliatol)', in relation to sharing toys. Biting
was of particular concern to her. She identified power dynamics between the children
as being a significant factor, explaining her belief that they are sometimes violent: 'to
see their reaction-it's a power thing-you know, 'I can make you scream if! really
want to'. She referred to the more powerful children as 'King Pins' and noted that
their power often related to the length of time they had been at the centre. Ann
referred to the staff's lack of intervention and believed it was related to becoming 'a
bit blase' because of the constant nature of the problem. Her criterion for
intervention, similar to Janice's, was dependant upon the situation 'snowballing'.

MaryAnne- 'that shming stage'
MaryAnne also understood violence as being based upon the problems of children
learning to share toys. She referred to the phenomenon of the children 'getting a bit
rough', which she connected to their tendency to get 'a bit overexcited'. She believed
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strongly that intervention should be positive and should aim to teach the children the
impact oftheir violence while also encouraging them to protest and seek help.

6.5. Toddlers' staff themes
The toddler staff had a wide range of understandings about the children's violence.
Common themes included sharing; attention seeking; problems at home and boredom
attributed to being ready to move up in age groups. The issue of power relations
between children, raised by the babies' staffwas also evident.

6.5.1. Biting
Biting was a major issue for many of the staff typified by Barbara's comments:
Barbara: Biting CQIf be more fXlbtful than jlUt being pllShed or hit and also telling nt1J.er /NU1?IIb
that their dtild',s been hittert or their cJriJd',s a biter, CdII be a bit hard bectUlSe obviolUly the parent
whose cJrild',s been bitten it going to be angry and someJime.s they'U .say what did ylN4 do to stop it or
what dUJ you do aftuwtuds.

6.5.2. Stylised violence
Ann's focus was on 'stylised' violence which she believed to be the influence of
television superheros:
AIIII: Ten years ago it was the He-Mell or Ninja Turtles and now it is the Puwer Rangers.•.just
acting 0111 their ,superhero••• it all stem.1 from there.

Violence as a game was also raised by those concerned about superhero pJay.
Barbara: They play the Power Rangers. They bring in their Power Ranger dolls. They t4Jk about it.
It',s lrinda like Kurja Tu.rtles. b',s very mucJr like where they do a lot of
kicking and thillg,s
like that. ... We had afew where they were so good III kickillg they wed to be abu to retU:h the other
person's head.

wau

In describing the superhero games Ann talked of how the children 'run, chase, knock
and run' and did not appear to be put off by being hurt. She referred to some
children, the 'immature' ones who usually play the game in order to be a part of the
group and tend to be the ones targeted and chased.

6.5.3. Intent
For MaryAnne a distinction existed between aggression and a child being forceful,
she pointed out that the toddler child can get 'overexcited and throw themselves at
you A key factor in classifying the action was whether the toddler child understood
I.

what they have done:
MaryAnlle: III a WQ)' they know that they htne hurt them. BIlJ they lrind ofdon't care--ot thlll age
they thUak-weU I wunJ iJ, ~o iJ'~whatever I WdIIi I can jlUt go up and get it. They bow that, liJcI!
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if the child cries, they laruw that 'oh gootlnus I've done something wrong' because they're crying,
bllt they doll 't ""tkrstillld that to give it back it willl1UlU dre other childfeel better.

6.5.4. Sharing and attention seeking
Similar to the staff of babies, many of the toddler staff mentioned sharing as a
component of their understanding of the children's violence. MaryAnne's opening
comments related aggression to two main factors, sharing and getting adult attention;
Ann referred to the toddler's violence as being 'just basic sharing', or, as she put it,
'more tit for tat'.

6.5.5. Home situation
Problems at borne were also commonly noted as being connected to violence. Janice
understood violence as being related to three interacting factors: transitions;
attention-seeking and stress at home. Jane also believed the children's propensity to
'get a bit rough' for no reason related to their experience of violence or other
problems at home.
JilIIU:e: After a while they start hitting e.a.ch other. You laruw they start hitting ddLdren for "0
retlSOll---OJey'U come alo"g ilIIdjlUt hit them 0" the head or the leg... in dromatic play you 'u see 0
lot of violence. You'U be ~itting there ilIId "ext minIIte you'U see someonejllst come oller ilIIdpull
oIIt 0 drawer or ~omething ilIId whack it ollt!r 0 head or toke ~ometh;"g off~omeo"e.

6.5.6. Transitions
The children's transitions from one room to another was a central part of both Janice
and MaryAnne's understanding of violence. Higher levels of aggression during these
periods for children in each of the age groups were linked by these members of staff
to boredom., particularly the need for intellectual challenge. In a similar vein, Janice

said that the children would be violent' ...sometimes just for something to do'. Rose
referred to the children's violence as the children being 'ratty' and understood it to
be related to their levels of concentration.
Jllierviewer: WIlDt do yOIl 11Ieilll by ratty?
Rose: Their co"C£1Itratio" 'HW' very low. They used to go from activity to activity ilIId if they got
bored they'd get puahy, they were very punchy. They were aU the same oge. They were older.
•. jovial boys. The boys wouldpllsh...

6.5.7. Amusement
A new concept was articulated by Rosc who believed that the children were being
violent as a game and communicating their amusement at what they had done to
others:
Rose: Some ofthe time they 'u catch themselva oliL They'U sit ove, they 'U sltJp ilIId they'U lallgh'oh look what I've do"e'.
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This was also raised by others, for example Jane believed that the children's violence
was reinforced by

8

'wonderful sort of fascination' with the reaction they have

caused.

6.5.8. Targeting and power relations
Some staff believed that the children actually chose particular children to target, a
pattern that both Janice, Ann and Rose had observed. Janice argued that qualities of
the targeted child, in particular being placid in nature, rendered them more likely
targets:
Jilllice: ._ YOM know what 1 metUt- 'rm bigger tlIan you so I'm going to tJllce tlIalfrvm you " ... IIS
in big IJIIJlliJ1le andpowerploy IJIIJl stMfflike tlIal and tlIey always know HllJidI cIIiJd to pick 011 in
tltat sitIlatioll-the ollea tltatfret!1y giW! tlIings away and like 'oh yell you hIM! it bealWll! I'm
&cared ofyou', you know what 1 mean.

Janice believed that the children's fear was not grounded as the older toddlers fought
among themselves and did not target the other children. This was of concern to
Janice as they were telling their parents that they were being hit by these children.
Ann spoke of her observation of children targeting other children as a group:
Alln: Someti.ntes.•• depending 011 the ages, tlte older toddlers will plcIc 011 someolle as a group. It
might ~ a group oftwo or tltru, usuaJJy boys, that will WIgle out a weak group...it's a power
tlIin~ou know, '1 can make you scream if1 really woll1 tv'

The concept of power relations between the children, based upon their size and age,
was also raised by Janice, in reference to the decision on whether to intervene. Ann
connected the children's power to children's stature and the length oftime in the
group.
Janice also saw violence toward both other children and adults as arising from a
child's desire to gain attention by seeing 'how far they can push us' . Rose and Ann

had observed that violent actions will 'spread' throughout the

roo~

that one child

will start biting, for example, then others will copy the behaviour. Ann used the term

the 'domino effect' to refer to the idea.

6.5.9. Gender
boys and girls arejust as bad
MaryAnne and Jane were the only ones to respond to the query about sex differences
by saying that there was no difference.
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Jane: No 1 see both IU bad IU eaclt other really. 1 thInk the quieter ones tend iQ be more WIry
frtmkly. W1ricJI is just IU dtrmogiIIg too bectuue they can't reaJ1y express thent&!lves and they're just
IU nuu:h trouble..

girls are violent in a different way
When asked about the differences between boys and girls Ann and Barbara both
talked about the boys being more violent, particularly in the context of superhero
play but that girls are violent in a different way:
I

Barbara: felt, usually 1fUld that 1 don't know, with boys, you sort ojtry "ot to pu/ them into two
different C/lJ.egories, but you CtlII't Itelp it beCiUlStl! the boys seems iQ be the ones wlto wiU be Itil
Italda turd will sort oj. even-well 1 saw a punclt up once wltere they really luy their jisU into each
lJdJer. W1roeas the girls seem iQ, they Itit, buJ tltey sort of, Uke-ijthat's d hit and they push and
thm they lUllaBy yeU at them turd teU them they dLJn't like them any moN. That's it, seems to be. 1
mean 1 dLJn't know, I've sort ojnno retJUy sat dnHJll and tltougltt about it

boys are more violent
Janice also stated that the boys were more aggressive:
Jania: We've got II CbUpie ofyoung, IUce liJtle toddler girU--like the girls that are right into (II)
wiJh the boys and stMff, but wn 011 for sure the boys aTe more oggreMiaJe, the loudness, the way that
they play, you know, tlu!,jlUt the thIngs they play, IUce il's gIUIS aIId running around and stuff, aIId
IDee it's so haTd to keep that under cofdroL It's like constant.•• we don't have the guns at creche, sort
of try to ke.ep that up, bu.tfor su.n the boys are more aggt'es.m.e.

Janice qualified her remarks by the fact that they had more boys than girls in the
group. When discussing the topic of children being targeted, Janice believed that
certain children were targeted by the <boisterous ones' because, as she put it, 'she's
so easy...to get that stuff off her...'. Janice went on to qualify her comment, noting
that the powerfuVplacid distinction was not related to the sex of the child, but about
personality instead. Rose believed that girls do more verbal aggression than physical
aggression and argued that this could be just as difficult as physical aggression.
Beliefs about gender differences vaned considerably among staffofthe toddlers, as
with the staff of the babies.

6.5.10. Active intervention

scaled approach
Ann gave a very detailed response, stressing the need to know the particular child
who had perpetrated in order to gauge what works best for them. She referred to a
scaled approach, beginning with talking to them and culminating in organising the
coordinator to come and talk to them and 'lay down the law' and bringing parents in.
Ann went on to discuss the difficulties of parents being made aware of children being
violent towards their child. Jane was keen to alert the perpetrator to the pain they
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have caused whereas the first thing Jane said she would do is to establish what
happened.

victim empathy
MaryAnne noted that the staff member always approaches the child and explains to
them what they did and that 'it reatly hurt and what do you think you could doT. She
explained that the staff try to give the children the skills to sort out the problem
themselves, but that it was not usually successful at this age.

diversion
Jane and Rose both talked about diversion as a way to prevent much violence
Interviewer: So is there anything else in terms ofinterventioll1Ou can tltUik oftltat's important?
kose:..•my tlteory with tlte domino effed.•• you can pre-empt a lot oftltis beJaaviollr and start
breaking the cycle.••tltis gllJf'le ofpushing and shining is olle cyde to be brokDL
Interviewer: Do you find you haw! time to observe and pre-empt whm is happening?
Rose: A lot oftlte time no. ~iaIly 011 busy doys. •.nine boys...so buS)!.

Time out was raised as an option for intervention. Rose explained it as a form of
punishment, which was in direct contradiction to Mary.
InJerviewer: What's the sort ofphilosophy behind tlte time oJd'
/lose: So tltey can see the otlter chiltJTen are offenjoying andtltey htrN tLJ actJtoIly siL•. think about
tlteir beJtaviour£.

Barbara raised a range of ways of dealing with the children in the context of different
staff members' approaches to the issue. B i ti ng back, time out and encouraging the
child to apologise were noted as different ways staff deal with the issue. Barbara did
not agree with biting back as it was poor role modelling and she also expressed some
doubts about the process of saying sorry:
Barbara: SOI1lI!tiMe.s 1 think with tlte younger Olles, even tlte ones who aren't too good with tlteir
gpeech, if10u ask tltem to say sorry and tltey say sorry, it's like saying 'cup' and they say 'cup'-it's
like a.sJcing them to repetIt a word---ihey don't know what tlte sorry means.•.AIl ofa sudden you'll
hear a scream and then 'sorry, sorry, sorryI ' •••Lilu!, '1'"e said it, l'tle said it, I'tle said it, be quietI'.

6.S.11. Non-intervention

concern for the perpetrator
Staff raised a range of issues about intervention, many of which indicated a
hesitation to intervene. One ofthe major issues for Janice in relation to inteIVention
arose in connection with children being labelled for their beMviour:
Janice: I don't bow. I'"e alKVYs tltoughJ he's gorgeous and hejust lIet!ded.•• /1MtlII he did do
tltings wroltg and Duff like tltot. bUll tJrink lie's gorgeous and he just Meded tltat extra bu of
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atJJ!Rtion tlltd ctU'e Il1Id /me beauue he'sjllSt sllch a /ming kid, IiJce when yoll gil1e him 'one on
one' (atlnrtibn}--it'.jllSt IiJce t:llddla tlltd lci.ues. Bill, yell 1 thbtk it has tilt effed on them bet:au.se 1
thiNe, like if ew!ryone's iIItwlys at them-tJrey jllSt keep it going YOlllalintl what 1 metUL

In her experience, getting angry was not effective in stopping the children's violence
and said that she consequently 'let things go', unless 'things escalated' or if one child
was stronger.
Both Jane and MaryAnne said that intervention was made difficult because you were
required to be positive:
MIUJ'A""e: YOII someJiJftes do,.'t JraW! time to think of tmytJring, YOII just run lip andyOIl Jrtne to
try and stop it before one child bites the other child•• YOII're Slipposed to be positive 1111 the tim~
that's what M!' were tollghL.• it'S so Jrard in diM CtJI'e..

Mtention seeking
As with other staff members Barbara expressed some uncertainty about how to deal
with the aggressor particularly in the case of biting to get attention. She expressed
concern about giving the biter 'more attention'. Jane was concerned that if she
cuddled a child who had been hurt, other toddlers may come to her and want a
cuddle. Ann stated that she avoided contaet with the targeted child in what she saw
as a cycle of perpetuating their victimisation:
Ann: And SOIM cJrildren, ifyOIl lfUJ1ce a big deal ofit, they then become a lIictim-YOII know, drey
nWrg into this real victim mode.

In addition, both Ann and Jane expressed the belief that children witnessing staff
intervention directed toward a targeted child would lead them to perpetually seek
vietim status in order to gain attention. This acted to discourage Ann from pointing
out the impact on the victim.

staffissues
Janice stated the problem of not having enough staff, or enough consistency of staff,
to deal with the children's violence. Ann felt the staff can become a bit blase in the
face of the volume of violence that occurs in their work setting:
Ann:•••yoll do tend to get wed ofthe constant-yolI've gut to bejlldge,jllf)' andYOII knutfl, so it gets
really Jrll1'd.•• yOIl kind ofget a bit bltue with it and it's not qlliU the big deal drat YOII're thinking. 1
think bectUlSe yOIl see it so often. Depettds on wIIot's don~what dll1lllJgl! is done and how vicious
Il1Id n tuty it wa.s;.

Violence between children was clearly a problem for the staff of toddler aged
cruldren as many of the staff talked about the issue at length and they drew on many
examples to highlight certain points. The major concern was biting but some staff
referred to other specific fooos ofviolence such as hitting, pushing and punching.
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Several staff members referred to the violence in euphemistic terms such as 'rough
and tumble', getting a bit 'ratty' or 'overexcited'.
While violence was clearly a fact of relevance for staff of the toddler age group they
were very dissimilar in their emphases. However, three major topics resurfaced in
many ofthe interviews:
• concern over biting as a particular form of violence
• the sharing of toys as the major observed context of the children's violence
• the child's desire to gain attention through violence (either as a perpetrator or a
victim)
All the staff in the toddlers groups, except for one. referred to sharing as a key factor
in the toddlers' violence. Three of the toddler staff noted children' s amusement in
conjunction with perpetrating violence. While they had different ideas about a child
of this age understanding the feelings of the child they had hurt, these staff all
referred to the perpetrating child's interest in the targeted child's reaction. Several
toddlers staff mentioned power relations between the children, evident in selected
targeting of particular children and consequent fear on behalf of the targeted
children.
Intervention for staff of toddler age children was a more complex matter than for the
staffof the babies, as evidenced by the variety of factors mentioned influencing
intervention decisions. Along with strategies for active intervention, several factors
were raised that inhibited staff from intervening in cases of violence including:
concern for the reputation of the perpetrator; attention-seeking; consistency of staff;
staffbeing busy and staff being overwhelmed.
Reported staff observations of sex differences varied widely. Some saw girls and
boys as equally probable perpetrators either with no clarification or as using different
styles of perpetration, while others thought it was more usual that boys were
perpetrators of violence. The staff gave many examples ofviolcnce and commonly
referred to the perpetrators as boys and targets as girls in the examples.
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6.6. Preschoolers' staff
Alicia--~Ninjasand Power Rangers'

Alicia believed the violence in the preschool group was primarily a group
phenomenon related to superhero play and used instrumentally to exclude children
from play. She noted that some violence oceurs in the context of conflict, but that
this is less common as the preschoolers have 'very complicated negotiating skills'.
Alicia stressed that the centre where she worked had a very strong policy against
physical violence. Alicia believed it was very important to get both sides of any story
when intervening in any situation of violence.

Amy---- 'finding roles J
Amy understood the preschool children's need to 'find leadership roles' in a group as
being a central factor in violence with a lack of verbal skills in combination with
frustration as being secondary factors. She said their frustration 'just has to come
out'. Amy preferred. to leave the children to sort out their own problems, however
she would intervene if a child was hurt and 'couldn't defend themselves any more'.
Amy was concerned about staff getting angry and believed that this acts to further
the children' 5 violence,

Juanita-- 4they fire [etu:h other] up'
Juanita understood children's violence as being something they learnt from one
another and that they 'fire [each other] up', She had observed that on certain days
certain 'mixtures' of children resulted in <bedlam'. Juanita said that she liked thc
children to sort their problems out themselves, but if this doesn't work she would talk
it over with them. She also talked about the problem of violence towards the staff.

Mary- 'sharing'
Sharing toys was a major factor in children's violence in Mary's opinion. Her
understanding of violence encompassed many factors including concentration,
sibling abuse, developmental factors and frustration. Mary also believed that staff
should not react to children's violence with anger. Differences between staff in their
approach to the children's violence was a concern raised by Mary. She spoke
strongly about the need for staff to receive training on appropriate approaches to
ch.ildren's violence, and recognised the staff's workload as limiting their ability to
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respond to it. Mary spoke in great detail about a variety of approaches to intervention
with both the pefl)etrator and the victim, discussing in depth, concepts of punishment
and the strategy of 'time out'.

Joan- 'taking out theirfrustrations'
Joan understood violence as being related to 'problems at home' such as sibling
abuse, lack of discipline and associated violence with frustration. Strategies of
intervention were based upon the need for catharsis such as the use of punching bags,
but were hampered by the staff being busy. Joan identified a need to protect the
perpetrator from blame from the targeted child and consequently preferred to 'drop
i1...'. She referred to children not responding to discipline. Joan believed that
violence led to unequal access of resources in the centre due to the fear of the
targeted children towards the violent children. She spoke of the children being
violent in numbers and the impact this had on the other children. Joan noted a
connection between violence and superhero play.
Sall~

'who's got what and who wants what'

Sally believed that violence was connected to sharing of toys, and was one of the few
staff members who volunteered a difference between the girls and boys. She saw
violence as being learnt at home and as being very significant in the world ofthe
children 'everything relates back to violence'. The reasons for violence included the
children's need for attention; but it also appeared to happen for no reason at all.
Talking to the children and finding out what happened was a big part of Sally's
intervention strategy. She also stressed the need to teach the children of the impact of
their actions but believed that some children enjoyed causing pain in others. Sally
was concerned that staff approaches were inconsistent, due to differing views about
how best to deal with violence.

Maria- 'afairly primitive sort ofresponse'
Maria framed violence as a 'natural urge' in children caused by frustration and a lack
of verbal skills. However she also recognised that children could be verbally violent.
Her focus in intervention was empowering the targeted child to be assertive in the
face of violence to avoid their 'taking the cloak of being victimised'. Maria also
believed that adults were responsible for modelling appropriate behaviour for the
children to learn positive social skills.
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6.7. Preschoolers' staff themes
6.7.1. Stylised violence
Alicia and Joan understood most of the violence to be related to superhero television
programs such as Ninja Turtles and Power Rangers which both featured high levels
of violence and the frequent use of weapons. Alicia was particularly concerned about
the Power Rangers because they were 'real people'. Joan noted the increase in
violence at the centre as a result of the Ninja Turtles evidenced by an increase in
weapons, she stated that the children were 'forever getting sticks'. She said that a
publication she had read had 'come through saying that we should participate'.
JOIUI: And it had wmething about don't criiidse it sort ofthing--gel Utl10lwd in it, ~ their
ltmg&lage, beclJllSe Ninja tMr1les have a type of lIlnguage-IJut to son ofgel imobl~d in the plily.
Interviewer:Dude.s.
Joon:

Y~h,

IlIId 1 was Donat~llIlfor along time...

Joan said it became very dangerous at the centre and that one little boy would watch
Ninja Turtles every morning and 'he really lived it'. Alicia had noted an increase in
war play and violence around the time of the war in the Persian Gulf. She was
concerned about the children's apparent 'lack of awareness of pain' . She understood
this as being connected to television programs where the 'victims just die quietly'
and the 'goodies don't ever appear to get hurt... no matter how injured one would
assume they were, they just pop up and have another life'. She articulated the idea
that this was linked to the boys not complaining about pain. The issue of children
wearing Batman capes was quite controversial at one centre. Sally spoke about her
preference for the children not to wear the Batman capes that were available at the
centre as the children fight over them and behave in a violent way when they wear
them:
Sally: ...a lot oflliolem khQYwur !/tom there bet:lluse they think they're Batman and Batmon can
do what he wann son ofthing.

6.7.2. Intentional violence
The main form of violence Juanita had witnessed in the preschool room was children
'sabotaging' other children's activities:
Juanita: Mainl~with the pre-schoolers-ifthey're concenirating on doing something and
someone else comes up and can &ee thll1 they're really interested in sometlJing--dley'lljust WQ1It to
wreck tJre whole tJUng for tJrem. 1find thal that relllly gets them aggressive moH than fighting over
toys and ilIings like ilIat••
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Maria was the director of a centre and spoke of all the age groups in her interview.
Maria believed that preschool children were more likely to be verbally 'nasty' than
toddlers who were more physical. Fewer staff in the preschool age groups referred to
sharing. Two exceptions were Mary and Alicia.
Sally was also one ofthe few who expressed the opinion that violence was a major
issue:
Sally: There's also the kids who ifthe, can't get their own KVl)I, the,justgo mad andjllst hit and
kick and pllllch and whetlJer it be a staff member or another child......- /"d iftJu:y want and the, can't
get---'then the,'Ujust-violence. VIOlence is such a big port ofit----b really is. Lw everything
reloUs hack to "iolenOl!.Ml think it's a big ptU1 ofthe kids' world.

Sally had also noticed that some children appear to enjoy hurting others, she argued
that 'some kids actually get a thrill out of causing other children pain'.

6.7.3. Natural tendency
Maria's understanding of violence mirrored that of many of othcr staff, such as the
preschoolers using violence to exclude, toddlers aggression being linked to lack of
verbal skills and the children taking up the 'victim role'. Maria talked a lot about a
'natural tendency' of children to be violent. She referred to 'basic, primitive and
natural urges and reflexes' but also expressed a belief that babies were an
'untarnished slate' and that the toddler expresses learnt violence. The other major
emphasis in Mary's interview, was on anger: both the children's anger and staff
anger at being targeted.

6.7.4. Sibling abuse
Holding similar views to Mary, both Amy and Joan saw much of the violence among
children as being connected to anger and frustration and problems at home. Joan was
in favour of the provision of punching bags for the children to release their anger she
also spoke of particular children who, she believed, were being hit by older siblings
at home which contributed to their angry behaviour.

6.7.5. Targeting and power relations
Mary had observed that the preschool children target certain children in the group,
children that they 'know they can upset'. Joan referred to the children who were
frequently aggressive as 'bullies' who targeted timid ones and argued that they were
worse when they got together. This was reiterated by Barbara who argued that
children can become aggressive in their playas a result of 'teaming up with an
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aggressive child', but al so noted that some children have learnt from home that
'aggression's out' and when they team up with an aggressive child they say 'well I
won't he like that'. Juanita's opening comments concerned children learning
violence from one another. She had ohserved that certain children 'clash' when they
get together and 'fire up' the other children.
The theme of certain children holding power over the others was seen as impacting
on the children's access to toys:
Juanita: ••• soy it's a train track on the grountJ..--dre timid child won't go andplay with it hecause
she knows thm the bully HIiJl he around sometime hecallSe he likes that. You can see them planning
in their head. And they'U pil:k someJlring else.

Several staff noted that the context for violence among preschoolers was determining
play partners and was understood to manifest in a variety of ways. For example
Alicia referred to 'King Pins' who were children with 'charisma' who werc
'provoked' to be violent by children who wanted to play with them, or 'break in' to
their group. Alicia believcd some of the boys were violent in a demonstrativc way in
order to be accepted by the 'in' group of boys.
The practice of children determining a 'pecking order' arose as it had in the other age
groups. Amy talked about the context of children 'finding their roles in the group'
and establishing who is the 'leader' as a time when more violence occurs. Amy
explained that in the future staff would encourage the children to play dress ups and
'role plays' in order to help them find leaders, as it had appeared to function to lessen
the violence that had been occurring in the room.

6.7.6. Gender
The staff had many different idcas about gender. Many had observed that violence
within superhero play was primarily carried out by boys, but most saw the girls as
being either just as violent, albeit in different ways, or just as 'bad'.

boys are more violent
Sally was the only staff member that volunteered the observation that violence was
more of a problem with the boys. In her initial response to the Question of patterns of
violence Sally commented:
Sally: There's Q lot ofthings actJJaUy like a lot ofaggressWn is hased around toys-who's got what
and who wants what. Personal belongings and things like that--tJJey accoantfor a lot ofthe
aggression and there's 1JIso, the boys, especially the boys thai are quite----can get out ofhand very
easily, they're quite aggressive---ihey find it easier to bash someone around the head w get whai
they want raiher than talle anything through.
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While several other staff members prefaced their comments with an observation that
boys tended to be more violent. they all went on to say that girls were violent in a
different way, or were just as bad as boys in other ways.

girls are vioknt in a differe1lt way
Alicia volunteered that the superhero associated aggression was usually carried out
by a group of boys and that girls were 'on the whole more verbally aggressive' even
though, she argued, the children were treated 'exactly the same' at the centre. She
referred to 'fads' in the centre among the boys with regard to objects, such as sticks
and bark, used as weapons. In a discussion similar to Ann's, Alicia talked about the
group dynamics of the 'rough and tumble' group of boys. Mary said she was
reluctant to see any difference between the girls and boys but came up with a range
of areas of difference:
Mary: There is a dlffermCt! yelt. Dirt, I tlrink if ttJeU tlrere are some girls wlto do it openly muJ there
are some girls wlto try to hide it---like behind u shelf. They /mow tlraJ'~ wrong-it's not tire right
tiring to do and tlrey don't do illiU wltm you see tlrem. I fUld thm u difference betwem boy~ and
girk Like the boysjllSl do it Mcause tlrey fee/.llke it. [lmlghl And tire girls seem to be more
withdrawn-with theirfeelings too--they take it in, und if they get an opportunity they let it out.

She also said that she found that the girls respond better to staff intervention when
they have done 'something wrong', The main feature of the difference for Mary was
that the girls 'seem to more readily know what's wrong'. while the boys would often
run away. When asked about thc differences between boys and girls in the preschool
age group Jenny responded that although she had noticed 'probably more boys than
girls' she had found that girls can be just as aggressive, but have different ways of
being aggressive. A major difference was in weapon use:
Jenny: Wlrm tlJey muke guns out ofanything ••• ttJe don 'ilet tlrem ... tlJen tlJey say--oh tlJis is a saw,
or tlris is a lD.ser but it doem't hurt you. But there seems to be a l« wonting to M a sort of u puwer
tlJingj seems tD be l'tIe got power over YOIl sort oftlJing.
Intenietwr.. And tire word power comes lip quite a wt doesn't it.
Jenny: feh. Power Rmtgers---and I've notiCf!d that more in boys than I do in girls. I must say that.

girls arejust as blJd
Joan commented on a difference between boys and girls:
JOtuI: (At) tlJis ParDclllar cenire, yes. I have struck more aggressive boys, yes...I've sun some very
differenJ sort DfnllSliness in girls---lhey're more scraJching or pinching-drey'U grab a handflll
and they'U bite more tlran a boy WOIlIJI....-at tlris age. But at tire mOlftJ!1f1 KII!! hallDl't any very
aggreuive gir~ere'sa coup14! tlrat are...and a coup14! tlJat lIN really ready for schtMl and we've
gDt a couple Dfwltingey one:s-butl mean tlrat's a nomw/girlfDur year old You knowJ if she ctm't
gel her own KUY---Or 'I'm not)'DIUfriend' sort oftlJing she'll wltinge rather tlJan gel aggressive llke
a boy would I don't knOH1 tlJaJ'sjllsl how I've noticed it. Most boys abouifDUr- iftlJe.ir best buddy
'/Imu tD play widr another best buddy, Dr in the CdSe, I noticed tlJis moming----one littk girl, tlJey're
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bodJ gdtiIIg tIG]Illtbd.tUtl--tIt~'sgoing UJ be llfight on. They will get vieW,", Physically vicious.
WIlen tAey got tAatfr-om compared to girls I don't knOMl. Bid tAe girls get blto tetuS. Im't it strange
htIW it e.tJIfteS old that bJlly in life.

Later in the interview Joan went back to the issue of sex differences and remarked:
lltU!!tlII there's othera whereYOit/. will haw! the odd d6)J oftrollble. I mean a COlt/.ple ofthe girls will
get together andYOit/. 'U hllVe II ~. it's not VidollS lIalla11y--it's gigglblg and no concentration ond
they just want to tID their own thing. and thllt sometbnes can bejust aa annoying aa the aggro
bectlJUe they get tIG]I noisy. Bllt that's typicalfo, yOIl wiJJI girls. They're dying to get UJ schooL•.and
t1DlJies.•• One will bring one thing in and the rest willhllVe to have a go and one will miss old and
that will set offtl!lUs. It'a just about as bad aa hllVing somebody thllmping yoll.••

no difference
Both Amy and Juanita saw no difference between girls and boys concerning
violence, however later in the interviews they stated otherwise. Juanita noted that
boys were influenced by the television and played more games with guns and Amy
said:
Amy: I think ••• aggressive children they just try UJ act••big boys witJrflSb, yes that's what happens;
and IhllVe II boy who is crying when he t1Desn't get (to be) the leader. But thl!)' have similar WflJ'S I
'HIOuld aay. Not tAat I ctJn say tAe girls lUe different than tire boys

6.7.7. Non-intervention
In a similar pattern to the other age groups, the staff of the preschoolers held certain

ideas that constrained them from taking any action.
concern for the perpetraJor
The need to protect the identity of the pelJletrator WB..!l also touted by a staff me mber
of this group. Joan said she would play down the pelJletrator's identity to inhibit
antagonism towards the pelJletrator:
Joan: Ont:4? the injury is,jW!d lI~wlretherit's an ia pod 0' ifit's trUJN serio~you.bItIW, a
bandaid or wmdhing--Orq seem to forget it quite quidcIy and ofcou,se you can't sori ofsay
anytlJing abold the child thut did it because it's badfor the other cJri1d as weU-the ;ttjjued one will
go home and.my so and so did it. So you t1Dn'tpush anything IIbold it-you console thDrl, bllt that's
about alIyou can dtJ. Drop it. You don't lise the names--lre did it or she did it or whatelle"youjust
try not 10 think abold that.••

Joan talked about parenting and discussed things such as physical punishment,
control and discipline ofehildren. She said that many parents 'have got their own
lives to lead' and did not have enough rontrol over their children.
sort out their problems themselves
Juanita liked the children to solve their problems themselves but talked of a staged
approach commencing with children trying to deal with the situation themselves and
culminating in the time out chair to think about what they had done. She spoke about
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encouraging the child to make an apology and staff informing them of the impact of
what they had done. Amy also talked about leav;ng the children to sort out their own
problems unless faced with a situation where the 'stronger' child has won, in which
case she will intervene.

staffWiles
Mary commented that much violence in her group went unnoticed by staff. this, she
argued was largely because the children were aware of the staffs disapproval of
violence and would not be aggressive when staffwere watching. Sally believed that
the difficulty of not being present at the scene of many incidents hampered
intervention as staff did not always know what had occurred. In the centre Alicia
worked in there was an explicit 'no guns' policy and staff often held woup
discussions with the children about v;olence. She believed that the children respected
the way stafffelt about violence because they did not do it when the stllffwcre
watching. Like Barbara and Joan. Mary felt that the staff still did not have the
'answers' and would benefit from training in the area of dealing with children's
aggression.

6.7.8. Active intervention

resources for free play
One initiative was providing resources for the children's playas a way of preventing
violence, this was the major initiative mentioned by Amy and Juanita. Carla
extended the principle of prevention to include staff's time to listen, cuddle and
interact with the children and to facilitate 'well directed, non-interventionist play'. In
Carla's explanation staffs 'direction' included rewarding the children for
demonstration of certain social skills, and explaining to them the impact of their
behaviour on others.

timeout
One of the more active strategies was that of time out, discussed by many of the
staff Mary discussed her belief that the time out chair should not be seen as a
punishment.
Mary: If1punish lJ chUdfor something the dUd has done, I'm doing the same os the dUd just dUJ.
That's how I feel. B~iUlse 1 try to find 50methilfg that's badfor the child, the chi1Jl dbe.ut't liU, hut
you brow, wlto's purti.fhilfg trU! thelt. 1 can 'I, I feel I shouldn't punish /l child. 1 shouM Jry to uadt
the child 10 It!JU7t a diJJerertt hehaviour.
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Intervlewer: IlISIead ofthem 1eIIming that pllnitlting is tJIt okay thing.
MIIIy:_.oh tJltd I'", the tudler tJltd I
chiJdrell thiRgs IiU that.

tmI

do Il1l oJthe:se thing~ to you. I don't want to teach

Time out was mentioned by Juanita in connection to a child 'spitting or swearing at
staff'. Joan talked about using the time out chair, for the children to sit and reflect on
what they had done. but expressed uncertainty about the measure and was unsure of
what other strategies to use.
For those who understood that much of the violence being related to anger. a range
ofstrategies was mooted. Mary suggested the use of time out for the chi1d to 'get
thcir anger out', Mary and Joan referred to the use of a punching bag, while Juanita
believed children needed activities to 'do their anger':
JUtJItila.· Well I think they are not happy when they are ••• I tIWtk they N.Il1ly try, 0' 'HIOuld like to
htnle otAer ways, tJltd I think they are quile happy when they htnle oiJro ways thlUl. he tJggressDe
bectUISe they don'tfet!l good afte, thhJ. So I think we' reGlly htnle to try to give them way~ always.
InterWewer: And what ~ort ojltodys?
JlllUl.iUJ: That's W'r)' hard I think. Tht1t'~e one thing it that they CIIII hatJe tldiviJies........t~ can
,"" old, 'lin arollndfo, ~ go 01lt9ii/e IUl.d rim around, cry if they want. 'lin around. jump if
th~ need; 0' eI1eII this play dollgh things th~ CWI do their anger there, ()I' we give them Q chance
tJltd.say 'look, let'a plily there' IUl.d ~tnle them.

In a quest for prevention Mary's stated aim for the children in the preschool year was

for the children to learn to 'think before they acted' and she did not want to give the
perpctrator too much attention, like June, Sarah and Barbara.
victim assertiveness
Anothcr belief of Mary ,s was that the targetcd child needs to learn to be assertive in
thc face of aggression from another child. She argued that many children find it very
difficult to raise their voice. She also pointed out that the staff need to ensure that the
children learning these skills are successful when they try them:
Mary: I had one oJthe girls, she's taleen six months to get thatfar to say that (Wo, I don't like it')
•.. We hatJe to watdJ children in that kaming p,()ce.IS and wlren they do it to jllmp in so that the
childlY!n Cd" set! that it 'HIO,k3, to nwke sure they htnle Sllccess with it.. Things like that happen, not
oJwt1y&' with that p4rlieIlLar girl I realised her doing it after one month I heard her (say) reuJJy Wild
in the pIoygrollnd 'y0ii. nop that I don't like it'. I thought 'Great she did it'. YOII 1cnuw, tJltd 11Ift,
then after a whUe she war stlulding aomewherejust by henelfand I thollghl what happened here.
So I tillkt!d to her about it, I saUl '1 heardYOIl saying that and that KIll really good' and' what
happened?' 'He stopped but then he came again' and that was the pan I missed. So I WdSn 't there
for the child when she really nulled me. And then this behtnliollr ftopped fo, two months and then
she sIIlrted again.••
Interviewer: Her behaviour ofbeing assertive slLJpped?
Mary: Yes, slLJiJped altogetJrer bectUlSe she had that negative experience

Maria, too believed it was vital to redirect a child from retreating in the face of
aggression 'because otherwise they could very quickly take on the cloak of being
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victimised', She argued that adults playa very important role in helping children to
assert themselves and to say 'no'. Sally argued for facilitating assertiveness in
children. but for a different reason. She believed that it was much more effective in
tenns of preventing future violence, for the child who had been targeted to inform the
perpetrator of how it felt to be hurt, than for staff to punish the perpetrator.
Several issues raised by staff of the toddler aged groups were also evident in the
interviews among preschool staff. Concern about the connection between the
children's violence and television programs mirrored the concerns of the toddler
staff. The belief that the presence and positioning of siblings in a child's family
affected the likelihood of a child being violent in the face of conflict was present in
several of the interviews with preschool staff.

In summary, several new themes or emphases, emerged from the interviews with
staff of the preschool aged children. The emphasis on chi Idren' s social relati ons, with
associated factors such as exclusion and power relations between children were a
feature. Concepts of specific targeting of children or bullying, learning behaviour
from other children and the phenomenon of children acting together in violence were
raised in this group of interviews. The targeting of staff emerged as a problem for
staff. Similar to the babies and toddler staff, perceptions about the influence of
gender differed widely among the interviewees from those who held gender to be
significant, to those who saw no or little significance in relation to the perpetration of
violence.
Marginal views included the emphasis in one interview upon socioeconomic factors
in the practice of violence, through to a whole range of indirect influences such as
diet, a parents time for the children at home and the child's length of time spent
weekly in child care.
The need for children to engage in free play was raised, and intervention strategies
focussed upon the provision of interesting activities as a preventive measure, and on
allowing the children to sort out their 'problems' for themselves. This was mediated
by a concern about the power relations among children and how this affects the
outcome of conflict resolution between them. This led some to argue for the need to
influence outcomes where power imbalances were present. As a minority view, one
staff member raised her beBef ofthe staff's role in protecting children from other
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children, while for another staff member the amount of time available to actively
interact and 'know' with children was an important factor in prevention of violence.

6.8. Discourses-staff perceptions of violence
Upon examination the themes drawn from the staff understandings, reflected in the
language used by staff to describe their observations and actions, can be seen to
emanate from both violence theories and child development theories. The themes fall
into discourses, or culturally specific categories (MacNaughton 1995a) that are
available to the staff at the current time.
The following tables organise the themes from the staff interviews into discourses
emanating from various social science disciplines. The themes appear alongside
other common terms from the particular discourse and are grouped, firstly in terms of
the level of analysis (for example intra-individual) and secondly under the heading of
the discipline (for example biology or psychology). The terms the staffused and the
resultant ideas of staff about intervening in situations involving children's violence
are also included in the table.
6.8.1. Intra-Individual

Intra-individual reasons for violence derived from a range of disciplines were evident
in many ofthe staff understandings. The individuaJlevel of analysis was a major way
of understanding the phenomena of violence. Themes and associated disciplines
were:
•

'Natural urges': Biological

•

'Losing their cooL': Psycho logical

•

'Attention seeking': Behaviourist

•

'lust a stage': Piagetian development
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'Na.tu.ra1 urges': Biological
Discourse tenns:

Instincts, sex. differences

Staffconcepts:

'basic instincts'. 'natural urges'

Intervention issues raised:

Biological explanations were not commonly drawn on by the staff. Of those who did
raise biology as a factor, none mentioned any intervention linked to this way of
explaining violence. However the biological understanding of violence fits well with
the Piagetian emphasis on allowing the ehild to naturally unfold.

'Losing their cool': Psychological discourse on anger
Discourse terms:

Selfesteem, anger, frustration, boredom,

Staff concepts:

'losing their cool', 'taking out their fru strations'

Intervention issues raised:

provide stimulation, provide punching bags

Psychological explanations were used by several of the staff to explain children's
violence and led to various strategies with whieh to deal with the perpetrator. This
discourse was linked to the view that children were violent due to problems a.t home.
Anger and frustration was seen as building up, particularly in relation to problems at
home and as requiring release.

'Attention seeking': &haviourist
Discourse tenns:

Attention seeking

Staff concepts:

'testing their limits', 'tryi ng out their power', 'attention
seeking', 'testing to get a reaction', 'see how far they
can push us',' need to be positive all the time'

Intervention issues raised:

'ignore them', 'don't show them you are angry',
'punishment'. 'time out'

The coneept of attention - seeking was a major explanation for violence and was a
major factor used to explain a reluctance on the part ofstaff to intervene. The staff
were generally very busy which could partly explain the predominance of this
perspective. There were certain times in the staff s<:hedules where it was very
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difficult for them to observe and respond to the children's interactions. The fact that
the staff were very busy is greatly assisted by the prescription of free play for
children's development. Free play allowed staff periods during the day oflow
activity where they could carry out formal observations of children for report writing
or enjoy more relaxed moments in their day.

4Just a stage': flagman Development
Discourse tenns:

Developmental stages. verbal skills, sharing,
concentration span, moral development, cognitive
development

Staff concepts:

•nonnal inability to share', 'they stop biting once they
can talk', 'they are ready to move up', 'toddler's
world---everything's mine'. 'its just part of their play',
•a.t that age they think, well I want it 1'lL just get it',
'gross motor skiH development and lack of cognitive
development'

Intervention issues raised:

Provide play resources, 'well directed noninterventionist play'. alert the child to hurt caused, age
appropriateness of any intervention strategy

The Piagetian inspired developmentally appropriate practice paradigm in early
childhood was strongly evident in the staff responses. The focus was on cognitive
and social development concepts, for example children being bored through lack of
intellectual stimulation when they were nearly ready to move into an older age group
at the centre. Diversion with other activities and toys was a commonly mentioned
strategy in response to the belief that children's violence was a response to conflict
over toys. The other active response of alerting the perpetrator to the pain they had
caused, or encoura.ging victim empathy could be seen to be congruent with this
discourse. Both of these were raised by many staff and observed to occur in the
playground. There was little evidence of the Vygotskian emphasis on adult
involvement in the social context of the children's development. However the active
involvement of staff encouraging the development of victim empathy could be seen
to be an exception to this.
To summarise, the individual development concepts were drawn upon by many staff
to understand the children's actions. This led to the use of many preventive strategies
based upon the individual developmental needs of the children, but also to a lack of
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direct involvement of staff in children's play generally and violence specifically, as
progression of the developmental stages are seen to 'unfold' (Hutt et at 1989).
Interpersonal, group and cultural levels of analysis were also drawn on by staff to
understand the phenomenon.

6.8.2. Interpersonal
Three major themes emerged that could be seen to be coming from the interpersonal
level of anaJysis.
•

'Tit for Tat' conflict: Social psychology

•

'King Pins': Evolutionary

•

'Problems at home': Social psychology/psychoanalysis

'Tit for taJ' conflict: Sociallpsychology
Discourse terms:

Conflict, trying to make staff angry, learnt
behaviour, sibling rivalry, power

Staffconcepts:

'tit for tat', 'they pick on children they know they
can upsct', 'staff a.nd child get into...fighting for
power', 'negotiation skills'

Intervention issues raised:

conflict resolution, staff don't express anger, victim
assertiveness

The conflict discourse sat comfortably with the developmental stage discourse of
sharing toys. The emphasis on tenns of intervention was on teaching children to sort
out their conflicts. In practice often the children were sent to sort out the conflicts
without adult involvement, a practice which is likely to be bolstered by the freee play
discourse. However some staff raised the power relations between children as
supporting them in intervening in the children's interactions, making an exception to
the influence of the free play discourse. Interestingly the staff saw conflicts bctween
children and staff themselves as being a related factor in their response to the
children's violence. The conflicts were spoken about in socialleaming theory terms
of modelling appropriate behaviours to the children.
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'King PiIlS J : ElJOlutiontuy

Discourse terms:

Hierarchy, dominance

Staff concepts:

<he is able to look after himself, finding their own
place in the room'. 'King Pins'

Intervention issues raised:

Create a situation for the hierarchy to be established,
intervene if power imbalance is present, encourage
assertiveness

Themes that emerged from a social psychological perspective saw violence as a
function of the child in interaction with others around them. This included an
analysis of the role of the targeted child in the interaction. This was a common
understanding and led to various approaches to the children's violence. The
functional view of children's violence is also congruent with free play in practice,
however the underlying theories differ. While functional arguments emphasised the
role of violence or conflict in the emerging social relations of children the underlying
thcory of free play is based upon the need for children to unfold developmentally.
Functional theories are based upon the development of the group, whereas
developmental theories emphasize the individual.

'Problems at home': Social psychoiogylpsychoalUllytic
Discourse terms:

Family dysfunction, divorce, parenting, discipline

Staff concepts:

'he just needs extra attention', •sib ling abuse', be their
'special friend', give the perpetrator 'cuddles', tell
them they are 'worthy'

Intervention issues raised:

Problems at home were seen to thwart efforts to deal
with violence, overall emotional support for the child
was suggested in this situation.

The evidence of the psychoanalytic theories of family dysfunction was not as
frequent as other understandings but was filirly common. Emanating from the
discipline of social psychology in this understanding the violence emanates from
damage to the individual psyche as a direct result of social interaction. This
perspective led to the voicing of active intervention strategies by staff, usually made
in reference to the perpetrator. There was little evidence oftheories that linked
masculinity to the perpetration of boys who were experiencing problems at home, in
relation to such faetors as father absence.
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6.8.3. Social/cultural
The themes from a sociaUcultural perspective saw violence in the context of social
learning processes or wider cultural influences such as media or socioeconomic
status.

'They learn "from home': Social learning theory
Discourse tenns:

Modelling appropriate behaviour, punishment,
reinforcement

Staffconcepts:

'they learn if from home', 'avoid labeling',

Intervention issues raised:

Intervention was seen to be limited by the counter
influences from home

Social learning theory was drawn on to explain children learning violence from
home. While it was not suggested that children were learning violence from staff of
early childhood centres the importance of modelling appropriate behaviours in the
staff's response to violence was raised. The major explanation by staff that accounted
for gender difference was the influence of media superheroes.

'Ninja's and 'Power rangers': Sex role socialisatWn - the influence ofmedia
Discourse tenns:

Media superheroes

Staffconcepts:

'Ninja's and Power Rangers'. 'they pick it up at
home'. 'the boys tend to be playing a game', 'its sort
of stylised'

Intervention issues raised:

discourage weapons. appropriate adult roles

While much of the literature about children's superhero play condones this form of
play the staff did not draw upon these to any great degree. To the contrary, the staff
voiced concern about the war play and the level of violence carried out by the
children. They drew on gender social isation theories of the influence of superheros
on boys' play. The intervention strategies by staffbased upon this analysis was
observed as being largely restricted to discouraging weapon use.
The final discourse the staff appeared to draw on was the structural influence of
socioeconomic factors.
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'Support for parenu ': Socioeconomicfactors
Discourse terms:

Social disadvantage

Staff concepts:

'they learn to survive', 'time for the children',

Intervention issues raised:

Parenting support and welfare

Clearly the staff were not in a position to act in response to this explanation for
violence. However it contributed to evidence of the concerns the staff had for the
children in their care.
To summarise, the discourses that the staff drew on were varied and often
overlapping. They can be seen as emanating from the following theoretical
influences:
•

Biological theories of behaviour

•

Behavioral psychological theory

•

Psychological theory relating to anger

•

Piagetian developmental theory

•

Evolutionary theories of violence

•

Social psychology theories of conflict

•

Social psychology/psychoanalytical theories of family dysfunction

•

Social learning theory

•

Sex role socialisation theories ofthe influence of media

•

Structural factors - Socioeconomic

Discourses that explained the children's actions from an individualistic perspective
were the most prevalent when examining the themes from the staff interviews.
Understandably child development theories were a common lens through which the
staff of early childhood centers viewed the children's actions.

6.9. Conclusion
A major finding from the data collected from the interviews with staff was that
violence was a problem for the majority of staff in the course of their work. Only a
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few staffminimised the children's actions by referring to them in euphemistic terms.
None of the interviewees questioned the importance of the topic. Staff of the babies
groups questioned whether the babies' actions could be defined as violence with the
result that several referred, in the main, to the older babies in the groups. However
none of the rest of the staff questioned the use of the term violence48. The discussion
about intervention demonstrated the explicit desire to ignore the incidents. or one
party in the incident, for a variety of reasons.
Much discussion focussed upon ideas about the explanations of violence and staff
members had many ideas about multiple factors influencing the children to engage in
violence. For example the common observation made by many staff that violence
occurred in the context of sharing toys was often followed by an explanation based
upon stages of children's development. However, explanations did not always
accompany observations of patterns. For example, comments about violence that was
believed to oceur for 'no reason' or sex differences between children in regard to
perpetration, were often accompanied by expressions of uncertainty as to the
explanation for the phenomenon.
The stairs beliefs about the eauses of violence led to different approaches to
intervention. Several 'schools of thought' could be seen to be linked to low levels of
staff intervention.
Four major beliefs about violence emerged that were linked to non-intervention,
which can be seen to be drawn from theoretical perspectives in both the child
development and violence fields, and also to popular child rearing beliefs:
• popular child development: Attention seeking-that children are being violent to
attract attention
• developmental: Sharing-that children's violence is due to a particular
developmental stage that they will move out of
• group psychology: Functionalism-the acceptance of the role of violence in the
development ofa 'pecking order' between children in a group situation
• sociaVpsychology: Conflict-that children' s violence is seated in conflicts and
that children should learn to sort out their conflicts themselves

4lI

Although this could be because of the known interests of the researcher.
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In addition, an overarching theme which emerged from the discussions about

intervention was of the importance offree play for children's development, which
saw the role of the staffin children's playas peripheral beyond the provision of
materials for the children to play with. Explanations were either explicitly linked to
intervention, or could be linked by way of the assumptions underlying certain types
of intervention. For example the belief that children are carrying out violence in
order to gain adult attention resulted in an explicit reluctance to intervene. The fact
that staff encouraged the children to sort out their problems themselves could reflect
an assumption that violence was seen as an interpersonal conflict between children.
Other staff framed violence in functional terms and chose to allow the 'natural
process' of hierarchy building to continue in the hope that less incidents would occur
once the hierarchy was established.
So, while all the staff were confronted by the fact of the children's violence on a
daily basis, and most of them did not attempt to minimise the importance of the
children's violence, their framework for understanding the practices included
inferences that led to a lack of intervention in incidents.
The ideas of the staff about sex differences of the perpetrators of violence were
sought if not volunteered during the interview. Most staff did not volunteer an
opinion about gender or sex. However, sex specific language was often used in
examples where the perpetrators described were usually boys. Girls were mentioned
in examples ofvjctims and as being submissive/placid or weaker. When questioned
about patterns involving boys and girls the staff had widely differing views. These
views can be summarised by the following four statements:
• 'the girls are just as bad'
• 'the girl s are just as violent but just different, girls are verbal, boys are physical'
• 'the girls are teary which is just as much trouble'
• 'the boys are more violent, but. .. •
The final section summarises the findings from all the data. This will encompass: the
quantitative and qualitative data from the observations and the staff interview data.
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6.10. Overall summary of research findings
Violence was a regular occurrence in all of the early childhood daycare settings
chosen for the study. As Sally, one of the staff interviewed, said 'violence is a big
part of the kids' world'. Not all the children were observed perpetrating, but
perpetrators outnumbered non-perpetrators by about 5:4. Violence was perpetrated
by both boys and girls, however there were clear sex differences which, simply put,
implicates boys in much of the violence.
In summary more boys engaged in violence and at a higher rate than girls. In
addition, boys were responsible for more serious incidents, such as violence
involving the use of weapons which therefore had a greater propensity to cause
physical injury. However. some boys were never observed perpetrating and there
were some girls who perpetrated at a higher rate than many of the boys. Both boys
and girls were observed carrying out violence for immediate instrumental gain and
for obvious defense purposes. For both boys and girls there was evidence of direct
instrumental gain from the small amount of violence that occurred in direct conflicts
over toys or resources.
Certain types of violence appeared to be linked to the boys' concept of their gender
identity. A similar linkage was not evident in the violence perpetrated by girls. This
could be tested by further research. These were: sexist violence; threats; stylised
violence; group perpetration of violence and violence associated with general
transgressions. Therefore, in addition to quantitative evidence linking boys with
violence, qualitative evidence showed some striking differences between boys and
girls.
Finally, it was also observed that many boys engaged in hierarchy building actions,
which involved verbal abuse and put downs of each other and other children not
involved in the play (partieularly girls not involved in their play). This also included
posturing in aggressive ways, the use of threats and the sabotage of girls' play. Girls
were very rarely observed engaging in this play. The exercise of power and control
was evident in two contexts associated with the violent incidents: between many of
the boys themselves; and between groups of boys and towards girls in general, and
selected boys not in the group.
Many children, both those targeted by the perpetrators and those witnessing the
actions, demonstrated fear of the children who frequently perpetrated violence. This
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was present in their body language and was supported by the fact that children rarely
protested and even less frequently retaliated. The theme of power and its coMection
to the practice of violence and the Legitimation of this link: in the children's discourse
about being a boy is an important one. While power differentials between children
served as a trigger for intervention for some staff, the inequality of power relations
between children was unquestioned and the coMection between power and
masculinity was absent from staff perceptions.
The sex differences observed in this study caMot be divided neatly into symmetrical
differences in style with the boys responsible for the physical violence and the girls
responsible for the verba~ or other less direct forms, of vioLenee. Both quantitative
and qualitative differences existed between boys and girls. The qualitative evidence
demonstrated many components of both the immediate social context and influences
of the broader cultural context as being present in boys' violence suggesting a link:
between a socially constructed masculinity and violence. These components were
almost completely absent in the girls' practice ofviolenee.
The staff, on the whole, did not down play the issue of children's violence. While it
is possible that the research project itself served to name the practice by including the
term violence alongside other terms such as children hurting each other and
aggression, it is clear that violence was of importance to staffwho were not reluctant
to name it as such.
Indeed, many staff expressed grcat concern., often to the point of exasperation., about
the perpetration of violence by the children and spoke of the need for more training
and ideas on the subject. Biting was a major concern of many staff, due to the level
of pain., possible injury and Likelihood of parental interest in the incident. They drew
heavily on examples from their experiences with children and raised the problem of
staff being targeted by the children. A wide range of factors contributing to
children's violence were raised by staff. The staff understandings of violence were
categorised into discourses that arose from the discipline that the staff member drew
on to inform practice. Psychological, developmental and popular child development
theories were predominant. However both interpersonal and group dynamics were
acknowledged as being factors, as were some cultural factors.
Unexpectedly, staff did not routinely intervene in cases of violence perpetrated by
children. In three quarters of the observed incidents staff did not make contact with
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either the perpetrator or the targeted child. The staff intervention varied in style and
was most commonly in the form of telling the perpetrator to stop what they were

doing. There were cases where the targeted child was the focus of the statrs
intervention and in some cases this was in the form of placation of the targeted child.
Due to the low levels of intervention., the nature of intervention was not examined in
detail. While the nature of intervention in cases of children's violence would be a
very useful further study, the current study focussed analysis on the staff discussion
of intervention to explore the meanings intervention had for staff.
The staff were asked their views on intervention. Several staff members expressed
hesitation about intervening due to several common perspectives on both the
children's actions and developmental needs. Another, but minor, reason given by
several of the staff for non-intervention was the sense of futility and defeat. Many
attempts to change the violent behaviour had failed because ofthe resistance of the
ehildren., partieularly boys, to the intervention. Some staff spoke of being too busy to
intervene.
There were great variations across staff perceptions of the influence of sex or gender.
None of the staff bel ieved that the connection between rnasculini ty and violence was
a key to understanding. and therefore addressing, violent practices in early
childhood.
The following chapter discusses the major findings of both the quantitative and
qualitative data and explore some possible implications of key elements of the
understanding of staff members.
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7.

Discussion

This concluding chapter argues for the presence of a link between masculinity and
violence, discusses the evidence that the boys themselves are bolstering the link
through the limited discourses on masculinity avaiJable to them and conclude by
arguing that the current discourses available to adults serve to silence the link and
foster an environment where children play largely unfettered by input of more adept
social actors, in panicular, adults. Adults' reluctance to actively involve themsclves
in children's play combined with an absence of gender analysis is shown to allow
polarised forms of gender. including a dominant form of violent mascUlinity, to
flourish. The chapter is divided into the following three sections:
• the maseulinity/violence link exposed
• bolstering the link
• silencing the linle staff discourses
The first section discusses the evidence that masculinity in our culture is largely
based upon macho characteristics of toughness, power and 'not caring' which, whjle
not representing the only form of masculinity available, are common charaeteristics
taken up by boys when left to their own resourees. The second section looks further
at elements of boys' discourses, in particular, their actions and words when in groups
that reinforce the role of violence in their play. The third section explores the staff
understandings ofviolence in general and gender and violence, that ignore or hide
the practice of violence in general and the link between violence and masculinity in
particular.

7.1.

Masculinity/ violence link exposed

'We don't care what we do--I am a powerful man' (Brett, toddler).
The world of the early childhood centre is not the peaceful 'nursery' that we would
hope for our children. While there are likely to be many happy experiences for
children, the evidence from this resurch is that much suffering is inflicted on
children by their peers in this setting. The prevalence of violence observed in the
study is not unusual. Several studies conducted over the last two decades on children
in daycare or preschool have found high levels of violence (Smith & Green 1975;
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Sluckin 1980; Strayer & Strayer 1980; Shantz 1986) and experts in the field of
bullying have noted the presence of this particular type of violence among
preschoolers and toddlers (Slee 1994; Tattum 1994).
Marked sex differences were found in this study, both quantitatively and
qualitatively in the perpetration of violence. This confirms an enormous body of
research about sex differences in the practice of violence, both quantitative
(Maceoby & Jacklin 1974; Miedzian 1992) and qualitative results (Whiting &
Edwards 1973; Clark. 1990; Miedzian 1992; Thome 1993; Olweus 1993; Alloway

1995).
However, this study has gone beyond verifying sex differences in the perpetration of
violence. It has demonstrated that the differences between boys and girls operate at
several different levels. The findings beg the question: what it is about being a boy
that, according to the results of this study, not only makes it more likely that he is
violent but also that he perpetrates more violence, uses threats of violence, uses
weapons more frequently (and therefore perpetrates more serious incidents) and is
more likely to join other boys and practise violence in pairs or groups?
Due to the evidence in this study and others of boys perpetrating more violence than
girls, the discussion, unlike many studies where the sex differences remain
unexplored, will focus on the sex differences. Therefore the types of violence
identified in the taxonomy as largely the domain of the boys will be discussed. This
is not to argue that the girls' violence was not relevant, but in order to make sense of
the major differences in both nature and extent of violence perpetrated by boys it is
reasonable to concentrate on the boys.
Several theorists grappling with gender have alerted their readers to the dangers of
contributing to further polarisation of the genders by focussing upon difference
(Clark 1990; Thome 1993) warning of contributing to further polarisation between
the sexes. However, Clark (1990) argued that, to avoid the dangers of
oversimplification and the temptation of recourse to natural differences to explain
the phenomena of difference, we need to understand more fully the explanations for
the differences. She argues that we need. to explore why children so readily take up
oppositional forms of gender rather than other ways of being a girl or a boy (Clark

1990). The discussion will explore some of the facets ofa violent masculinity and the
mechanisms that make this form of masculinity attractive to boys.
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7.1.1. Masculinity anchored in toughness
The boys' violence was frequently part of a game. It was very stylised, and
frequently involved the use of objects garnered as weapons. It was accompanied by
'macho' posturing, including muscle flexing and the wide-legged stances seen in
much of the superhero imagery of men on television and recent video games. The
macho style, characterised in the dictionary as 'flamboyant virility, masculine
display emphasising strength' was so common in groups of boys as to be almost
uniform. This was particularly evident in the 'Pow! Pow!' pattern of violence but
was also prevalent in many isolated incidents of violence, including repeated acts and
violence associated with other transgressions. This finding is supported by Clark's
study where she found that the most salient category of differentiation between boys
and girls according to their own definitions was 'toughness'(Clark 1990, p. 32).
Alloway (1995) found that many of the boys in her study seemed to be obsessed with
muscles and strength. The excerpt below was similar to many observed at the centres
in this study:
Adult to boys: Are you making arm bands?
Boy 1: No, they're muscles
Girl 1: We're making flowers
Boy 2: We're making muscles to play He-Man
Girl 1: They always make muscles
Girl 2: Sometimes they make He-Man belts
Adult to girls: Do you make He-Man belts too?
Girl 3: (Laughing) That's silly (Alloway 1995, p. 85).
Alloway, furtber reported on a Norwegian study where boys were encouraged to be
nurturing towards dolls and, instead, they kicked and brutalised them and openly
displayed hostility toward the task (Alloway 1995, p. 85). The stylised violence in
this study also incorporated inanimate objects such as trees and dolls, which were
kicked at, bashed and otherwise subjected to rough treatment.
A very common argument to explain the stylised violence is that media superheros
give license to boys to be violent, particularly through the vehicle of male superhero
images such as the Ninja Turtles, Power Rangers, Captain Planet and historically
Batman and He-Man. The fact that much of the stylised violence observed in this
study was carried out in the name of television superheros gives support to this
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argument and is consistent w;th the findings of Comstock (1988) cited in Miedzian
1992) with connections betWeen superheros and violence evident in children's
language, dress and actions. Evidence from this study, where the boys appeared to
copy types of violence and weapon use and encourage each other, indicates that peer
influence LS significant from a very young age.
The pattern of violence and macho values resonates with Toch's (1984) picture of
adult male 'self image promoters' who equate masculinity with being tough and
therefore use violence to demonstrate their toughness and secure their image as 'real
men'. It could be argued that young boys are being violent to confonn to what is
expected of boys in our culture, or demonstrating 'hypennasculinity' as Mosher and
Anderson (1986) put it. They argued that violent men were 'over-conforming' to
masculine values rather than deviant. This is similar to Russel's argument (1984
cited in Jenkins 1990) of male sexual assault perpetrators as being over-conforming
rather than deviant.
To summarise, a part of the masculinity violence link was that the boys were playing
together in ways that they defined as masculine, ways which sit very closely with
popular notions of masculinity as being tough and fonnidable. Theyare components
whieh Miedzian included in her definition of the 'masculine mystique', which she
has argued remains largely unchallenged due to its acceptance as an appropriate way
for a boy in American and Western society to act (Miedzian 1990).
The theme of power also eame up frequently in the boys' speeeh while playing in
groups, the next topic in the discussion of attributes of a violent masculinity.

7.1.2. Masculinity aod power
The connection between cultural constructions of masculinity and power over or
dominance over other children has been widely recognised by researchers in
Australia and elsewhere and has been integrally linked to violence by some (see for
example Jenkins 1990; Miedzian 1992; Archer 1992 &1994). It has also becn
recognised by Archer (1994) that domination over women and physieal interpersonal
competition are two prominent aspects of a 'loose set of masculine values referred to
in western societies as "macho values'" .
The boys in this study actively drew on the concept of power in their speech when
playing games involving violence, such as the 'powerful finger'. It is a concept that
seemed to be integral to many of the boys' concepts of masculinity, evident in the
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comment of two vel)' violent boys: 'big boys, big bikes'. What is evident in this
comment is that the link: between violence and masculinity is forged by a sense of
entitlement to power some men and boys appear to believe to be implicit in being
male. Interestingly, one staff commented that a lot of violent behaviour related to
being Batman and' ...Batman can do what he wants... •.
The frequent use of threats by boys could also be seen to be indicative of the child's
beliefthat they had the power to do something to another ifthey chose. For example
in the (sandpit spades' where Jim threatens Fiona with a spade unless she moves out
ofthe way. Jim was already taking up most ofthe space in the sandpit digging
flamboyantly. It appeared that he had a sense of entitlement to the whole of the
sandpit and was willing to use violence to secure it.
Key components of the masculinity the boys were displaying in this study were
muscular strength, toughness and power, which leads to violence as a congruent
practice. The final sub section explores another component of boys violence, that
was ineidents associated with other general rule breaking or transgressions. It is
argued that this is another component of the link between masculinity and violence.

7.1.3. 'We don't care!': violence and other transgress ions
Violence often occurred alongside other acts that were clearly unacceptable to the
staff ofthe early childhood centres. This occurred frequently with pairs of boys who
seemed to be 'egging each other on' (the 'Naughty boys and baddies' pattern).
In addition, several staff raised the problem that boys, in particular, would attempt to

escape reprimands about their violence. This has been reported in other research
studies of older children, in primary and high schools (Clark 1990; Hinson 1994).
Clark recounted stories of boys in primary schools undermining and humiliating
female teachers in particular by making rude signs and refusing to obey requests
(Clark 1990, p. 21).
In this study there were many examples of boys, in particular, being abusive to staff,
running away or simply re-perpetrating in the face of reprimands. It was clear that
several staff felt impotent. One interpretation is that being abusive to staff and
rejecting their intervention is somehow connected to how the boys 'do' their
masculinity. Thorne and Zelia (1986) reported in their research of four different
elementary schools, how boys demonstrated shared excitement and bonding focussed
on public rule transgression. Crawford and Kippax (I 992) also found in their work
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on childhood memories that there were many stories of testing rules and challenging
authority. They noted the strength of glee and delight evident in the boys' memories
of transgression. They appeared to demonstrate exhilaration in breaking rules
(Crawford & Kippax 1992, p. 71).
It appeared in this study that some boys did not care about transgressing what was
seen as acceptable social behaviour. Indeed some appeared to openly flaunt their
violence and other transgressions. While this occasionally occurred in a girl, it was
never witnessed as being a shared activity in pairs or groups or connected to being a

girl in the way it was connected to being a man by some boys.
Many authors have noted the connection between lack of empathy and violence,
others have related it specifically to men and boys (Miedzian 1992; Gilbert 1994).
Mied.zian devoted a major part of her book to the results of a dichotomy between
masculinity and femininity based upon caring/not caring. Gilligan (1982) described a
difference in children's moral inclinations based upon gender, which, while not a
neat dualism, can be described as women as coneemed with caring and men
concerned with justice. She argued that morality of care is intrinsically connected to
a sense of responsibility for another's well-being (Gilligan 1982). The connection
between not caring about others and the practice of violence is an obvious one.
The attitude connecting morality with maleness and power was typified by Brctt's
retort 'We don't care what we do-I am a powerful man'. His response encapsulated
two elements key to boys' violence: rule transgressions and an attitude of 'not
caring' and connected these to 'powerful men'.
Jenkins' foeus in his book is on the lack of responsibility associated with violence.
Abuse and exploitation are perpetrated in a context where the man's sense of
entitlement overrides his sense of sociaVemotional responsibility in relation to
others (Jenkins 1990, p. 56).
While phenomenological research would be needed to explore whether boys did
believe they could < do what they want;' or that boys 'don't care', there were
indications that this was the case. There was much evidence that many incidents of
violence were continued despite protestation from the targeted child.
While it can be suggested that many of the boys equate masculinity with power, the
element of equating masculinity with 'not caring' provides an additional concept in
the link between masculinity and violence. If boys are actively engaged in
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constructing a masculinity which equates 'not caring' with manhood, this has severe
implications for the practice of violence by boys. The following section explores how
boys themselves bolster the link between violence and masculinity through their
language and actions and will note the gains that can be made from the practice

7.2. Bolstering the link
Masculinity and femininity are not inherent properties of individuals; they are
inherent or structural properties of our society: that is, they both condition and
arise from social processes. Each of us, as a member of society, takes on board
as our own the 'knowledge' of sex and gender as they are discursively
constituted (Davies 1989, p. 238).
While sociallearn.ing theory has largely emphasised the role of adults in modelling
behaviours, other theorists have recognised the significance of peer models for
children even at preschool age (Sebastian-Nickell & Milne 1992). Bandura's
explanation for the sex differences is that, although girls learn aggressive hehaviour,
they receive both less reinforcement of aggression and more positive encouragement
for prosodal behaviour than boys. In this study, evidence from the observational data
supported the view that the boys certainly received more positive reinforcement for
violent behaviour than the girls, particularly from other boys. There was little
evidence that they received much reinforcement for their violence from the adults
present.
First, it is important to answer the question of whether, in line with Maccoby and
Jacklin's (1974) postulation, children in early childhood are too young to be
contributing to their own socialisation, to be taking up social messages and to be
passing them on. Children above the age of eighteen months observed in this study in
the early childhood centres were seen to be spending much of their day actively
engaging with other children. Verhal interaction was observed in many children from
eighteen months and above, but children who lacked verbal skills still appeared to
interact and copy other children around them. The babies were observed to be very
alert to each other's actions and reactions. Even babies from a young age were seen
to be watching each other intently at times. It appeared that, far from being the
'social isolate' of Piaget's world as McGurk (1992, p. 3) described his concept, the
toddlers and preschoolers increasingly were involved in actively interacting and
negotiating meanings with each other. This has been observed by other researchers in
the early childhood sphere (Davies 1993; Alloway 1995).
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The children's violence in this study could have been seen to be directly learnt, with
evidence that certain actions appeared to be copied. The most prominent example of
this was the use of weapons by boys at different centres. Groups differed in what
materials they used. At one centre hoola hoops were regularly used as a weapon in a
similar way. Other centres had hoola hoops but they were not enlisted for this
purpose. At another centre many boys used long heavy wooden building blocks as
weapons. Other examples include particular games where children picked up objects
together and used them violently within the game, such as balls and sticks in the
playground.
In addition to copying particular acts of violence, several themes emerged from the
observations that suggest that, boys in particular, are actually reinforcing each other's
violent practices. These are:
• camaraderie and group perpetration of violence
• fun and thrills from violence
• power and notoriety
• violence and leadership
These themes were characteristic of the patterns and contexts of violence observed to
be almost exclusive to the boys. These were categorised as 'Not boy'; 'Move or I'll
hit you'; 'Pow!Pow!'; 'Look what I did!' and 'Naughty boys and baddies'. These
themes are now examined. One of the most distinctive features of boys' violence was
group perpetration.

7.2.1. Camaraderie and group perpetration of violence
The taking up of violent practices by gangs of adolescent/young adult boys when in a
group is a phenomenon that has been recognised by researchers of adolescent boys
for decades (see for example Olweus 1993; Thorne 1993; Slee 1994). More recently,
researchers and, indeed, children themselves, have located this phenomenon as
existing among younger boys, from primary to preschool (sec for example Baodura

1973; Miedzian 1992; Alloway 1995).
There was evidence in the observational data of this study of boys acting violently as
a group or in pairs. Indeed it was a phenomenon that served as the categorising factor
in one pattern of violence located in the analysis of the Qualitative data:
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• 'Look what I did'- group perpetration
But it was also present in two other types of boys' violence. These were:
•

'Pow! Pow!'- stylised war play

• 'Naughty boys and baddies'- violence associated with other transgressions
This violence was accompanied by a strong sense of camaraderie among the boys
demonstrated by expressions offun and excitement. Several boys were very
animated, excited and happy as they targeted each other and children around them
with violence. The gloating of one boy to another about what he had done suggested
that not only was his action likely to be acceptable to other boys but that he hoped to
gain respect. Similarly Clark found that the primary school boys in her study spoke
openly and with pride about violence they enjoyed doing to girls (Clark 1990).
This behaviour resonates with Toch's personality type of 'self image promoters' who
devoted much time in gaining status with each other from being tough and
'formidable' (Toch 1984, p. 144). But are these boys with <adverse self image' or are
they just boys choosing to adhere to and foster, notions of masculinity that
incorporate violence as a central component?
The camaraderie with other boys indicates that, whatever other motives may be
present, there is a strong attraetion to the practice ofviolence based in boys' sense of
belonging to a group of peers. It is an element likely to be reinforcing the
perpetration of violence by boys and is absent from individual-based analyses of
violence.
By asking older children why they were violent Bessant and Watts (1993) discovered
that camaraderie was a key element of the praetice. Bessant and Watts (1993) quoted
children's own reasons for violence and concluded that the practice served to
facilitate male bonding, attach status to the winners of the fights and provided 'the
opportunity to initiate new friendships'(p. 8). They argued that it was a very bonding
experience for the boys, giving examples of boys making friends directly as a result
of their engagement in violence with each other. It is therefore likely that the practice
of violence by boys in partnership or groups is likely to reinforce the attraction to the
violence. Tattum and Herbert and Olweus, both refer to bonding with other children
who witness the practice as contributing to the satisfaction of the bully (Olweus
1980; Tattum & Herbert 1992). From this study it appears that this happens much
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earlier than adolescence, there are indications that, as well as gaining status and
bonding from the practice of violence, these children actively enjoyed it.
Bessant and Watts also noted that the children expressed an attraction to 'doing bad'
and that the children referred to 'aerobic, tactile and very emotional, expressive and
physical enjoyment' in their experiences of being violent (Bessant & Watts 1993, pp.
6--7). Is it possible that these motives are present for younger children? The status
gaining role of the children's violence and the connection to 'doing bad' will
explored below, however the experience of enjoyment must also be explored. Could
it be that children as young as toddlers were enjoying being violent? The next section
examines the argument that children are experiencing fun and thrills from their
practice of violence and that these emotions may also be socially constructed.
7.2.2. Fun and thrills rrom violence
One of the staff members, SaIly, talked about her belief that some children got a thrill
from causing pain. The observed presence of pleasure in the practice of violence by
such young children is a sobering reality. For the observer of this study, one of the
most disturbing elements to witness was the fun and amusement the boys appeared to
be expressing in the moments of perpetrating. This shared expression of fun was
observed many times in the toddler and preschool scenes ofviolence perpetrated by
boys in groups, pairs and alone. In the two examples under 'Wiping the Fruit Table',
the boys were clearly entertained by their violence. It was not always shared
expression offun: individual children were also observed smiling and laughing as
they perpetrated. While Alloway argued that cultural differences in behaviour or
characteristics are often largely part of dyad or group interaction she also posited that
ehildren 'do their gender' in ways that they believe are appropriate, even in the
absence of the dyad or group (Alloway 1995, p. 50). As Clark put it:
Because antagonistic behaviour happens predominantly in group settings, this
does not in any way diminish its significance. It is not merely 'acting tough' in
front of peers but a key element in boys' active production of gendered
behaviour and attitudes within the school (Clark 1990, p. 36).There were many
examples of incidents where a boy certainly appeared to enjoy the violence.
Occasionally a girl expressed pleasure, but this was very rare.

Evidence of adults and adolescents enjoyment of violence has been cited in
phenomenological research (Toch ]984, p. 170; Bessant & Watts 1993), however it
is only recently that this has been demonstrated in young children.
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Clark reported an example of boys talking about their behaviour towards girls:
Interviewer: Are girls and boys the same?
Boy:

Girls are dumb

Int:

Do you play with girls?

Boy:

No.

Int:

Do you tease girls mueh?

Boy:

Yes

Int:

What do you do or say?

Boy:

We try and muck up their skipping game when they skip.

Boy;

We jump in and make the rope Idck over their legs.

Boy:

It's our favourite game (Clark 1990, p. 30).

Children in Australian society engage in hours of play and recreation using
commercially produced toys and television. The popularity ofviolent toys, noted by
Miedzian (1991) further attests to a conneetion between violence and fun. Indeed she
argues the mass produetion of such items could be seen to be fostering such a
connection. From another angle, Tulloch's research looked at the views of boys
towards depictions of violence on television, both fictional domestic violence and
real violence in sport. The severity of the violence in sport was dramatie with jaws
being broken and heads being kicked. She found that not only did the adolescent
boys not take the sports violence seriously, but some of them thought sports violence
was funny (Tulloeh 1993). In summary, boys were seen to be benefiting from a sense
of camaraderie in their shared experiences of violenee. This is likely to serve as a
mechanism to add strength to the attraetion of the praetiee for boys. Another
mechanism is the undeniable reinforcer oHun.
In interpreting the violent boys demeanour as happiness, a judgement is being made
about their emotional state. Different opinions exist on the interpretation of laughter
and smiles in early childhood. Further phenomenological studies of ehildren' s
violence are warranted to verify meanings of the expression offun by children in the
early years. However, Crawford and Kippax (1992, p. }I 5) argued that emotions are
expressed to a large extent non verbally. Indeed, they argued specifically that in the
case of happiness, an emotion that develops in the very early years, non-verbal
communication is 'paramount' This would serve to verify the intelJlretation that the
boys were enjoying being violent.
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Ifwe accept that the children were expressing genuine enjoyment there could clearly
be different reasons for it. The children's expression of enjoyment when perpetrati ng
together could lead to the conclusion that they were merely enjoying playing in
company. Blurton-Jones (1976) argued that the smiles and jumping up and down he
observed in children's rough and tumble play indicated friendly intent rather than
enjoyment of perpetrating violence. Indeed this formed a part of his argument
distinguishing rough and tumble play from hostility, However, his observation was
that children's hostility was almost exclusively over property, which differed from
the data from this study in which much of the violence appeared 'out of the blue'.
The boys' violence in this study was often severe49 (children were requiring the
application of ice to injuries in some circumstances) involving weapons such as hard
held objects and missiles thrown at the head and body. For this reason, it is argued to
be dangerous to render war playas harmless as it is grounded in friendly intent. But
it is also argued to be simplistic. It is possible that amusement in rough and tumble
play is a socially constructed phenomenon, one which is likely to be reinforcing
violence between boys as a bonding experience. If the types of masculinity available
to boys limit them to having fun in groups by being violent or the target of violence
then this form ofmaseulinity needs to be challenged.
Theorists Crawford and Kippax (1992) argued that our emotions such as joy, fear,
anger, shame and pride, are constructed in interaction with other people, and are not
just feelings that arise intemally. They stated that the cognitive process of appraisal
is complemented by cultural knowledge relating to particular social contexts, for
example people are expected to feel and express certain emotions such as sadness at
funerals and anger at injustice and happiness on birthdays (Crawford & Kippax
1992).

Therefore, some framework is likely to be operating in which the boys see the
expression of fun and amusement associated with their violence as being tolerated
and maybe even expected. It may be that the context of the acceptance of the peer
group is enough to support the feelings of fun, but it is also possible that the boys are
drawing on wider societal support for male violence, such as violence depicted in
sport. However this does not explain children acting alone and expressing
amusement.
49

It is to be remembered that in this study cases where bolh parties were laughing togelher while
enjoying 'tumbling' were not included.
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To summarise, certain types of violence perpetrated by boys in this study suggest
that many boys hold shared values about violence, that violence plays a role in their
bonding together in pairs and groups and that they seem to enjoy the experience of
perpetrating, either together or alone. There was also evidence of shared
understandings about targeting children. It is surmised that this was central to notions
of masculinity held by the boys, particularly as they were elements largely absent
from interactions between girls, and in association with their perpetration of violence
alone. Of course, the girls may also have been experiencing a 'sensual and tactile'
sense of fun but they were very rarely observed expressing their joy to other girls in a
group. While it can only be surmised that the boys were experiencing joy and
happiness from their engagement in violence what can be asserted is that it was
acceptable for them to express happiness among themselves in their acts. Even if it
was the case that the boys were just playing along with this expression of enjoyment,
it is still likely that the experience ofviolence served to bond the actors. While
violence in young children is often seen as a result of violent adult role models in
their home lives there is evidence that the children themselves are also actively
involved in creating violence as a fun activity which serves to bond the boys together
in pairs and groups targeting others
Along with being a characteristic of a macho style of masculinity, the benefits of
power derived from violence can be seen as key to bolstering the link between
masculinity and violence.

7.2.3. Power and notoriety
Hierarchical patterns appeared to be a factor in the dominance between the boys
involved in violent games and towards the other children in the centre who were not
a part of the game. It appeared that some boys were enjoying power over others, but
that this was unevenly distributed. White there appeared to be a level of enjoyment
for boys perpetrating violence, some ofthe boys did not appear to be having fun. It
was apparent particularly in the 'Pow! Pow!' violence that there were boys who
continued to play the game despite being repeatedly targeted. Usually it was the
same group of children that were observed in this play over subsequent days (this
varied a little due to attendance routines). However, among those who played there
appeared to be a hierarchy that impacted on the perpetration of violent incidents.
There appeared to be a fairly linear pattern of dominance between the boys based
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upon who perpetrated (or recruited perpetrators) and who was targeted. There were
the boys who rarely were victimised. who often were bigger and older, and
perpetrated against younger or smaller boys or recruited smaller/younger boys to
perpctrate. Some boys were regularly victimised but continued to play the game.
They did not seem to enjoy the vietimisation; looking sad, frowning and rarely
smiling. However they continued to engage in the game for a long period of time.
There were children, both boys and girls, who did not engage in the play at all, some
of these children were observed being abused by the children in the game, or had
their games sabotaged by a group of boys as part of their war play. Girls occasionally
got involved but usually remained on the outer of the game, or were chased by the
boys. This was the case in 'Captain Planet and the cubby'. This demonstrates some
of the complexities of the boys' perpetration.
This sub section explores the use of violence in building hierarchies and will note the
rewards, albeit unevenly distributed between the boys, of dominance. The following
sub section argues that boys gain leadership roles through the use of violence which
also serves to reinforce the link between masculinity and violence.
It was observed, particularly in the stylised types of violence that many boys engaged
in what could be defined as hierarchy building actions, which involved abuse of each
other and other children not involved in the play, (particularly girls not involved in
their play). This was seen in 'Batman and my dad' and 'Guns, bulls and dolls'. In
'Guns, bulls and dolls' there appeared a strong connection between violence, repeat
targeting/bullying, and access to toys.
Sometimes the boys used verbal abuse to jostle for status, an observation also made
by Askew and Ross (1988). In fact she noted, from her research, that verbal abuse
was so common among boys it became part of normal speech (Askew & Ross 1988).
This is in direct contradiction to the binary concept that girls are responsible for the
verbal violence while hoys engage in physical violence.
It certainly appeared to be the case that the dominant' elite' of children enjoyed
grcater access to toys and resources or 'prerogatives ofrank-' as Weificld classified
them 0Neifield et al. 1980, p. 206). Just as Alloway (1995) had noted in her research
where a powerful elite of boys commandeered the computer by use of both blatant
and subtle physical aggression, there were several instances in this study where the
more violent boys had access to resources that other children left to them. Alloway
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(1995) reported that the most persistent concern of teachers in in-service sessions
was the boy's aggressive and harassing behaviours, which they used to 'achieve their
own ends' (Alloway 1995, p. 39). While these trends of dominance were not the
focus of the study and would need to be investigated separately, they are consistent
with studies of dominance between young children (Barner-Barry 1980; Sluckin
1980; Strayer & Strayer 1980; Askew & Ross 1988; Archer 1992).
Two particular findings were significant in this work:
• Boys were observed to use violence in hierarchy building in what appeared to be
attempts to enhance their status within their group
• Power and dominance gained by violent means appeared to result in improved
access to toys and other resources

It appeared much of the superhero play was functional in detennining dominance.
This is in line with the findings of Smith and Green (1975). As mentioned in the
description of the superhero/war play, there appeared to be several levels of status
which influenced the violence occurring: there were the boys who rarely were
victimised, who often were bigger and older, and perpetrated against younger or
smaller boys or recruited smaller/younger boys to perpetrate. Much of the 'Pow!
Powl' play was indicative of linear dominance patterns, where a seemingly lower
status male, usually younger and smaller, targeted by older boys, would subsequently
be violent toward even lower status children, including girls and younger children.
This confirms the patterns of' linear dominance' referred to in much of the literature
on dominance relations in children, where children would display dominance 'down
the line' (see for example Barner-Barry 1980; Sluckin 1980; Strayer & Strayer
1980).
The presence of frowns and grimaces on the boys faces and sometimes tears,
especially by those repeatedly targeted by boys in the group, indicated some boys'
distaste at the proceedings. This was commonly observed in the superhero games, by
boys who were all supposedly willing and consenting parties.
Boys in this study rarely sought assistance from attending adults, indeed often they
denied there was a problem if staff of the centres queried what happened. There were
very strong sanctions against telling staff; indeed those who did or who expressed
emotion in response to being abused were likely to be labelled a 'Cry baby' or
'Tiddle tat' by other boys. This was also found by Thome who noticed that boys
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placed firmer limits on 'tattling' than girls and that the practice is commonly
associated as being a feminine characteristic (Thome 1993, p. 77).

A possible explanation for the continued involvement in the games is the
identification with cartoon violence, where the victim's suffering is rarely
documented (for example see Gorski and Pilotto 1993 in Ainley 1994). This was an
idea raised by many of the staff epitomised by Alicia's comment that 'the victims
just die quietly'.
However. Boulton argues that the tendency for children to continue to play together
following a bout of this play is an indication that the children were not engaged in
real aggression (Boulton 1994). Another explanation is that a certain level of status is
gained by being a part of the 'macho' group of boys, even if not in the 'top' or 'King
Pin' position. As suggested by one staff member, it is possible that the boys at the
bottom of the pecking order who decide to engage in the superhero play, have
witnessed the power of the boys at the top and are hopeful that they will eventually
graduate to this position. This motive may provide the targeted child with an
incentive to put up with the violence, but could have the result of confirming ideas
held by perpetrators that the 'victim' feels no pain. Phenomenological research into
the motives of boys in engaging in war play when they appear to be regularly
targeted would reveal whether there was any validity to this claim.
To summarise, there was evidence in this study of linear dominance patterns
operating between boys in relation to violence in their games and interactions. There
are several possible outcomes of this dynamic, one immediate, one long term. In the
immediate context the practice of covering up pain and distress on the part of the
targeted child is dangerous given the serious nature of much of the violence,
especially given the frequent use of weapons. [t also leads to an underestimation of
the practice and impact of violence by the adults caring for the child. The long term
impact is potentially one where attitudes of victim empathy and victim impact do not
develop in the children. This is alarming given the attitudes evident in several
surveys of young men where they did not think the target of violence suffers (Ainley
et aI. 1994, p. 8).
The discussion has primarily focussed upon the violence between boys, but similar
patterns of violence were evident in mixed sex play.
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7.2.4. Drivers of the train: violence and leadership
While superhero/war play was a common arena for violence that appeared related to
the establishment of dominance between boys, another common context for violence
was in mixed sex play. MacNaughton (1992) argued that the term 'power
relationships' was the only tenn adequate to describe gender relations in the play and
relationship pattems between children observed in eight early childhood centres in
1991. Video observations highlighted invasion of space, dominance of space and
dominance of the soundscape by boys as features of the play environment
(MacNaughton 1992, p. 232). This has been confmned by Clark (1990), Archer
(1992), Thome (1993) and Alloway (1995). MacNaughton commented:
It often meant that for girls. life was about avoiding conflict with boys, having

your special spaces in the centre, such as home comer, contested, and finding
that the domestic play narratives were the main ones you could share
unproblematically with each other. For boys it meant learning to be expansive
in how you use physical space, using physical power to take and maintain
certain spaces as yours. and using physical power to interrupt girls' spaces. It
also meant learning to be macho and use adventure-based outdoor narratives in
your play. For the few boys and girls within each group who were nontraditional life was problematic...and often meant isolation or constant struggle
to be included (MacNaughton 1992, p. 234).
The phenomenon of girls seeking' safe spaces' is a possible interpretation of some of
the girls' behaviour in this study where they were observed 'huddling' in small
spaces. The sorts of spaces included cubbies and pillows in home comer. Boys were
observed on many occasions 'sabotaging' the girls games and entering their spaces
and taking them over. For example the 'Pirate Ship' and 'Cry baby' scene. While
girls, within popular discourse, are seen to use their power to socially exclude
children, it is clear that mueh of the boys' violence had a very powerful exclusion
impact. Alloway (1995, p. 87) gives the example from a recent action research study
of boys kicking a ball violently at girls who attempted to join a soccer game to
exclude them from play. Many of the violent war games the boys were playing
inhibited the use of the playground space for anything else. As a child, unless you
fancied having your head bashed with a flying ball, or hit by a hoola hoop, your only
alternative was to barricade yourself into a safe space. This was also true for some
boys who clearly were not interested in the war games.
However, it also true to say that the girls in this study did not spend all their time
cloistered in cubbies. Many girls joined boys in the make-believe games indoors such
as train and aeroplane games and, less often, in outdoor play. However, they usually
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ended up positioning themselves, and being positioned by others, as passengers or in
the outdoor play it was usually in the role of the hunted or chased, such as in the
Captain Planet example.
In all the centres observed there were mixed sex 'driver' games and in each case a
small number of boys who appeared to use violence to attain or preserve their
position. This is not to say that girls do not have acccss to some power. Clark
(1990), Thome (1993), MacNaughton (1994; 1995b), and Alloway (1995) all
recognise certain domains of girls' power. These domains are argued by all the
authors to be restricted to being between girls themselves. It was observed in this
study that the girls' power dynamics rarely included the use of violence.
Being a girl was used by boys in the study both as a reason for abuse and a term used
to insult. This would serve to confirm Boulton's concern that boys could be leaming
to view girls as 'legitimate targets of physical assaults, possibly with sexual
elements, albeit playfulIy at first, dun ng chi Idhood' (Boulton 1994, p. 35).
The use of the term 'you girl' was used in a derogatory fashion by one boy to
another. The fact that 'girlness' is cause for insult reflects the superior values
attributed to boyness. The use of the term 'you boy' as an insult was never heard.
Therefore not only did these toddler and preschool boys have an awareness of
appropriate social roles, they also demonstrated value judgements that valued boys
over girls. This is very disturbing given the evidence of research quoted in Jenkins
book 'Invitations to Responsibility' that found that abusive adult males have highly
sex role stereotyped attitudes (Jenkins 1990). The evidence the emergence of a
cultural influence of gender on the practice of violence.
While it is not the task of this thesis to examine the intricacies of the power relations
between boys and girls, it is possible to suggest that the boys' power is in some ways
gained through the use of violence and is, at least in part, motivated by sexist beliefs
emerging in early childhood. In addition, when the key components of masculinity as
articulated by many boys in this study and others are toughness, strength and power
we can see that the values commonly associated with girls such as caring and
cooperation are devalued. This makes it extremely challenging to reverse the
supportive attitudes toward violence evident in much of the boys' play and culture.
Perhaps the key is in further research that examines the attitudes of boys who were
not observed to perpetrate.
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At this point it must be noted that, as is evident in the quantitative data. not all the

boys engaged in violence or hierarchy building activities. As Thome (1993) warns,
the boys who engage in these activities are the most visible, as their violence causes
concern among the targeted children and is often accompanied by loud noises and
energetic posturing. Both are very visible to the observer looking for violence. It is
too easy to speak. in dualistic terms ofa 'male culture' and a 'female culture'. It is
important to acknowledge the dangers of focussing too heavily on the abusive forms
of masculinity and, in doing so miss the part of the terrain not shown on this map.
There were boys who were very cooperative in their play with girls, who played in
peaceful ways with one another, just as there were girls who repeatedly acted
violently.
There was some evidence however of a dominant or hegemonic form of masculinity
that equates being a boy with being both aggressive and dominant over the girls, over
the boys who do not adhere to this form of masculinity and to staff of the centres. It
was often only one, what could be considered to be elite, group of boys and several
pairs of boys in each centre that carried out most of the stylised macho violence and
had the 'run' of playground equipment. In each centre there were boys who appeared
to be not a part of the dominant picture and could be argued to be 'resisting' the
dominant diseourse of masculinity, by drawing on different forms of masculinity
available to them. It would therefore be of value to study the attitudes evident in the
discourses of these boys to find keys to resisting what is clearly a very destructive
culture.
In summary, the practice of violence by many boys appeared to be flourishing in the
centres observed. This fact, combined with the observation of much macho
posturing, evidence of children bonding through their experience of violence and a
common open expression of shared enjoyment of violence in the study leads to a
conclusion of an emerging link between masculinity and violence and suggests a
level of acceptance for both the practice and the enjoyment of it. The links not only
fasten the practice of violence to this dominant cultural notion of gender but serve to
reinforce the practices by boys.
This is not to argue that girls are not violent, there was evidence in this study of
many girls practicing violence. There is in fact increasing evidence of girls
perpetrating violence. However, Eran argues that boys' violent culture is being
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copied as it continues to hold ascendancy over that of girls (Eron 1987). This is even
further evidence that the hegemonic form of masculinity needs to be challenged.
The final section explores the implications of staff discourses that could be seen to be
contributing to the continued existence of a link between masculinity and violence.

7.3. Silencing the link: Staff discourses
Two major questions prompting this study led to the exploration of adults' attitudes
toward children's violence:
• whether the introduction of violence prevention initiatives for children is
hampered by ways of talking about the behaviour which sen'e to hide the
existence of violence.
• whether the connection of masculinity to violence, is also hidden by the way the
aggression, or the practice ofviolence, is talked about in coMection with children.
Many members of staff expressed great concern over the violence that was occurring.
This mirrors the concerns of primary school teachers and other early childhood
teachers at a recent conference on 'Girls and Boys' (Boulden 1995; Alloway 1995).
It was not found to be the case in this study that staffspoke of violence generally in

ways that sen'ed to hide its existence.
However, the other major finding of the study was that the staff did not routinely
inten'ene in cases of violence and that children were largely left to interact together
uninterrupted during play periods. This confirmed the findings of other research
(Smith & Green 1975; Slee 1992; Olweus 1993). This is a disturbing finding given
that adults' lack of intervention in children's violence has been demonstrated to
foster the development of these practices (Smith & Green 1975; Eran 1987). Olweus
stressed the importance of density of teachers in the playground and active response
of teachers to incidents between children in reducing the rates of bullying in schools
(Olweus 1990).
Three major findings emerged from this study that can be seen to be indirectly
contributing to a culture of tolerance toward violence. The first is that the staff in the
study 'stepped back' during times of <free play' > allowing the children to engage in
largely uninterrupted activities, whieh included violence. Secondly, the major
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discourses located in the taxonomy provided a rationale for lack of intervention in
incidents of violence:
• popular child development: Attention seeking-that children are being violent to
attract attention
• evolutionary-the acceptance of the role of violence in the development of a
'pecking order' between children in a group situation
• social psychology/developmental: Conflict over toys-that ehildren's violence is
seated in conflicts based upon the developmental stage of not being able to share
toys. and that children should learn to sort out their conflicts themselves
Thirdly, the connection between cultural notions of gender and violence was not
featured in the staff understandings of violence. A discussion of the three staff
discourses inhibiting intervention follows while the final topic covers implications of
staff perceptions of gender and violence.

7.3.1. Non-intervention discourses

Attention seeking -

'ignore it'

The major instrumental reason for violence noted by staff(apart from sharing toys)
was the use of violence to get staff attention. This relates to the discourse of popular
ehild development evident in the many 'manuals' available about childcare (see for
example Lindon et al. 199S-so).
In a setting where the ability to relate to an adult is restricted because the numbers of
children mitigate against it, it is possible that some actions of the children are
attempts to seek attention. However, to frame violence primarily as an attempt to
have contact with adults ignores much of the evidcnee on violence used for the
instrumental purpose of gaining power and status. It also ignores the impact on the
targeted child.
Interestingly attention-seeking was assessed as being a factor in the motivation of

sa For example Lindon et aI. (t995) devole a chapter in tbeir book on "Caring for tbe under-8's" to
"children's behaviour and adults behaviour". In it the first topic they deal willi is children's
attention seeking behaviour. They argue that children are apt to try to seek attention through actions
that adults do not want to enrourage (Lindon t995 el aL, p. t53).
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both the perpetrator and the targeted child. Ironically some ofthe same staffwho
spoke of not wanting to intervene because the child was seeking attention spoke of
needing to give the pell'etrator extra attention to build up their self esteem. This was
never suggested for the targeted child who was understood to be 'playing victim' to
seek attention.
The workloads of the staffwere clearly a factor in their level of intervention. Staff
were often very busy with individual children and unable to check everything that
was going on in the room or playground space. The fact that their schedules were so
busy, particularly indoors, is likely to lead to their placing a very strong value upon
children's self reliance and independence. Many staff members articulated attention
seeking as a major concern. This was particularly evident in the discussions about
gender where some staff argued that the children crying and giggling was 'just as
bad'.
Violence was seen as an individual problem, not a social issue related to the nature of
group child care arrangements. It is suggested that the perception that violence is
motivated by attention seeking may be playing a role in preventing adults from
guiding children's social and moral development with regard to violence. Other
explanations contributing to lack of intervention stemmed from viewing the problem
as being an interactive one of conflict between children, rather than an individual
psychological need.

Conflict over sharing- 'sort it out themselves'
Conflict over toy sharing was seen by staff to be the most common context of
children's violence. These were mostly staff in the babies and toddlers rooms. It was
less of a factor for staff in the preschool rooms. It led, in the main to strategies of
diversion.
This directly reflects the focus in the current child development literature (phyfePerkins 1980; Bredekamp 1987). Aggression in early childhood texts is commonly
referred to as occurring primarily in the context of conflict over toys (see for
example Arthur et a1. 1993) and current violence prevention initiatives in schools
often feature conflict resolution techniques for children to the exclusion of all else
(see for example Stephen 1993). This perception that violence is pri mari I y caused by
conflict was not backed up by the observations in the research study. It was found in
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this study, as in others (Strayer & Strayer 1980), that much violence occurred that
was 'out of the blue' and was not connected to any visible conflict over resources.
Many opinions in the literature suggest that conflict resolution is a major solution to
aggression and violence (Butterworth & Fulmer 1991; Stephen 1993). However,
while conflict was a common lens through which to view violence, strategies of
adults' mediating were rarely observed in the study, usually the children were either
distracted or encouraged to sort the conflict out themselves, making solution even
less likely. The confliet discourse posits the two children as being 'partners' in the
problem (Tillet 1991).
It appeared that, in practice, the result of this way of framing the problem was
actually to place much of the responsibility for dealing with the problem of violence
at the feet of the targeted children, or at least to imply that the perpetrator shared
responsibility with the targeted child. In talking about what they would say to the
children staff often assumed that the targeted child was responding to something the
other child did. In fact there was evidence in the discussions with staff of an open
reluctance to address the responsibility of the perpetrator.
In the vast majority of incidents the targeted child did not retaliate and there was a
clear perpetrator. To treat both partners as integrally involved in such incidents is to
diminish the perpetrators' responsibility and has the effect of silencing the power
discourse. It ignores the fact, demonstrated by other research, that children bring to
their play dominant stories of gender, stories which arc grounded in a solid
foundation of power differentials including a differing sense of entitlement
(Weinraub

1984~

Clark 1990; MacNaughton 1994; Alloway 1995).

Many staff referred to the power dynamics between the children in determining
whether or not to intervene. Staffof younger children were more likely to advocate
staff intervention in 'fights' between children. However, there was evidence that
children were often left to sort out their problems themselves, a preferred strategy of
many of the staff. It is likely that the fact staffwere so busy at many of the times
would contribute to this preference. There was also evidence of lack of success of
children sorting out 'their problem' in that the violence continued, or of the result
being that the targeted child would back away or give up a toy to another. There was

also even evidence in the study that the perpetrators were offered protection by
several of the staff. It is possible that the conflict discourse, by assuming mutual
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responsibility, is actually letting the perpetrator off the hook.. In practice the
responsibility appears to end up landing on the shoulders of the targeted child as they
are the ones who are dissatisfied with the occurrence.
The results of this study indicate that direct conflict is not always centrally connected
to violence. The emphasis on sharing toys and conflict as a way of understanding
violence obscures the picture of more widespread violence, and violence as a group
phenomenon, and its connection to establishing dominance in a group situation.
The fact that the children in the study were largely interacting with children of a
similar age during the long hours of free play means they are unlikely to develop
sophisticated social skills if not exposed to more competent social actors in their
play. The need for this to occur has been stressed by many new thinkers in the area
of child development (Schaffer ]992; Fleer 1995; Hutt et al. ]989). This would
include the sharing of responsibility for the targeted child while attempting to protect
and nurture the self esteem ofthe perpetrator. Attributing responsibility to the
targeted child to deal with the problem has the potential to be interpreted by the
perpetrator as legitimising their actions and can occlude an understanding of the
impact upon the victimised child. In addition, discouraging the seeking of help from
adults leaves the child without support in the face of unequal power dynamics
between the children.
Both the attention seeking and conflict analyses encourage limits to adult
involvement either through adults ignoring the incident or mediating children's own
solutions to the problem and focussing on the feelings of the children, and
particularly the perpetrator. What appeared to happen in the study however was for
children to be encouraged to sort out the problem defined as conflict without adult
assistance. Both these approaches fit with the discourse of' free play' and functional
arguments of violence both of which were evident in the staff's meanings of violence
and ways of approaching it.

FunctionaJ- 'Jet them sort out the hierarchy'
Another way of framing violence was that children were 'finding their place in the
room', 'looking after themselves' or 'finding the dominant role'
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This indicates an adherence to the functional 51 arguments about hierarchy building in
groups. The key impllcation of this way of viewing violence is that it is seen as
performing the function of creating a hierarchy among individuals and is tolerated in
order for the violence to subside in the long run.
There certainly was definite evidence of children engaging in hierarchy building
activities such as putting other children down and establishing dominance over centre
resources. While several staff noted the existence of dominance and power relations
between children, none of the staff questioned the hierarchy. Indeed several staft'
members referred in a positive way to children 'sticking up for themselves'. The
acceptance of a hierarchy between the children was evident in the unquestioned
positioning by the children of themselves as leaders such as in the 'Train to
Newcastle' scene.
Some staff concluded, along with ethological researchcrs, that the existence of
dominance functions to minimise intragroup aggression (Scrayer & Strayer 1980, p.
137). The tendency for some staff to draw on the evolutionary concept of 'survival of
the fittest' can be seen to serve to support the functional use of violence and was
likely to be contributing to a lack of intervention. It was not just the case that staff
stepped aside completely from children's play, oftcn they were on hand in case
something happened to the children. However it sometimes happened that staff
would involve themselves in a practical problem the child was having but would not
attend to the violence oceurring in the same scene.
Gilbert (1990 quoted in Archer 1994) noted that where the rule of law is weakly
represented (eg the private sphere of the home and boarding schools) dominance
relations will be left to the individuals themselves with the result that few inhibitions
will be in place to using violence to settle conflicts. This has been noted to occur in
educational institutions (Askew & Ross 1988; Jenkins 1990). As Askew and Ross
put it: 'Institutions are organised in such a way that power and success are derived
from competitive, divisive and hierarchical structures' (Askew & Ross 1988, p. 42).
Although this contention was not examined in this study and would need to be
investigated in other studies there was evidence of tacit acceptance of the hierarchy
51

Functionalist arguments posillha1 dominance belw«:n lwo people is established by a 'mntuaJ
agreement' charaetc:risai by an aggressive action and a submissive response (Strayer & Strayer
1980, p. 155). They see I.he development of a hierarchy as a natural activily among groups of
humans (and primates) and stress the importaru;e of equal attention being paid to the activily of bath
participants in I.he aggressive exchange (Slrayer & Strayer J980. p. 154).
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building actions that included violence through the neglect of adult direction.
Jenkins emphasises the failure of educational systems to promote responsibility by
failing to provide the necessary sanctions and tolerating social inequality (Jenkins
1990, p. 34). This conclusion certainly could be drawn from this study. While
attempts to neutralise inequality were advocated by many staff in interview, this
rarely happened in practice. Whether deliberate or not, for example in the case of
those who wished to ignore incidents because they adhered to one of the three major
discourses inhibiting intervention, the fact remains that few sanctions were placed
upon the perpetrators.
Davies (1997, p. 7) in her study of early childhood educators in outdoor playground
settings found that the tendency was for teachers to 'stand around. watching children
play. intervening only when a safety hazard arises or when a child requires some
fonn of assistance' and concluded that this appears to be a particular feature of
teachers interpretation of their role on outdoor settings. This is supported by many
other research studies (Brown & Burger 1984; Hutt et a1. 1989; Wittmer and Honig
1994 quoted in Davies 1997). Research on bullying reported that parents and
teachers were not putting negative sanctions in place for the bullying behaviour (Slee
1992; Olweus ]993). This tendency for staff to stand aside is likely to be seated in
the popular concept ofthe need for children to engage in free play.
The statrs role in the children's social and moral development in the early childhood
centres in the study appeared very limited. It seemed more important to provide
materials for free play to foster the children's cognitive development.
In this study it was observed that violence was more prevalent when the children
were involved in free play and in areas or at times where adult supervision was low
or intennittent.
All three of the discourses which serve to limit adult involvement in children's
violence can he seen to be reinforced by the popularity of the notion of free play
from child development theory. While many other reasons were given for not acting,
such as the incredibly busy schedules for the staff and futility of intervening, it was
these discourses that appeared most in the staff interviews. Just as MacNaughton
(I 992, p. 232) argued that the language and concepts of child development are

inadequate to describe power relations it is argued here that they are grossly
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inadequate to describe the complex and multifaceted social dimensions of violence
perpetrated by children.
Clark (1990, p. 14) argued that the concept of 'free choice', which has come to
dominate education discourse, allows for the removal of many explicit constraints
and the concomitant intrusion of implicit constraints (in particular those related to
ideas about appropriate maseulinity and femininity). Similarly, it appears that all the
discourses that discourage action by staff in the face of children's violence are
paving the way fur the practice to flourish. This results in consequent inequality of
relations between boys and girls and between the macho or elite boys and those who
do not subscribe to violent masculinity. As Grieve and Bums lamented, there
appears to be a neglect of the social dimension of children's development, ignoring
the fact that many social practices are both fonnulated and maintained in children's
peer groups in early childhood (Grieve & Bums 1994).
The last factor that will be argued to be contributing to blinkering our sight of the
social nature of violent practices is the lack of an explanation for the gender
differences in violence perpetration. This is covered in the final sub section.

7.3.2. Gender discourses

In Clark's research a major finding was that gender was a 'primary lens through
which teachers make sense of experience and reflect on their students' (Clark 1990).

In this study gender was rarely used by staff as a lens through which to understand
the phenomenon of violence, with the exception of violence associated with
superheros. This seems ironic given the prevalence of the practice by boys.
When asked about gender differences, the staff in this study expressed a range of
differing and at times, inconsistent views about the topic, they could be characterised
by the following four statements:
• 'The girls and boys are on par'
• 'The girls and boys are both violent-just in different ways'
• 'The girls are just as bad in other ways'
• 'The boys are more violent' but...
While it was expected that there would be a prevalence of attitudes in the study based
upon the belief that violence is natural for boys, epitomised by the phrase: 'boys will
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be boys' , it was an attitude largely absent in the talk of the staff. It appeared that the
staffresponses were linked much more to the desire to not differentiate between the
sexes and to 'treat the children all the same', two features of Clark' s findings about
staff beliefs relating to gender in primary school (1990).

As reported in the findings the observed sex differences did not fall into
'complementary' styles or binary thinking represented in many of the concepts of the
staff and evident in the literature (see for example Carlsson-Paige & Levin 1990)
such as the physical/verbal dichotomy. While many staff expressed the belief that
boys were more implicated in the violence thcy all went on to qualify this or explain
girls' qualities in a variety of ways. Only two staff members believed categorically
that there was a difference and that boys were more violent.
Gi,ls and boys: on par
It appeared there were sanctions operating which discouraged staff from asserting

there was a difference. The following statements were typical: 'not that I can say the
girls are different from the boys', 'not that I can state categorically that it is boys',
'you try not to put them in categories', 'well, you don't want to make a thing of it'.
]n addition many staff tentatively argued that it was 'more boys than girls' but were
quick to assert that girls could be violent as well. Whether arising from lack of
observation or some 'ethical' constraint on attributing a link between gender and
violence, this constraint is serving to eclipse thc connection between masculinity and
violence.
The staff of the centres were all facing the introduction of a new accreditation
system. One ofthe indicators articulated in the guidelines for accreditation is
adherence to gender equity principles (Bredekamp 1987).

[t

is possible that the

reluctance to name boys as perpetrators evident in both the words and practices of
the staff, is being influenced by a need to 'treat all the children the same'?
The girls are ju.st lIiolent bu.t in different ways
Another common idea was that girls and boys are equally violent but engage in
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different styles of violence. These can be summarised as follows (as they appeared in
the words of different staff):
Boys

Girls

physical

verbal

hitting

pinching and scratching

overt

covert

superhero

catty and bitchy

As can be seen in the qualitative data. the types of violence boys and girls were
observed to engage in did not fall neatly into these categories. The difference noted

in this research was that boys were responsible for the vast majority of the incidents
involving weapons and what could be considered to be the more serious incidents
such as throwing sand in the face ofa child (100% of the 13 incidents), hitting
children's faces (96% of the 24 incidents), throwing objects at (83% of the 58
incidents) and humiliating violence such as spitting in the face (100% of the 2
incidents) and threats (88% of the 95 incidents).
There were no incidents where a higher percentage of girls were responsible with the
exception of the four incidents of roughing up hair. The two main incident types
where the girls were getting close to the boys in perpetration were verbal and
push/pull-which was a major fonn of violence. The girls were responsible for 35%
of the 267 incidents of push/pull and 34% of the 99 verbal incidents. This certainly
does not confonn to a pattern of equal responsibility with different styles of
perpetration.
To summarise, many staff perceived that the girls were either on par with the boys or
just as violent but in diffcrent ways. With the exception of the staff members who
noted the strong connection between boys and weapon use, thc staff perceptions were
not in keeping with the observations of the researcher. The last way in which girls
actions were seen in parallel with boys' violence was in relation to 'other things' thc
girls do.

The girls are jUft as bad
Several staff members offered the opinion that girls' actions, other than violence,
was 'just as bad' as the boys. This occurred in five of the interviews. A few staff
members felt that girls' propensity to cry was comparable to the boys violence in
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causing trouble, and another saw the girl's giggling and tears as being as bad. These
ideas fell into two categories, in that they were considered either 'just as bad' or 'just
as much trouble' and hence, symmetrical in some way to the boys' violence.
Staff appeared to take great pains to point out that girls were 'just as bad' or just as
able to be aggressive. There seemed to be a great reluctance to attribute a link
between masculinity and violence, possibly through fears of blaming the boys. It was
also evident that the notion of the children's behaviour being 'just as bad' was seated
in conceptualising the problem as one for staff and not for the targeted child. How
many children would argue that being the target of violence is just as bad as having
someone in the room cry, or giggle? It is vital that the problem of violence is seen in
terms of the suffering it causes.
It seems that the above perspectives are heavily influenced by the 'equal opportunity'
model attributed to liberal feminism. According to Alloway (1995) the model is
premised on a 'masculinist' framework, based on the shortfalls of femininity with
regard to submissive behaviour and that girls assertiveness needs to be increased in
response to aggression. Therefore the girls are being asked to improve in male terms
and become more aggressive in their styles of relating. This view of gender fits with
the evidence of the influence of both the conflict and functional discourses.

The boys are more violent but...
Several staff members said they believed boys were more violent than girls but this
was often very tentative, qualifIed in some way or seen as only a temporary state of
affairs.
Almost all the staff showed a high degree of reluctance to relate boys to the
perpetration of violence, or to deliberate on the connection that they did sce. Thiswas
surprising given the data in the study on both the extent and the severity of the nature
of the violence practiced by many of the boys. This was accompanied by a tendency
to see the girls as doing just as much violence, just practicing different types of
violence, or to equate the boys' violence with other actions of the girls, including
crying and giggling.
This tendency to view boys' violence as being equivalent to other negative
behaviours in girls was also present in the literature. For example, in Carlsson-Paige
and Levin's work on violence and war games, they convincingly argue the case for
the presence ofa 'combat masculinity' in boys. However, in the follow up
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discussion of boys and girls they devote a sub-section to both the 'cost of pink and
blue' and 'too much sugar and spice is not nice'. In the latter section they
problematise the girls' tendency to be nice (Carlsson-Paige & Levin 1990, p. 98).
The major context in which masculinity was believed to have a bearing on the
children's actions was in superhero play. Several staff connected masculinity
directly to violence and particularly weapon use in this setting and expressed their
concerns about this. However these concerns had little theoretical backup, with
publications recommending the staff to stand back or support the play.
The discourses used by staff to understand violence tie in with the conflict and
functional arguments which see both parties implicated in violence and that
dominance within groups is a natural process within a group of children which
functions to reduce the level of aggression. But if the result is an inequitable run of
the playground and access to resources are we willing for our children to accept this
limit to their development? While staff recognised the dynamic of power it was seen
in the light of size, age and length of time in the centre or room; they did not explain
it in terms of gender.
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Conclusion

Violence is one of the major problems of Australian society. There is overwhelming
evidence that men and boys are hugely over represented in its perpetration.
Children's violence has been demonstrated to be a 'strikingly' consistent precursor to
adult violence (Olweus 1979; Eron 1987). It is therefore vital that we study boys

I

violence.
This study was designed to examine violence perpetrated by very young children and
to explore the perceptions adults caring for young children have of their violence.
It was found that a great deal of violent incidents were observed, perpetrated mainly
by boys. This is particularly disturbing given evidence that violence in childhood is a
strong predictor of adult offending
The results of this study show that there is an emergent link between a dominant
form of masculinity and the practice of violence by very young boys. This form of
masculinity is characterised by toughness and power, and supported by an attitude of
not caring and bolstered by group dynamics and socially constructed notions offun.
Far from being harmless, superhero war play was seen to be the site of very brutish
forms of masculinity. There was evidence of sex based violence. Children were
being attacked by groups and pairs of boys. Boys were observed inciting others to be
violent. While the targeted child suffered, the attacking boys often displayed
amusement by their violent actions. Some children were repeatedly targeted or
bullied, sometimes by playmates.
A major finding of the study, therefore, was that some boys themselves are engaged

in reinforcing each other's violent practices. The connection between masculinity
and violence is not new. What is new is focussing on:
• violence as a collective phenomenon which goes beyond the level of the
individual
• camaraderie between young boys in their practice of violence
• attributing weight to the link between violence and masculinity
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While not wanting to contribute to 'moral panic' (Bessant & Watts 1993) it is
suggested action is required immediately on all fronts influencing children's culture.
It was also found that staff did not commonly intervene. In addition, while evidence
abounded in this study of a link between cultural notions of masculinity and
violence, acknowledged by some of the children themselves, few of the staff of the
centres acknowledged or acted upon the link.
The current discourses available to adults looking after children serve to hide the
discourse of gender discourage intervention in specific incidents of violence, divert
I

the focus away from the impact on the targeted child and foster an environment
where children play largely unfettered from input of more adept social actors.
This can be seen to stem, in part from the Piagetian inspired concept of free play and.
in part, supported by discourses from both the violence and child development fields
that inhibit adults from intervening in situations of violence between children. In
addition, the gender equity discourse, which encourages adults to simply treat both
boys and girls the same, silences very real gender differences and renders
discriminatory any attempts to address harmful gendered practices. Clearly, girls
giggling and not paying attention is not equivalent to the likely physical and
emotional impact of violence.
It is suggested that this may allow for polarised forms of gender, including a
dominant form ofviolent masculinity, to flourish. Several authors have noted that
pennissive attitudes contribute to reinforcement of aggression in children (Hoffman
et a1. 1994). It could be argued, therefore. that adults are inadvertently fostering an
environment where violence can be perpetrated largely uncontested.
The results of this research certainly supports Haskins' concern about impact of
institutional care on the development of aggression in children (Haskins 1985).
However it is important to note that other forms of child care (and indeed chi I dren' s
experiences in families) are likely to be subject to similar problems.
As Finkelstein concluded:
The increased risk of aggression in child care is not necessarily the evils of day
care, rather they may be the failure to provide systematic opportunities to
encourage the development of prosocial behaviours (Finkelstein 1982, p. 8).
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Recent thinking demonstrates that very young children are taking up societal values
(Archer 1992; MacNaughton ]992, 1995; Fleer 1995; Alloway 1995). Children learn
about moral values at a far earlier age than was once suspected. This study provides
evidence of an urgent need to foster children's moral growth to prevent continued
violence in early childhood.
There has been measurable success in changing children's attitudes to vi01ence.
Eron's study found that an intervention aimed at changing attitudes about the
appropriateness of aggression led to a subsequent drop in the behaviour (Eron et aI.

1983).
As Sebastian Nickell and Milne stated:
Young children will not develop desirable interactive skills by simply being
with others in a group situation. Undesirable patterns of social responses are
likely to be intensified unless adults help children to modify their behaviours
(1992, p. 126).
Damon (1988) argued a need to confront children openly with our own emotional
responses to their misdeeds, or explain the implications of their actions on others,
and explain the reason for such reactions. He argues for consistently enforcing
expectations in positive and constraining ways even though many people believe that
such demands restrain children's creative spontaneity (Damon] 988, p. 122).
Adults in all settings where children are cared for need to take more responsibility
for the development ofchildren's moral values and social skills and actively promote
prosocia! attitudes, and set about to forge a new link between masculinity and
tenderness. It is concluded that to break: the link between violence and masculinity it
must: firstly be recognised; secondly named and thirdly addressed directly with the
children. It is suggested that the link be broken through active staff involvement that
promotes a high degree of cooperation between children as a core component of
masculinity and injects nurturing attitudes into children's beliefs about appropriate
masculinity. It is also recommended that adults intercept incidents when they occur
and therefore challenge the frequent practice of violence in, particularly in boys'
play.
However, the results of this study point to the need to look beyond the practices of
child care workers for social change to occur. It is vital that the issue of children's
social development be taken up at policy level within the early childhood sphere. The
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child-centred, individually focused discourse which is central to early childhood
thinking requires re-exantin.s.tion in the light of the findings of this research.
The responsibility for social change must also be taken up by the broader society.
Until boys are presented with images other than Ninja Turtles who delight in combat
and sporting heroes who are still idolised despite being sent off the field for 'foul
play'. it win remain an uphiLL battle. We as a society, need to celebrate those boys
who reject a violent masculinity, who, as Thorne (1993) argued, transgress the
boundaries. It is time to swallow our coLLective fear of emaseulation and boost the
pride of all boys and men who are nurturant and cooperative. It is also time to be
swamped with images of emotionally sensitive heroes who actively reject every form
of violence.

It is essential that masculinity moves from the current position of privileged
invisibility in violence prevention to stand beside the mass of evidence implicating
this cultural construct in violence.
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10. Appendices
10.1. Appendix 1. Data collection form
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10.2. Appendix 2. Sample permission form
Name
Address
Pseudonym chosen
I agree to be interviewed by Nikki Main. Masters student at the University of
Canberra, for the purpose of research on children's play, the nature of which and
type of information sought has been explained to my satisfaction. I understand that
my identity will remain confidential, that any identifying information will be altered
and that information collected will be only that which is relevant to the purpose of
the research. I am aware that I have access to any records made relating to
information I have provided. I am also aware that the use of personal infonnation
will be limited to the use for which it was collected and not released to anyone for
any other purpose.
Signed
...................................................... Name:
...................................................... Researcher: Nikki Main
...................................................... Date.
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